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Factors Table for deciding management options
The table can be used to decide what management actions need to be taken, if any,
once an assessment has been made of existing management measures and those
required to maintain the wildlife value of the European Marine Site.
‘F’
Score

Activity/Effects

Management Option

Example

F1

Activity is a natural process

Surveillance

Natural movement of river channel
leading to saltmarsh loss

F2

There is no known
mechanism for the activity to
affect the feature, and no
evidence that it is having an
effect

Not considered further

These are issues/activities which
may have been raised but which
are not happening on site. Or if it
did occur would not cause damage
eg scuba diving

F3

There is a known mechanism
for the activity to have an
effect, but no evidence to
suggest that it is having a
significant effect at present

Surveillance. Possibly
identify operational limits

Contamination might flow into the
site causing pollution - but this is
not happening now

F4

There is evidence to suggest
that an activity might be
having a significant effect –
at least in some parts of the
EMS – but the mechanism
and/or the effects are not
fully understood

Research and/or trial
management including
development of codes of
practice, zoning of
particular areas etc

Some forms of recreation are
suspected of disturbing EMS
interest features but little is known
on the effects of the disturbance
and how best to manage the
activities

F5

There is evidence to suggest
that an activity is having a
significant effect and the
mechanism is known

Implement management
measures (voluntary or
statutory), with operational
limits as appropriate

The use of unauthorised motor
vehicles within the European
marine site causes significant
disturbance to birds using the area
and damage to the saltmarsh

Plans
&
Projects

The activity constitutes a plan Apply Habitats
or project which may or may Regulations 48-53
not have significant effects

Activities requiring planning
permission or other forms of
consent (see Section 5.9)

F6
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Foreword:"Summary of information collected on activties and operations
The following list of annexes attempt to capture the current understanding, knowledge
and experience of all activities occurring in the site and represent a baseline of
information on these activities. They were originally supplemental to the first edition
of the management scheme and designed to be added to or amended in subsequent
years as use of the site changed.
During the management scheme review process, they have been reviewed and
revised and it is from the analysis of these activities that management actions are
developed.
The original list of activities was agreed by the management and advisory groups to
ensure they were comprehensive and were written and reviewed by members of those
groups. For the second edition, the advisory groups reviewed information on
saltmarsh management, recreation (sea and land based), the longshore economy and
traditional activities in particular.
It should be noted that the word "historical" has been used in describing an activity
that has been on-going in its present form for at least the last 40 to 60 years (i.e.
within living memory), though it is recognised that describing an historically
practiced activity can be subjective, since it is based on qualitative information i.e.
experience and memories that are not always documented.
It is intended the annexes will be continually updated and added to, so as to reflect
changing and new activities occuring in the site."
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Annex 1
Agriculture - saltmarsh management
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

The saltmarshes in north Norfolk extend over 2,200ha and range from pioneer salt
marsh (with samphire) through to middle and upper saltmarsh communities with some
transitions to tidal reed beds. In places the saltmarsh is limited naturally by higher
ground, but elsewhere their landward extent is constrained by sea walls. Between the
16th and end of the 19th century approximately 50% of the saltmarshes were reclaimed
for freshwater grazing marsh and arable.
Those in the Wash extend over about 4,228 hectares almost entirely comprising of
pioneer and mid marsh communities. The Wash lies within the Fenland basin and is
not constrained by high ground but entirely by man-made sea defences. Reclamations
began in Roman times but large scale enclosures started in the 17th century and
continued until as recently as the early 1980s. Hence the almost complete absence of
higher saltmarsh communities.
Activities relating to management of salt marshes on the north Norfolk coast and
Wash include the following:
Stock grazing
This was a traditional activity before the Second World War on the north Norfolk
coast when sheep were the main stock grazed and were kept on the marshes during the
day and folded on arable at night thus helping to manure the land. Since the War
grazing has ceased except for a few horses at Brancaster. However, common right
holders still have rights to graze (see Annex 5).
On the Wash until the 1960s about 50% of the saltmarshes were grazed but this
dropped to about 30% in the late 1980s. Following the publication of the Wash
Estuary Management Plan there has been a revival with a target of getting back to the
50% of the saltmarsh grazed as in the1960s. The grazing occurs in summer mainly by
cattle, though sheep are turned out on one marsh. About 50% of the marshes are
grazed with the objective of improving the sward for wildfowl. Water is usually
provided on the landward sides of the seabanks (in the past it has been provided on
the banks themselves or on the marsh) and results in local poaching on the stowways
between the borrow pits and sea wall crossing points. This can be locally severe.
Problems can also arise because the cattle are not usually locally owned so there can
be delays in taking them off the marsh after a desired sward height is reached. This
can result in some poaching and over grazing.
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Turf cutting
There is no recent history of turf cutting except at Brancaster where small scale
cutting took place about ten years ago for the repair of some golf course bunkers. This
has now ceased as it conflicted with common rights and damaged the nature
conservation interest of the saltmarsh. (See also Annexes 5 and 11).
Plant gathering
Samphire (Salicornia) is gathered from the lower saltmarsh (see Annexes 5, 11 and
18). There is some collection of sea lavender on a small scale.
Reed cutting
Tidal reed bed is cut at Thornham, Brancaster and Cley (see Annex 11)
Wildfowling (see Annexes, 5, 11 and 18)
Houseboats
There are some houseboats on the eastern side of the Wash these have a very localised
impact by creating shallow basins in the area that they are moored.
Sea defences
Material from borrow pits in the upper saltmarsh has been used in the past for the
construction of sea walls in the Wash (see Annex 4).
Access
Paths cross the saltmarshes on both the north Norfolk coast and the Wash for a variety
of reasons including bait digging, access to moorings, recreation (to beaches), military
(on the bombing ranges) and for emergencies. Increased usage of some results in
widening paths which sometimes cause severe damage to the saltmarsh but the effects
are very local.
Common rights and traditional activities also cover a number of other activities (see
Annexes 5 and 18).

1.2

Management

Current Management Objectives
The baseline information and targets for the interest features listed in the table below
can be found in the Regulation 33 Advice published by Natural England (see
www.esfjc.co.uk/ems.htm - Home Page).
The grazing management of the Wash salt marshes is commercial but with a
conservation objective.
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Current Management for Nature Conservation
The majority of grazed saltmarsh in the Wash has been entered in to management
agreements with NE or Defra through the Countryside Stewardship scheme. Currently
the target of grazing about 50% of the saltmarsh has been achieved. The objective is
to graze to a sward height of between 2 - 10 cm by the end of September each year so
as to provide suitable habitat for wintering wildfowl. The ungrazed saltmarsh has
greater structural diversity and encourages botanical diversity.
There is no active management on the north Norfolk coast saltmarshes.
Within the SPA interest feature it is an attribute of favourable condition that predators
of listed species are controlled. The type of control used depends on the conservation
organisation’s approach to this problem. The conservation organisations managing
SPA areas on the north Norfolk coast are currently working towards a common
approach for predator control.

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
authority

Existing
Management

Possible
effect on
features

Grazing of
saltmarshes

50% of
Wash
almost
none
N.Norfolk

Increase
on Wash
saltmarsh
(Higher)

NE
DEFRA
RSPB
LWT
CRH

Almost all
grazing within
NE
management
agreements or
Countryside
Stewardship

Grazing of
previously
ungrazed
marshes can
lead to loss of
plant diversity

Low on N
Norfolk
coast
(Higher)

Cutting tidal
reed

7

Only in
north
Norfolk

Need
advice on
this

nd

2

Overgrazing
can reduce
food resource
for birds

NE
CRH

Managed by
CRH
NE has some
management
statements
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Overgrazing
can lead to
poaching &
damage the
saltmarsh
communities
Not considered
damaging
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
authority

Existing
Management

Possible
effect on
features

Gathering
samphire

Throughout

Low but
occasional
increases
(Higher)

NE
CRH

Unregulated

Footpaths

Both on the
Wash & in
north
Norfolk
North
Norfolk
coast

Higher
(medium)

Local
Authorities
(registered
paths)
NE
Conservation
organisations

Generally
Unregulated

Not considered
damaging at
current &
historical
levels
Can cause
severe
localised
damage.
Predators can
have severe
impacts on
internationally
important
breeding birds
It is, however,
very important
that predator
species be
listed to ensure
there is no
unnecessary
culling.

Management
of predators of
SPA species

2.2

Historic
levels
were
moderate,
current
level high

NE

Internal natural factors

In north Norfolk natural changes take place in relation to saltmarsh with sand ridges
rolling back over salt marsh in places. Changes in siltation patterns throughout the
system may take place.

2.3

External factors

The fixing of saltmarshes by flood defence and coastal protection structures reduces
their ability to function naturally. In particular it may affect the rates of erosion of
marsh and accretion of new marsh. This is of particular concern in relation to sea level
rise where the natural landward progression of salt marsh may be constrained by sea
walls. This is an issue for both in the Wash and north Norfolk coast.
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3.0

Future management

3.1

Rationale

The ungrazed marshes on the north Norfolk coast are in favourable condition. To
retain them in this condition the management requires minimum human intervention.
However, if common rights are exercised in respect to grazing it will be on land
which has been historically managed in this way and it is unlikely that there will be
any adverse effects. With regard to the Wash, areas which have not been traditionally
grazed should continue to be retained in this condition as per the Wash Estuary
Management Plan.
Grazing has been introduced onto the Wash saltmarshes to improve the habitat for the
internationally important populations of wildfowl. It is important to ensure that
grazing remains at a level that neither under nor over grazes the saltmarsh so as to
maintain their favourable condition.
The King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Advisory Group suggest assessment of the impact
of grazing on the saltmarsh by studying fenced off designated sites within grazed
areas to provide control areas for comparison purposes. If this involves Common
Land, it will require consent from the Secretary of State (Defra) under Section 194 of
the Law of Property Act 1925.

3.2 Agri Support Changes, Associated Environmental
Requirements and Impacts
DEFRA Single Farm Payment Scheme (SFP) 2005
Subsidy decoupled from production
To qualify for a subsidy from the new SFP, environmental Cross Compliance
Standards and Requirements now apply and most farmers also have to set aside 8% of
their land.
There are two types of Cross Compliance –
Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition (GAEC) and Statutory
Management Requirements (SMRs)
Some examples of GAEC are:Maintenance of Habitats and Lanscape Features
Protection of Hedges and Watercourses eg 2 metre buffer zones - no cultivations,
fertilisers, herbicides or pesticides. Hedgerows must not be trimmed beween 1 March
and 31 July. Set aside. Sites of Special Scientific Interest. Scheduled Monuments,
Public rights of Way, Heather and Grass burning, Weed control, Stonewalls, Tree
Preservation Orders, No overgrazing.
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Soil Management and Protection
Soil management plans and post harvest management of land after combinable crops,
to avoid waterlogging. No burning of crop residues.
SMRs cover such things as:Wild Birds, Groundwater, Sewage Sludge, Nitrate Vulnerable Zones designed to
ensure less nitrogen fertiliser put on land at appropriate times to reduce water
pollution. Habitats, animal identification and registration. Better training of chemical
spray operators. More environmentally friendly chemicals. Pest resistant crops
therefore reduction in use of chemicals.
Internal Drainage Boards are sensitive to environmental aspects and are
accommodating them where possible without interference to the efficient drainage to
land and property. (See Annex 10)
Cropping patterns are changing as a consequence of the above and other
schemes and in response to economics
For example: sugar beet moving away from Wash and North Norfolk area because of
economics of transport to factories (local ones closed). Also possible future cuts in
contract prices.
Possible change to Biofuel crops if introduced and economic.
More uncropped land available for environmental payments eg Environmental
Stewardship, Entry Level Agri-environment and Higher Level Schemes,Countryside
Stewardship Scheme, Energy Crop Schemes, Environmentally Sensitive Areas,
Organic Farming Schemes.
There is a variable uptake of Single Farm Payments depending on the grade of land
around the Wash, ie:


ultra intensive Grade 1 double cropping land will continue.



Grade 2 land for sugarbeet, potato, cereals may change.



Grade 3 land may revert back to grass - environmental benefit because of
economics.

Further information
Defra's website - www.defra.gov.uk/farm/capreform/index.htm
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3.3

Management Actions

Activity

Stock grazing
of saltmarsh

Management
options
F1 – F6

Management
objectives

Proposed
management
action

F4

1.1 Seek to
ensure current
grazing
regimes are
effective for
wildlife

Surveillance/
monitoring so as
to understand the
impacts of the
activity on the
site
NE to continue to
use Management
Agreements or to
encourage take up
of Stewardship
schemes to
reduce affects of
poaching
Set up fenced
control areas for
comparison
purposes (subject
to section 3.1
above)
Surveillance

F3
1.2 Seek to
ensure
appropriate
grazing
regimes are
maintained in
suitable
locations
within EMS

Samphire
gathering

F3

Reed cutting

F3

Access
(footpaths)

F3

Management
of predators of
SPA species

11

Surveillance
Maintain
management
agreements where
necessary
Surveillance

Liaison with
conservation
organisations in
north Norfolk to
establish uniform
approach.
It is very
important that
predator species
be listed to ensure
there is no
unnecessary
culling
Guidance from
NE HQ required
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Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

NE
DEFRA
RSPB
LWT
CRH

On going

On-going
NE
DEFRA
RSPB
LWT
CRH

20062007

On going
On going

Impact
very local
but needs
monitoring
Ongoing
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ANNEX 2
Aircraft and the Wash air weapons ranges
1.0 Description
The Wainfleet and Holbeach Air Weapons Ranges are controlled by the Ministry of
Defence and together extend over 8000 hectares or 10% of the Wash area. From the
1st April 2006, the ranges will come together with the Army Training Estate and the
Royal Navy Ranges to form part of the Defence Training Estate. The range
boundaries extend outwards from the sea bank to the mean low water mark and
encompass a large proportion of the Wash saltmarsh and intertidal mudflats. The
areas provide important feeding, roosting and breeding habitats for migratory birds,
waterfowl and seabirds and support colonies of common seals.
Wainfleet has been used by the military for over 100 years but re-opened as an Air
Weapons Range in 1936. The range area is predominantly leased by the MoD from
the Duchy of Lancaster and, as land in the private ownership of the Crown, it has
restrictions on public access. The land, extending to 491 hectares, fronting Jubilee
Bank, is leased by the MoD from the individual private frontagers. The area is
remote with few public rights of way across the intensively farmed hinterland and is
generally inaccessible to the public. Maps showing the range boundaries are attached
for reference.
The Holbeach range, which opened in 1926, extends outwards from the sea bank to
the low water mark and beyond. The foreshore above the mean high water mark
(MHWM) is private land in the ownership of the Secretary of State for Defence
whereas the land below the MHWM is part of the Crown Estates. A small amount of
land is privately leased for the approach area. Public access is restricted through Bylaws when the range is active.

1.1

Activity

General
The Holbeach and Wainfleet Air Weapons Ranges have been active for nearly 80
years and are used by the Royal Air Force, Royal Navy and NATO air forces for
practice bombing, rocketry and gunnery. No live munitions are used; other than for
machine gun strafing, but practice weapons may contain a small spotting charge to
identify impact positions. Fixed wing fast jet aircraft uses the ranges almost
exclusively, but there is also some military helicopter activity. Public safety is a major
consideration and access is restricted when the ranges are active by means of signs,
flags and lookouts.
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Hours of Operation
The ranges are open Monday to Fridays (excluding holidays) for day flying between
0900 -1700. Wainfleet is open for night flying on Monday and Wednesday evenings
throughout the year and Holbeach is open on Tuesday and Thursday evenings during
the winter months.
RAF Wainfleet is open as follows:
Summer
Monday
Wednesday
Friday

1500-2300
1500-2300
1000-1500

Tuesday
Thursday

1000-1700
1000-1700

Winter
Monday
Wednesday
Friday

1400-2200
1400-2200
0900-1500

Tuesday
Thursday

0900-1700
0900-1700

In total the range is open for 1,900 hours per year but weather and other factors reduce
this to around 900 hours per year. The range is also closed to the public at other times
for explosive ordnance disposal. The flying of red flags signals this.
RAF Holbeach is open as follows:
Summer
Monday
Wednesday
Friday

0900-1700
0900-1700
0900-1200

Tuesday
Thursday

0900-1700
0900-1700

Winter
Monday
Wednesday
Friday

0900-1700
0900-1700
0900-1200

Tuesday
Thursday

0900-2200
0900-2200

In total the range is open for traffic for approximately 1800 hours per year but weather
and other factors reduce the range availability to around 1600 hours per year.
Flying Activity
Prior to 1990, the ranges were active for over 80% of the available time but with the
end of the cold war, range activity has reduced significantly. In 1989 Wainfleet
recorded 40,000 aircraft movements, whereas this had reduced to 14,000 movements
by 1999. This has continued to reduce in the succeeding years. Between 2000 and
2005 the annual average was about 12,500. Holbeach recorded 75,000 movements in
1989 and 25,000 in 1999. In the succeeding period use has fallen to 23,000
movements. The RAF aircraft in Germany deployed back to the UK in 2001. The
move of the RN Harriers from Yeovilton to Cottesmore did not take place. The
anticipated increase in fixed wing traffic did not take place because of the demands
from operational deployments. For the future, if forces are withdrawn from the
13
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Middle East we may see an increase by some aircraft types but this will be offset by
the withdrawal from service of the Jaguar aircraft in 2007. Over the past 8 years there
has been an increased use of the range by helicopters but this amounts to only 20-30
hours per year or less than 1% of the hours available. At RAF Wainfleet, helicopter
usage has averaged 1.67% of established hours. Helicopter activity at Holbeach has
increased, but is still only around 2% of range time. There is unlikely to be any
changes in the use of the Wash ranges by helicopters. It is not planned at this stage, to
undertake training with the Apache Attack Helicopter on the Wash Ranges.
Effects on Bird Populations
Birds are tolerant of fixed wing aircraft and annual counts conducted over a 25 year
period show no correlation between the numbers of birds observed within the ranges
and the level of aircraft activity. Migratory species, particularly brent geese quickly
become habituated to aircraft noise and are not disturbed by aircraft movements.
Studies have so far failed to show that birds are particularly sensitive to helicopters.
The MoD is currently in the process of carrying out studies into the affect the Apache
Attack Helicopter has on bird life and other environmental considerations. Elements
of the Apache study will be applicable to the bird life on the Wash Ranges. The level
of helicopter activity is small and a number of management measures are under
consideration to minimise disturbance particularly during the winter months in severe
weather.
Targets and Weapons Clearance
There are 7 targets at Wainfleet and 9 at Holbeach, which are used for differing types
of attacks and weaponry. There is some surface disturbance within a radius of 100 m
of each target but the weapons themselves have no discernible environmental impact.
All targets are kept clear of weapon debris by Explosive Ordnance Demolition (EOD)
teams. Regular replacement and servicing of the targets and the marine marker buoys
on the seaward boundaries of the ranges also occurs.
Access Tracks
Tracks have been constructed across the marsh to provide access to the targets and to
minimise damage to the green marsh and mudflats. A new track has been constructed
in the past 2 years at RAF Wainfleet, which has successfully minimised damage to the
green marsh. Any roads or causeways which are constructed by the MoD are first
approved by Natural England.
Non Military Activity. (See also Traditional Activities Annex -18)
Livestock Grazing
During the last five years, the MoD has reintroduced grazing of cattle onto parts of the
green marsh. Frontage graziers now graze just over 50 hectares, which has risen from
the modest 10 hectares 3 years ago.
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Baitdigging
Baitdigging for lugworm is a traditional activity that takes place within the Holbeach
and Wainfleet range boundaries during the winter months. The MoD discourages
unlicensed baitdigging. There is some unlicensed commercial exploitation of stocks
and there is concern that should this increase, the intensity of digging may affect the
food supply of some bird species.
Recreational Use
The marshland and mudflats have little public amenity value and the recreational use
of the ranges is restricted mainly to ornithology.
Wildfowling
Wildfowling is a traditional activity controlled and administered exclusively by
licensed shooting clubs. Licenses are issued by Defence Estates to the Spalding and
Gedney Clubs for the Holbeach shooting rights and to the Skegness, Wainfleet &
District Wildfowlers’Club and South Lincolnshire Wildfowlers Club Wainfleet for the
rights within the Wainfleet range boundaries.
Samphire Gathering
Samphire gathering is a traditional activity that takes place in August within the range
boundaries. It is confined mainly to local people and as far as the MoD are aware
there is no commercial exploitation of the crop.
Non Military Flying Aircraft Activity
There are civilian light aircraft airfields at Skegness and Fenland near Holbeach.
Activity associated with these airfields is light, and aircraft transiting the SAC
normally fly at an altitude of at least 1000ft above the area. However, there have been
numerous instances along the north Norfolk coast of civilian aircraft flying at very
low altitudes. The reserve wardens along this stretch of the coast have collected some
data on low flying incidents. There are no official microlight or hang-gliding sites
close to the SAC but microlight flying has been observed on north Norfolk coast and
the Gibraltar Point area. When aircraft fly at slow speed and at low altitude (100200ft) they can cause considerable disturbance to the bird populations, particularly
during the nesting season. Hang-gliders and paragliders have been known to launch
from the cliffs at Hunstanton. The Civilian Aviation Authority (CAA) controls light
aircraft flying but although the CAA have regulations covering microlight flying, it is
much more loosely administered by clubs and association.
Incident recording and follow up action.
An Incident Recording Process (IRP) has recently been instigated across the EMS.
The IRP is run by site the managers and volunteer recorders, through the project
manager. It records largely recreational incidents that cause, or could cause,
disturbance to the EMS interest features. The data is analysed and appropriate follow
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up action taken to reduce the likelihood of incidents recurring and hopefully to
eliminate them through raising awareness.
The IRP has led to improved communication between civilian and recreational fliers,
involving a standard letter to incident causing fliers, advising them of their
unacceptable flying activity, the reasons why it is unacceptable under current
legislation and the importance of the site for conservation. The correspondence
includes a Good Practice Guide (GPG) and the potential exists to take matters further
if offenders persist.
This approach has also stimulated dialogue with the CAA over how to ensure fliers
have the information they require, when making a flight plan, to make judgements
about flying close to, or within the EMS, to avoid causing incidents and thus ensuring
they exercise good practice. A request is presently under consideration by the CAA to
enhance information about the EMS on air navigation charts and information
publications.

1.2

Further Information

The baseline information and targets for those interest features referred to in this
Annex can be found in the Regulation 33 Advice published by Natural England (see
www.esfjc.co.uk/ems.htm Home Page).

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Under the Wash Estuary Management Plan published in 1996, the MoD agreed to the
goals laid out in Chapter 9 of the document. This document was updated by The Wash
Estuary Management Plan 2nd Revision Revised Edition 2004 with policies set out in
PP3, PP4 and PP5. The Holbeach and Wainfleet ranges each have management plans
agreed with Natural England which set out the management measures required to
protect and conserve the environment. Conservation meetings are held at Holbeach
and Wainfleet at 6 monthly intervals at which conservation and environmental issues
are discussed. The ranges report to HQ RAF Strike Command (HQ STC) and MoD
DAS (Sec) and are advised by Defence Estates on environmental matters either by
direct liaison or through the conservation committee.
Military Activity
Activity

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Low flying
fixed wing
aircraft

Holbeach
AWR

23000 per year
25000 in 2000
75000 in 1989
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Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
MoD
OC Holbeach
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Existing
Management

Possible
effect on
features

Existing
management
plan

Some
transitory
disturbance
to feeding
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Activity

Location

Wainfleet
AWR

Present and
historic levels
of activity

12,500 per
year

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority

Existing
Management

birds within
the flight
path.

MoD
OC Wainfleet

15,000 in 2000
50,000 in 1989

Bombing and
gunnery

Holbeach
Wainfleet

Noise

Throughout

Military
Helicopters

Wainfleet
Holbeach

Moderate
(High)
Moderate

Low
(Nil)

Weapons
Clearance
EOD

Military
target
replacement

17

Holbeach
Wainfleet

High
(low)

Wainfleet
Holbeach

Low
(Low)
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MoD
OC Wainfleet
OC Holbeach
MoD

Existing
management
plan
Existing
management
plan

MoD
OC Wainfleet
OC Holbeach
RAF Strike
Command
Joint
Helicopter
Command

Existing
management
plan

MoD
OC Wainfleet
OC Holbeach

Existing
management
plan

MoD
OC Wainfleet
OC Holbeach
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Possible
effect on
features

Existing
management
plan

Birds appear
to have
become
habituated to
movement of
aircraft at
this location.
Localised
disturbance
to birds
Birds appear
to have
become
habituated to
the noise and
no effects are
observed
Disturbance
to migratory
birds in
winter
months
Helicopter
activity is
still less than
2% of time
available.
Localised
damage to
marsh and
mudflats
Ordnance
clearance
obligatory
for
environment
al and safety
reasons.
Localised
damage to
marsh and
mudflats

published Summer 2007

Activity

Location

Replacement
and serving
of buoys to
mark
military
danger zone

Holbeach
Wainfleet

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Low

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
MoD
OC Wainfleet
OC Holbeach

Existing
Management

Possible
effect on
features

Existing
management
plan

Possible
disturbance
and localised
damage to
mud and
sandflats.

Existing
Management

Possible effect
on features

Disturbance to
SPA features

Individual
pilots and
Flying Clubs

Minimum
flight heights ,
Rules of the
Air
and Incident
Recording
Process (IRP)

CAA

As above

(Low)

Non Military Flying Impact on SAC/SPA
Activity

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Light
Aircraft

Throughout

Low – high
depending on
the location
within the
EMS

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
CAA

(Low)

Commercial
Helicopters

N Norfolk
Coast

Low
(Low)

Individual
pilots, clubs
and
associations
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Disturb
breeding gulls,
terns, waders
and feeding
and roosting
waders and
wildfowl
Low flying
light aircraft
normally fly at
2000 ft or
above but
some fly lower
and cause
disturbance if
flying at low
altitudes
Disturbance to
SPA/seals
Disturb
breeding gulls,
terns, waders
and feeding
and roosting
waders and
wildfowl if
transit at low
altitude

published Summer 2007

Activity

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Microlights

N Norfolk
Coast

Moderate
(low)

Gibraltar
Point

Low
(Low)

Individual
pilots, clubs
and
associations

North
Wootton
and
Terrington
Marshes
Throughout

Low

CAA

Civil
Helicopters

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
CAA

Existing
Management

Possible effect
on features

As above

Disturbance to
SPA/seals

(nil)

Disturb
breeding gulls,
terns, waders
and feeding
and roosting
waders and
wildfowl
Disturbance to
SPA
features/seals
Disturb
breeding gulls,
terns, waders
and feeding
and roosting
waders and
wildfowl
As above

Emergency
Air
Ambulance
Paragliders

Low

Low

Throughout

(nil)
Increase at
Brancaster

Hang-Gliders

Cliff at
Hunstanton
and other
beaches

CAA

As above

Good Practice
Guide focus
and IRP

Disturbance to
SPA
features/seals

Flying clubs
Low
National
Associations

(nil)

Features/seals
Damage to
fauna
associated
with sunken
forests

Hovercraft

Throughout

Medium
(nil)
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NE
WHC
CAA
CRH

Liaison
between
RNLI, Site
Managers and
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Disturb
breeding gulls,
terns, waders
and feeding
and roosting
waders and
wildfowl
Disturbance to
SPA/seals

published Summer 2007

Activity

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
Local
Authorities
Local Clubs
British
Hovercraft
Association

Existing
Management

Possible effect
on features

EMS PM

Disturb
breeding gulls,
terns, waders
and feeding
and roosting
waders and
wildfowl

Banned from
Wells Harbour
by WHC

Landowners,
Le Strange
Estate, CRH,
Conservation
Organisations

2.2

Possible
damage to
substrate

External Factors

Military
The Wainfleet and Holbeach ranges are likely to remain operational in the near term
with flying activities decreasing from the present levels. Helicopter activity is
expected to remain at less than 2% of the established range operating hours and will
be carefully managed to meet environmental and conservation objectives.
Baitdigging
Baitdigging is an unregulated activity over which the authorities have no control,
however, it is not encouraged on the Wash Air Weapons Ranges.
Land Reclamation
The farmers bordering the Wash between Skegness and Boston, which includes the
Wainfleet Air Weapons range, have the right as frontagers to reclaim and develop the
land on the seaward side. The last reclamation project was in 1978, despite the
designation of the area as an SSSI. It is unlikely that further reclamation is
economically viable.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

The Wash Air Weapons ranges, along with RAF Donna Nook situated within the
Humber Estuary European Marine Site, are of national importance to the MOD and
their military use is considered a matter of priority. From the 1st April 2006,
following a MOD review of all military training areas, the Wash Air Weapons ranges
are to come under the umbrella of the Defence Training Estate.
The Defence
Training Estate will encompass all military training areas currently held by the
20
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separate armed services, and is aimed at delivering more effective and efficient
training. The MoD is equally aware of the international importance of the Wash in
ecological terms and is committed, under the terms of the Declaration of Intent
between the MoD and Natural England, to protect wherever possible the nature
conservation assets of the area. The site management plans, agreed with Natural
England, provide the basis for the management of the environment and have been
under continual review. The MoD recognise the concerns of Natural England with
regard to helicopter activity and a survey, as part of a wider initiative, is currently
being undertaken looking into the impact of helicopters on bird life.
Increasing recreational air traffic along the north Norfolk coast has the potential to
severely impact on the SPA features of the European Marine Site. A process is now
in place to collect data and identification numbers of the aircraft and helicopters flying
at low altitude. Appropriate action is then taken to inform the parties of the
implications of their actions with a view to taking matters further if the individual
reoffends. See section 1.2

3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Military Activity
Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead

Time-scale

Low flying
fixed wing
aircraft

F3

2.1 Assess
military
activities
including
military
aircraft
usage,
including
bombing and
gunnery,
noise
weapons
clearance and
targetry

a) MoD
(Defence
Estates), in
consultation
with Natural
England,
undertakes 5
yearly
revision of
Conservation
Management
plans for
Wainfleet
and Holbeach
ranges.

MoD
OC Wainfleet
OC Holbeach
RAF Strike
Command
DASC
Advisory
Groups

Completed
2004/5
and
ongoing

EMS PM,
MoD, RAF
Strike
Command,
DASC, NE
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead

Time-scale

The updated
plans will
reflect
matters
arising from
EMS
Management
2.2 During
Scheme.
particular
b) EMS PM,
periods of the MoD, RAF
year, military Strike
activity could Command,
have a
DASC, NE
negative
continue to
effect on
undertake
migratory
dialogue
wild birds in through
particular
newly formed
action group
to try and
implement
appropriate
procedure for
flying over
conservation
areas during
sensitive
periods of the
year and
reporting
unacceptable
activity
Bombing
F3
and gunnery
Noise
F3

22

As 2.1 above

As (a) above

As above

As above

As 2.1 above

As (a) & (b)
above

As above

As above
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead

Time-scale

Military
Helicopters

F3

As 2.1 above

As above

As above

As above

As 2.2 above

As above

As above

As above

2.3 Assess
impact of
military
helicopters
on birds

Undertake
surveillance
programme
to assess
impact of
military
helicopters
on SPA
features
within the
EMS. This
will tie in
with the
current
surveys being
undertaken
on the
Apache
Attack
Helicopter by
the
Environment
al Support
Team and
Natural
England
As (a) above

MoD (Defence
Estates and
Environmental
Support Team)

2006-2007

As above

On going

Weapons
Clearance
EOD
Military
target
replacement

23

NE
Advisory
Groups

F3

As 2.1 above

F3

As 2.1 above
Replacement
of smaller
targets will
have very
minimal
impacts, no
management
objective
required

As (a) above

As above
MoD
OC Wainfleet
OC Holbeach
NE

On going

F6

Replacement
of major
targets (eg

Apply Habs
Regs 48-53

As above

On going
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Activity

Replacement and
serving of
buoys to
mark
military
danger zone

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

barges)
would be a
plan project.
Refer to
Section 5.9 of
the
Management
Scheme for
more details.
Very limited As (a) above
impacts
means no
management
objective
required

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead

Time-scale

As (a) above

On going

Non Military Flying impact on the SAC/SPA
Activity

Light
Aircraft

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6
F5

Management
Objective

2.4 Develop
dialogue with
flying clubs
and
associations to
explain the
impact they
might have on
the EMS
interest
features

2.5 Encourage
conservation
site managers
to record low
flying aircraft
causing
disturbance

24

nd

2

Proposed
management
action
Project
manager, site
managers and
volunteer
recorders to
pursue the
Incident
Recording
Process and
follow up
action through
working
group,
advisory
groups and
management
group to raise
awareness and
encourage
good practice

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead
EMS PM
Advisory
Groups
CAA
WESG

Time-scale

EMS PM
Conservation
Organisations
Advisory
Groups

2006/07

On-going

Project
manager to
pursue liaison
with CAA to
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Activity

Commercial
Helicopters
Microlights

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

F5
F5

Management
Objective

As 2.4- 2.5
above
As 2.4 – 2.5
above
2.6 Develop
dialogue with
microlight
clubs and
associations to
explain the
impact they
may have on
EMS features

Civil
Helicopters

25

F5

As 2.4-2.5
above

nd

2

Proposed
management
action

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead

Time-scale

enhance air
navigation
charts and
information
Project
manager to
liaise with
clubs to
highlight
regulations
and sensitive
areas and
encourage
their
membership to
advisory
groups
As above

As above

On-going

As above

As above

As above

Project
manager to
liase with
clubs to
highlight
regulations
and sensitive
areas and
encourage
their
membership of
the advisor
groups

EMS PM
CAA
Clubs and
associations
Advisory
Groups
WESG

2006/07

As above

As above

Establish code
of conduct and
self regulation
mechanism
with
clubs/National
association of
microlighters
Project
manager, site
managers and
volunteer
recorders to
pursue the
Incident
Recording
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Emergency
Air
Ambulance

Management
Objective

2.7 Develop
dialogue with
Emergency
Air
Ambulance
providers and
explain the
impact they
may have on
the EMS
features

Proposed
management
action
Process and
follow up
action through
working
group,
advisory
groups and
management
group to raise
awareness and
encourage
good practice
Project
manager to
pursue liaison
with CAA to
enhance air
navigation
charts and
information

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead
EMS PM
Emergency
Air
Ambulance
Services

Time-scale

As above

Project
manager to
liase with the
emergency
services to
highlight
regulations
and sensitive
areas and
encourage
their
membership of
the advisor
groups
Paragliders
Hang-Gliders

26

F3

2.8 Develop
dialogue with
paragliders
and hanggliders to
explain the
impact they
may have on
the EMS
interest
features

nd

2

Project
manager, site
managers and
volunteer
recorders to
pursue the
Incident
Recording
Process and
follow up
action through
working
group,
advisory
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
Objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead

Time-scale

EMS PM
NE
Conservation
organisations
Advisory
Groups
CRH
WESG

2005-2007

groups and
management
group to raise
awareness and
encourage
good practice

2.9 Develop a
mechanism to
record
paraglider and
hang-glider
usage so as to
establish if the
activity
impacts on
EMS

Hovercraft

27

F5

Project
manager to
liase with
clubs to
highlight
regulations
Establish code
of conduct and
self regulation
mechanism
with
clubs/National
association

Project
manager to
establish what
restriction
apply (if any)
to paragliders
and hanggliders across
the EMS and
sensitive areas
and encourage
their
membership of
advisory
groups
2.10 Develop a Management
mechanism to
group to raise
record
awareness and
hovercraft
encourage
usage so as to
good practice
establish if the and
activity
to establish
impacts on the whether the
EMS
activity
impacts on the
interest
features of the
EMS Project
manager, site
nd

2
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
Objective

2.11 Develop
dialogue with
hovercraft
users to
explain the
impact they
might have on
the EMS
interest
features
2.12 Assess
whether the
use of
hovercraft in
some areas of
the EMS is
compatible
with
maintaining
the good
condition of
the interest
features
Project
manager to
enter dialogue
with users to
highlight
sensitive areas
and encourage
membership of
advisory
groups

28

nd
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Proposed
management
action
managers and
volunteer
recorders to
pursue the
Incident
Recording
Process and
follow up
action through
working
group,
advisory
groups and
Project
manager
through liaison
with
conservation
site managers
to assess
which areas
are most
sensitive to
hovercraft use
and where
their use may
be less
damaging
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Organisation
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = Lead
EMS PM
Advisory
Groups
CRH

Time-scale

EMS PM NE

Clubs and
associations
Local
authorities
Harbour
authorities
CRH Advisory
Groups
WESG

published Summer 2007
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ANNEX 3
Coastal land use and development
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

1.2

Management

General As for all development, on shore coastal development is regulated through
the Town and Country Planning Acts and administered by local authorities. The
Government recently undertook a comprehensive overhaul of the development plan
system with the introduction of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
The new system is based on a two-tier set of plans – the Regional Spatial Strategy for
the East of England (RSS8 - East Midlands and RSS14 East of England ) and
individual authorities Local Development Frameworks (LDFs).
Name of Plan

Adoption Date

‘Emerging’ RSS8: East Midlands Plan
RPG8: East Midlands Plan
‘Emerging’ RSS14: East of England Plan –.
Norfolk Structure Plan

2005
Expected adoption date
2007
October 1999

Norfolk Minerals Local Plan

December 1996

Norfolk Waste Local Plan (partial roll forward)

December 2000

‘Emerging’ Lincolnshire Waste Local Plan
‘Emerging’ Lincolnshire Structure Plan

Revised deposit 2005
Deposit version 2004

Lincolnshire Structure Plan
Lincolnshire Minerals Local Plan
Boston Local Plan
‘Emerging’ East Lindsey Local Development
Framework
East Lindsey Local Plan
‘Emerging’ King’s Lynn & West Norfolk Local
Development Framework

(2002)
April 1991
March 1999
2008
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End Date
End of 2026
End of 2021
End date 2021
2007 (or when
RSS14 is
adopted)
2006 (until
replaced by
minerals &
waste LDF)
2006 (until
replaced by
minerals &
waste LDF)
Nominally
2021 – revised
to 2007 due to
2004 Act
2011
2000
2000

August 1995
Core Strategy 2008, Site
Specific 2009
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2001
2021
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Name of Plan
King’s Lynn & West Norfolk Local Plan

Adoption Date
November 1998

North Norfolk Local Plan

April 1998

‘Emerging’ South Holland Local Plan
South Holland Local Plan
North Norfolk Local Development Framework
Regional Waste Management Strategy

Re-deposit 2005
October 1998
Expected to be 2008
2003

End Date
2007 (until
LDF adoption)
2007 (until
LDF adoption)
2021
2001
2021

RSS8 the East Midlands plan covers Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire,
Leicestershire and Northamptonshire. The plan was adopted in 2005 but a revised
version to be fully compliant with the 2004 Act is in preparation and is currently at
the Options Consultation stage.
RSS14, the East of England Plan, covers Bedfordshire, Luton, Cambridgeshire,
Peterborough, Hertfordshire, Essex, Southend on Sea, Thurrock, Norfolk and Suffolk.
It is due to be adopted in early 2007 and Structure Plans will be replaced by the new
RSS at this time. Several Structure Plan policies are being ‘saved’ until at least 2007
under the ‘transitional arrangements’ to save local level guidance on various issues.
A proposed development can normally only proceed if express planning permission is
obtained. There are exceptions to this e.g. for some agricultural development and the
operations of statutory undertakers where a system of ‘deemed consents’ operates. A
planning permission can be issued for a limited period and/or with conditions. Within
European sites, the Habitat Regulations modify the operation of the system if
development is likely to damage the site – see below.
Planning/Current Management Objectives
It is government policy that development and economic growth should be pursued,
but in a sustainable manner. The planning system reflects this. Thus there are
generally similar approaches to the development on the coast between the structure
planning authorities and between different local plans. Government advice on how
coastal issues should be addressed in development plans is included in PPG20.
PPG20 states that the key policy issues to be addressed in coastal planning are:
•

conservation of the natural environment

•

development, particularly that which requires a coastal location

•

risks including flooding, erosion and land instability

•

improving the environment, particularly of urbanised or despoiled coastlines.

The Lincolnshire and parts of the Norfolk areas within the European marine site are
almost entirely rural with agriculture the dominant land-use. These areas do not have
major holiday or tourist developments. However, Hunstanton, Heacham and
Snettisham all face pressure from tourist development. The Norfolk Structure Plan’s
strategy is to direct holiday and recreational use to existing areas, to focus new
32
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development on Hunstanton and to strictly control other building along the
undeveloped coast.
Current Management for Nature Conservation
Nature conservation is now fully integrated into the planning system.

1.3

Further information

Planning Policy Guidance Note 20 : Coastal Planning, DoE, 1993
Town and Country Planning Acts
Regional Spatial Planning Guidance for the Eastern Region
Sructure and local plans as listed above and emerging Local Development
Frameworks.

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Any coastal development activity (eg industrial, housing, port, tourism, renewable and
non-renewable energy generation, mineral extraction and waste disposal) likely to
affect the features of the site will be considered under the Habitats Regulations – see
section 3.2.

2.2

Internal natural factors

Natural processes are unlikely to mimic anthropogenic development.

2.3

External factors

It is possible that major developments some distance away from the European marine
site could significantly affect the site’s wildlife. Such proposals could include
industrial developments with pollution implications, power stations, renewable energy
proposals and certain types of port related development.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

3.2

Management Options

All forms of development (including those located some distance away from the
European marine site which have the potential to significantly affect the site’s
wildlife) are plans or projects and will require consideration under the Habitats
Regulations – see section 5.9 of the Management Scheme. They are considered as
and when proposals arise.

3.3
33
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ANNEX 4
Coast protection and flood defence
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

Coastal defence is the term used to encompass:


coast protection; protection of the land from erosion and encroachment by the sea



sea defence; defence against sea and tidal flooding

Flood defence is the enhanced protection of low-lying land from flooding by rivers or
the sea. However, the Environment Agency has now moved from a culture of flood
defence, to that of Flood Risk Management (FRM), in recognition that all floods
cannot (or in certain instances should not) be defended against.
The Minister for the Department of Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (Defra) has
responsibility in England for policy in respect of FRM and coast protection. Defra
administers the Coast Protection Act 1949, the Land Drainage Act 1991 and the flood
defence provisions of the Water Resources Act 1991.
These Acts empower the relevant or "Operating Authorities" to undertake “flood
defence” and coast protection measures. They also enable Defra to offer financial
support to operating authorities for certain of those measures (NB the Environment
Agency are now in receipt of “block grant” from the Treasury, via Defra). Maritime
local authorities (the district councils) may carry out works that protect against coastal
erosion. The Environment Agency undertakes measures to reduce the risks of
flooding from designated main rivers, critical ordinary watercourses (COWs) and the
sea where technically feasible, environmentally acceptable & economically viable.
Local authorities (LA) may undertake flood and sea defence works by agreement with
the EA on lengths of LA defences, where the LA may seek an improved standard of
defence.
It is generally the responsibility of the appropriate operating authority, which has the
relevant knowledge, to identify the need for defence measures. Any action thereafter
is optional, since powers are permissive, i.e. not mandatory. Defra may offer grants
for coastal defence measures that meet technical, environmental and economic
criteria. Maintenance remains the day-to-day responsibility of operating authorities
and private owners of defences.
Landowners, or bodies such as Rail Properties, Highways Authorities and Port
Authorities, may provide their own flood defences subject to consent. Consent of the
relevant local authority is required for capital (new), or maintenance of, coast
protection works by such landowners or bodies.
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There are flood defences along most of the Wash and coastal defences along parts of
the north Norfolk coast shoreline. These are monitored by an annual asset survey, now
co-ordinated by the Environment Agency.

1.2

Management

General
Coastal protection works (except most emergency coast protection works) and new
flood defence capital works require planning permission. Flood defence and land
drainage improvement works to existing defences may selectively have deemed
planning permission under the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 1995.
The Operating Authorities may also have to apply for a licence under the Food and
Environment Protection Act 1985 if works are carried out below Mean High Water
Spring (MHWS). Most new works require Defra approval, to which specific
conditions may be attached, but this approval is not needed for works of maintenance
and repair.
Formal Environmental Assessment procedures must be followed for maintenance and
new works usually in the form of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) or
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
To provide a strategic framework for sustainable future coastal defence, Defra require
those bodies with a statutory responsibility for the provision of coastal defence to
produce Shoreline Management Plans (SMP’s) for their particular area. The second
generation SMP’s, or SMP II’s currently being developed will provide a 100 year
forward look and be reviewed approximately every 10 years, informed by a
programme of monitoring and additional studies.
The SAC is covered by two SMPs, The Wash Sub Cell 2D and the North Norfolk
Coast Sub Cell 3A. As well as specific objectives, identified on a local basis, the
recommended strategic option for each Management Unit of these SMPs should:


be sustainable, in terms of economic viability, technical feasibility and have full
regard to relevant environmental factors



be compatible with the coastal processes affecting both the management unit
itself, and adjacent stretches of coastline

The principal partners of the Wash SMP are Natural England and the Environment
Agency (the "Lead Authority"). The principal Coastal Partners for the North Norfolk
SMP include North Norfolk District Council, Kings Lynn and West Norfolk Borough
Council, Natural England and the Environment Agency (the "Lead Authority").
Current Management Objectives
“MAFF's” former Strategy for Flood and Coastal Defence of 1993 sets out a
comprehensive framework for Defra and operating authorities to work within while
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carrying out their responsibilities for flood and coastal defence. Defra’s ‘Making
Space For Water’ document builds on this strategy, recognising that a new approach
is needed to cover the next 20 years. This new strategy will:
•

address the challenges and pressures we are facing such as climate

•

change, development pressures and rising levels of risk and cost;

•

address the messages from the Foresight Future Flooding report published in
April 2004 and reflects the lessons learned from the flood events in the recent
past;

•

build on existing work to incorporate the principles of sustainable
development and to reflect the Government’s other priorities and take an
integrated and holistic approach to looking at all flood and coastal erosion
risks.

The aims and objectives and priorities are summarised below:
The aim of Defra policy is to reduce the risks to people and the developed and natural
environment from flooding and erosion:


by encouraging the provision of adequate and cost-effective flood warning
systems



by encouraging the provision of adequate, technically, environmentally and
economically sound and sustainable flood and coastal defences measures



by discouraging inappropriate development in areas at risk from flooding or
coastal erosion

The safeguarding of lives must clearly be the highest priority. The emphasis placed on
protection of life, and hence on those parts of the country where large numbers of
people live and work, is reflected in the priorities published by Defra. These priorities
are, in descending order:


flood warning systems



urban coastal defence (sea defence and coast protection)



urban fluvial flood defence



rural coastal defence and existing rural fluvial flood defence and drainage schemes



new rural flood defence and drainage schemes

Action is taken in pursuit of these priorities where it is technically sound,
environmentally acceptable and economically viable to do so. These priorities are not
prescriptive and grant-aid decisions are subject to appraisal procedures. Operating
authorities may carry out schemes without grant-aid from Defra.
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Current Management for Nature Conservation
It is important to ensure, where possible, that flood and coastal defences are
constructed and managed in ways which protect and conserve important
environmental assets. When considering applications for grant-aid to Local
Authorities & Internal Drainage Boards (the Environment Agency receive block
grant) Defra start from the presumption that, except where life or important natural or
man-made assets are at risk, natural river and coastal processes should not be
disrupted.
There are several national, international and EU legislations which must be
considered and complied with when undertaking coastal and fluvial FRM strategies
and schemes. The main examples being the EU Habitats Directive (the Birds
Directive in particular), Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs) and the EU Water
Framework Directive.
This Directive is the most substantial piece of water legislation from the EC to date. It
requires all inland and coastal water bodies to reach at least "good status" by 2015. It
will do this by developing a whole river basin structure. Each basin/area will have a
set of environmental objectives to be met, such as ecological targets for surface
waters. The Directive should therefore provide a guiding framework to achieve
substantial benefits for the long-term sustainable management of water and
compliments both the EU Habitats Directive and the Defra Making Space For Water
policy.
The Habitats Regulations place particular duties on "relevant" and "competent
authorities" e.g. Defra, Environment Agency, Natural England, coast protection
authorities, in respect of their functions so as to have regard to or to secure
compliance with the requirements of the Habitats Directive.
The Habitats Regulations prevent any development (improvement or new work)
which is likely to affect an SPA or SAC, from benefiting from permitted development
rights unless the local planning authority have decided, after consulting Natural
England, that it would not adversely affect the integrity of the site. If the authority
concludes that a development would adversely affect the integrity of the site and the
developer wishes to proceed, a planning application is required.
Local planning authorities also have a duty under the Habitats Regulations to review
existing planning permissions that might affect European sites where the development
has not been fully carried out. This includes coast protection works and new flood
defence capital works.
The Wash and North Norfolk coast, Shoreline Management Plans (1996) identify
policies and preferred defence options for the shoreline between Gibraltar Point and
Sheringham. It also identifies the additional studies and monitoring needed to review
and improve the knowledge base within the SMPs.
The implications of the SMP and Coastal Strategies for nature conservation (e.g.
Habitats Directive, biodiversity) will need to be audited. This audit will identify any
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further actions that may be necessary to help enable nature conservation interests to
achieve a favourable condition in the Wash and north Norfolk coast and the UK as a
whole.
Guidance has been issued to assist in the delivery of coastal defence schemes in a
manner that is compliant with the Habitats Directive, through the development of
Coastal Habitat Management Plans (ChaMPs). A 3 year partnership project between
Natural England, the Environment Agency and Natural and Environmental Research
Council (NERC) was initiated to develop this process further.
CHaMPs take a long term strategic view on the balance of habitat losses and gains
due to all factors and identify the requirement for habitat compensation to
accommodate for the impact of future sea defence schemes on European features.
This will facilitate the development and delivery of future schemes in a manner that is
compliant with the Habitats Directive. ChaMPs will also feed into the second
generation of SMPs.
Seven pilot ChaMp’s have been produced including the North Norfolk CHaMP. A
CHaMP may be produced for the Wash from 2006/07 onwards, depending on the
output of discussions between the Environment Agency & Natural England.
Coastal squeeze is a serious problem in some areas of “the site” and there have
already been major habitat re-alignment projects undertaken or in progress within the
site which have made substantial contributions to intertidal habitat conservation. In
North Norfolk, coastal squeeze is occurring as a result of the interaction of marine
erosion with fixed defences. Works are under development at Cley-Salthouse to
accommodate this process and maintain features in favourable condition. Managed realignment works have also recently been completed at Brancaster in North Norfolk
which created 7ha of new intertidal habitat, and Freiston Shore on the Wash, creating
approximately 90ha of saltmarsh and saline lagoon habitat.

1.3

Further information

The Wash Shoreline Management Plan Sub Cel1 2D
The North Norfolk Shoreline Management Plan Sub Cell 3A
Guidance for applying the Habitats Regulations to New Agency Permissions and
Activities {EAS/3100/4/2)
Water Framework Directive: www.jncc.gov.uk
North Norfolk CHaMP:

www.naturalengland.org.uk

(search for champs)

Making Space for Water: http://www.defra.gov.uk/environ/fcd/policy/strategy.htm
Defra guidance on preparing second generation Shoreline Management Plans (to be
finalised shortly).
Flood and Coastal Defence Project Appraisal Guidance 5: Environmental Appraisal
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2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the Activity

The coastal defence schemes around the Wash and North Norfolk Coast have been
successful in safeguarding hinterland assets from damage due to erosion and/or
flooding. Over the last 6,500 years, the shoreline around the Wash has progressively
moved seaward due to the natural accretion, with historical land reclamation schemes
generally taking advantage of this trend. These changes potentially comprise habitat
loss and species of the upper saltmarsh and the transitions to freshwater and terrestrial
habitats through land reclamation and habitat creation as a result of altered natural
process due to works. This has removed areas of saltmarsh and intertidal flats from
estuaries and altered the estuary form and coastal processes, which are still adjusting
to some of these changes.
Activity

Location

Present
and historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisations
Bold =
Relevant
authority

Existing
management

Possible
effect on
features

Sea and
River
Capital
Defence

Throughout

High
localised
intensity

EA Coastal
Protection
Authorities

Existing
management
plans

Physical Loss

(Low (EA)
High (private
land
reclamation)

Physical
Damage

Water
Resources
Act 1991
Land
Drainage Act
Environment
Act 1990
Habitats
Regulations
1994
Coast
Protection
Act
1949(Local
Authorities
only)
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Activity

Location

Present and
historic
levels of
activity

Beach
Recharge

Heacham

Annually in
Jan/Feb

Undertake
Servicing
and
Operational
maintenance
on Sea
Defence
Structures
Stowaway
Access
Repairs

Grasscutting

Various sites
around the
Wash
coastline

North
Wootton
Marsh
Holbeach
Marsh
Terrington
Marsh
Gibraltar
Point –
Boundary
with EA
Central Area.
Seabanks
West,
Boundary of
Northern
Area to
Kings Lynn.
Seabanks
East, Kings
Lynn to
Hunstanton.
Holme Next
the Sea to
Cley Next
the Sea

40

(Only within
last 20 years
but recently
same as
present
levels)
Weekly,
Fortnightly,
6 Monthly
and Annually
(Same as at
present
levels)
As required
(There is
only a recent
history of
building in
the last 5
years)
Non grazed
banks.
Two to Three
cuts between
April and
September

Responsible
managing
organisations
Bold =
Relevant
authority
EA
NE
RSPB

EA Coastal
Protection
Authorities

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

Existing
management
plans

Physical loss
and physical
damage

Scheme is
being
monitored to
test EA’s
predictions
Existing
management
plans

Physical loss
and physical
damage

EA
NE
SHDC
Wildfowling
Clubs

Existing
management
plans

These works
provide safe
access for
cattle to graze
the marshes

EA
NE
Voluntary
nature
conservation
organisations

Existing
management
plans

The present
regime can
impact on the
bird nesting
season and
shrubby sea
blight

(Non grazed
banks. First
cut – April.
Second cut –
July.
Third cut –
Sept.)
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2.2

Internal Natural Factors

The dynamic nature of the Wash and north Norfolk coast will affect their form and
functioning. In several places the Wash is still adjusting to the land claims and flood
and coastal protection works of the last century. The review of the Shoreline
Management Plan and the development of selective Coastal Habitat Management
Plans will help to understand how these natural changes will shape the coast further.
The development of the Plans may indicate where it is possible to restore or maintain
the natural functioning of the coast.

2.3

External Factors

Coastal and inland flood defence measures adjacent to the site might impact on the
conservation features. However, detailed environmental assessments of capital and
maintenance works should identify any issues that may arise.
Relative sea levels have fluctuated throughout geological time, but have been rising
since the last Ice Age. Over the last 50 years increases of 2-3mm per year have been
recorded, and the rate of this change is predicted to increase further over the next
century at varying degrees around the UK. In the south east of England sea level rise
results from a combination of two effects - water levels rising due to climate change,
and land levels sinking (isostatic adjustment) as we readjust to the effects of the last
ice age. This has led to increases in tidal height and wave energy, and changes in
prevailing wind and wave directions, which in turn are believed to be causing coastal
erosion. In Anglian Region, the Environment Agency, in accordance with Defra
guidance, allow 6mm/year over the predicted lifetime of any new defence, to cater for
these joint effect, e.g. 300mm (6x 50) would be added to the height of a new defence
designed with an anticipated 50 year asset life, to cater for “sea level rise”.
Coastal squeeze is the process by which coastal habitats and features are lost or
'drowned', as they are trapped between coastal defences (or natural geological
features) and rising sea levels. The presence of defences, or the speed of sea level rise,
can mean that these systems can not migrate landward fast enough, and so can not
maintain their ideal location in the tidal frame to support their ecosystems. Within the
Wash and North Norfolk, low-lying saltmarshes and intertidal mud and sand flats are
susceptible to this effect.
Climate change, sea-level rise and coastal squeeze have the potential to require further
adaptations to coastal and fluvial flood defences. Such developments will require not
only environmental assessment but also social and economic feasibility studies.

3.0

Future Management

3.1.

Rationale

The Shoreline Management Plans for the Wash and North Norfolk coast (and
potentially the Coastal Habitat Management Plans) provide a strategic framework for
the development of sustainable policies for coastal defences. These are based on
safeguarding and restoring where possible the natural coastal processes.
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3.2/3.3
Activity

Sea and River
Capital
Defence

Management Options and Actions
Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6
F6

F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

4.1 Ensure sea
and river capital
defence schemes
within or adjacent
to the EMS do not
significantly
affect the interest
features of the site

Proposed
management
includes:
• Collection
baseline
monitoring
of coastal
processes at
Salthouse
Collecting
baseline

EA
Coastal
Protection
Authorities

On-going

4.2 Produce
revised SMP for
north Norfolk
coast 3A
4.3 Produce
revised SMP for
Wash 2d

•

monitoring
of coastal
processes at
Hunstanton

Snettisham
• Monitoring
shoreline
realignment
at Freiston
Shore
Review to take
account of other
research and
monitoring
being
undertaken
along the coast

EA
Coastal
Protection
Authorities

2008

Review to take
account of other
research and
monitoring
being
undertaken
along the coast
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

4.4 Produce
north Norfolk
Coast CHaMP

Ensure
CHaMP
process
involves
participation
of the EMS
management
group,
advisory
groups and
other
stakeholders.
EMS PM to
seek links for
EMS interests

F3

4.5 Produce
CHaMP for the
Wash
(Provisional)
F3

Beach
Recharge

F3

No change from
present regime

Undertake
Servicing
and
Operational
maintenance
on Sea
Defence
Structures

F3

4.6 Ensure all
coastal
protection and
flood defence
works comply
with Habitats
Regulations
4.7 Review
emergency
works
procedures

Stowaway
Access
Repairs

F3

Grasscutting

F3

43

Continue
dialogue
between stowaway access
review group
As 4.6 above
nd

2

The CHaMP
will be
produced as
part of the
`Living with
the Sea’
Project
No change
from present
regime
Continue
dialogue with
other relevant
authorities to
ensure
management
complies
Review being
undertaken of
how the
Environment
Agency
conducts
emergency
works
Continue
dialogue
between stowaway access
review group
As above
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EA
Coastal
Protection
Authorities

Time-scale

2008

Completed
EA
NE
NERC

2007

EA
NE

EA
NE

On-going

EA

Complete.

EA
NE
SHDC
Wildfowling
clubs
As above

As required

As above
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ANNEX 5
Common Rights
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

The Exercise of Common Rights
The legal definition of a Common Right is “the right to take profit from another man’s
soil” (Gadsden, The Law of Commons). Common rights carry many of the legal rights
normally ascribed to a land owner, such as rights of access. Common Law accurately
and legally defines the rights of both commoner and owner on any given common,
and is designed to protect the common and not the common right holder. If either the
owner or common right holder damage the common then Common Law can be used
against them equally. This ensures sustainability.
The basis of this sustainability is the sufficiency of the common - it is illegal, for
instance, to overstock a common so that it is over grazed. This arose from the
necessity to provide enough for all commoners at a time when such things had an
every day importance.
Many commons arose out of the Enclosure Acts of the 1700s when landowners were
rationalising land holdings at a time of great agricultural change. Land holdings were
reorganised into discrete blocks, and in many cases the land left, often of poor
agricultural quality, was ceded to common right holders to provide grazing for their
own milk and draught animals, to allow harvesting of wild plants, and use of natural
products when there was no alternative source of these materials for the poorer
members of society.
The set of rights on any Common is unique, as is their legal basis. On most commons
affected by the Wash and North Norfolk SAC the rights are invested in property, ie. if
you reside in a property with rights attached you may exercise those rights during
your residency. Should you move the rights transfer to the new owner. In the case of
the area covered by the Scolt Head and District Common Right Holders’ Association
(SH&DCRHA) the rights are legal chattels, owned by individuals and not attached to
property.
This Annex covers all rights within the area bounded by the Wash and North Norfolk
Marine SAC, mostly in the intertidal zone.
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Location
Common Land Unit Numbers and locations are as follows:
CL 173
CL 378
CL 32
CL 56
CL 41
CL 122

North Wooton Marsh Common
Snettisham Beach Shingle Fields, large area covering parts of RSPB
reserve
Holme - substantial coastal/intertidal area
Thornham - substantial intertidal area
Thornham - complex area based on creeks to north of the village
Titchwell - strip of foreshore and saltmarsh, covering part of RSPB
reserve

The following are administered by Scolt Head and District Common Right Holders’
Association. Mostly falling inside the parishes of Brancaster and Burnham Overy
Staithe, comprising land mostly owned by the National Trust, and areas of the Scolt
Head NNR.
CL 65
CL 124
CL 161
CL 162
Maps to follow when available.
Intensity
Historically the exercise of rights was higher, in many instances, than at present.
There is no historic evidence to show that this was damaging to the site, as the
sufficiency principle held.
The exercise of common rights is not seen as an issue for the management.

1.2

Management

Legislative Framework
Conservation [Natural Habitats &c] Regulations 1994
Marine Sites in England & Wales
This Act does not grant any powers which enable existing legal rights, either of
ownership or any other kind, to be rescinded or overturned. It merely states that those
with such rights “have a new duty under the Habitats Regulations [Reg 3[3]] to
exercise their existing functions for the purposes of securing compliance with the
Directive”. [General Principles, section 3.4].
As defined by the legislation, Common Right Holders are Competent Authorities.
They derive their powers and duties from Statute which enables them to regulate
activities in the marine environment as stated under the Act.
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“In addition to general management and regulatory functions, many competent
authorities have statutory functions to make decisions on applications, licences and
permissions as governed by statute.” [Section 3.17]
The Common Right Holders Associations regulate activities on the common by the
granting of such applications, licences and permissions. Licences and permissions
from the Scolt Head and District Common Right Holders Association have, for
instance, been requested by, and granted to, the National Trust, Natural England and
other organisations with regard to activities carried out on the common.
Description of Rights:
The right to take:
Bait

Fish

Shellfish

Seaweed

Samphire

Sea Lavender

Herbage

Tangle

Reeds

Sand

Shingle

Soil

Game

Wildfowl

Estovers
[what the sea washes up]

The right to graze:
Cattle
Horses
Sheep
Geese
The rights held vary between common land units and individual common right
holders.
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2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Common rights to take from interest feature saltmarsh/samphire (Salicornia)
Activity

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Wildfowl
Herbage
Soil
Shingle
Sand
Game
Tangle
Fish
Shellfish
Bait
Reeds
Seaweed
Samphire
Sea
lavender
Estovers

CL32, 41,
56, 65, 122,
124, 161,
162, 173,
378

Fluctuating
(fluctuating)

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
CRH

Existing
management

Possible
effect on
features

Self-regulation

See footnote1

Common Rights to graze on interest feature saltmarsh / samphire (salicornia)
Activity

Location

Present and
historic
levels of
activity

Cattle
Horses
Sheep
Geese

CL32, 41,
56, 65,
122, 124,
161, 162,
173, 378

Fluctuating
(fluctuating)

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
CRH

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

Self-regulation

See Footnote1

1 Where Common Law is observed and traditional methods are employed these activities do not damage the interest features of
the site. The activity might affect the site (eg causing physical loss through removal; by causing physical damage leading to the
loss of species, sediment destabilisation or erosion; or through biological disturbance either by selective extraction of species or
visual presence) when non-traditional methods or high levels of the activity take place.
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Common rights to take from interest feature subtidal sandbanks, mud/sandflats
Activity

Location

Present and
historic
levels of
activity

Wildfowl
Tangle
Soil
Reeds
Game
Estovers
Seaweed
Samphire
Fish
Sea
lavender
Sand
Herbage
Shellfish
Bait
Shingle

CL32, 41,
56, 65,
122, 124,
161, 162,
173, 378

Fluctuating
(fluctuating)

Existing
management/
responsible
managing
organisation
CRH

Relevant
Authority

Possible effect
on features

Self-regulation

See footnote1

Relevant
Authority

Possible effect
on features

Self-regulation

See footnote1

Common rights to take within SPA boundary
Activity

Location

Present and
historic
levels of
activity

Wildfowl
Herbage
Soil
Reeds
Samphire
Seaweed
Sea
lavender
Estovers
Tangle
Game
Fish
Shellfish
Bait
Sand
Shingle

CL32, 41,
56, 65,
122, 124,
161, 162,
173, 378

Fluctuating
(fluctuating)
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Common rights to graze within SPA boundary
Activity

Location

Present and
historic
levels of
activity

Cattle
Horses
Sheep
Geese

CL32, 41,
56, 65,
122, 124,
161, 162,
173, 378

Fluctuating
(fluctuating)

2.2

Internal Natural Factors

2.3

External Factors

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Existing
management/
responsible
managing
organisation
CRH

Relevant
Authority

Possible effect
on features

Self-regulation

See footnote1

Future land reclamation would not be encouraged as it would severely impact on the
European marine site and the species it supports.

3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Common rights to take from interest feature saltmarsh/samphire (Salicornia)
Activity

Wildfowl
Herbage
Soil
Shingle
Sand
Game
Tangle
Fish
Shellfish
Bait
Reeds
Seaweed
Sea lavender
Estovers

49

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

5.1 "Ensure
common
law/the law of
commons is
observed and
traditional
methods are
employed as
currently and
historically
practiced.
Such activities
employ
traditional

Surveillance
Transgressions
can be
controlled by
selfregulation, use
of club rules
(where
applicable eg
common right
wildfowling
clubs) and
common law
if required
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Organisations Timeinvolved
scale
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
CRH
Ongoing
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisations Time-scale
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

methods and
place strong
emphasis on
the principles
of
sustainability.
The common
rights as
currently and
historically
practiced
under common
law, are fully
compatible
with the
principal aims
of the SAC."
Common rights to graze from interest feature saltmarsh/samphire (Salicornia)
Activity

Cattle
Horses
Sheep
Geese

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

As for 5.1
above

As above

Organisations Timeinvolved
scale
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
As above
As above

Common rights to take from interest feature subtidal sandbanks, mud/sandflats
Activity

Wildfowl
Tangle
Soil
Reeds
Game
Estovers
Seaweed
Samphire
Fish
Sea lavender
Sand
Herbage
Shellfish
Bait
Shingle
50

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

As 5.1 above

As above
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
As above

Timescale
As above
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Common rights to take within SPA boundary
Activity

Wildfowl
Herbage
Soil
Reeds
Samphire
Seaweed
Sea lavender
Estovers
Tangle
Game
Fish
Shellfish
Bait
Sand
Shingle

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

As 5.1

As above

Organisations Timeinvolved
scale
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
As above
As above

Common rights to graze within SPA boundary
Activity

Cattle
Horses
Sheep
Geese

51

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

As 5.1 above

As above
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Organisations Timeinvolved
scale
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
As above
As above
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ANNEX 6
Deposits at sea
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

Dredging of channels is required to ensure safe navigation and access to ports and
berths.
Dredging occurs at the ports of Boston and King's Lynn for navigation purposes. Bedlevelling but not dredging is undertaken on the River Nene by the Port of Wisbech
Authority (Fenland District Council).
The Environment Agency is responsible for the maintenance of river channel
drainage.

1.2

Management

Current Management Objectives
Port of Boston
Maintenance dredging is required at the port because the natural scour of the Haven is
not sufficient to maintain working depths on the river berths. The port owns and
operates its own dredger Mary Angus which provides maintenance dredging to the
river berths and enclosed dock. The port is licensed to deposit a maximum of 94,500
tonnes per annum to the authorised disposal grounds. Actual quantities for the past
three years were:
2002: 2,545 tonnes

2003: 9,622 tonnes

2004: 2,037 tonnes

Port of Fosdyke
Has gone into Administration. No dredging takes place at Port of Fosdyke. A Marina
operates from the Quay no vessels over 20 metres are handled.
Port of King's Lynn
Historically the river and approach channel has been kept clear by the effects of
natural scour. However in the summers of 2002, 2003 and 2004 the effect of
successive lower than average fresh water flows to the Wash and increasing demands
for water has lead to maintenance dredging. The cutter suction dredger Sospan Dau
was employed to remove silt that had accumulated in the river on a shoal directly
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opposite the Dock entrance at King's Lynn. The estuarine silt was removed and
deposited on spoil ground where the tidal effect leads to its dispersal. Quantities
removed from the river:
2002; 7,286 tonnes

2003: 8,009 tonnes

2004: 7,734 tonnes

Associated British Ports have always maintained the depths in the enclosed docks by
dredging. These operations are now carried out in three or four campaigns each year.
These do not exceed 107,115 tonnes annually.
In January 2000 approximately 6,000 tonnes of silt was removed from the Purfleet in
preparation of the Green Quay project. A barrier was then constructed across the
mouth of the Purfleet to make a non-tidal basin.
Port of Wells
Both historically and now the effects of natural scour have been relied upon to
provide sufficient depths and a navigable channel. Some maintenance dredging has
taken place at Wells (and at Blakeney) in historically recent times.
Port of Wisbech and Port Sutton Bridge
The River Nene is designed to self scour. Low rainfall and government policies have
reduced the fluvial movement but presently (2005), no dredging is required. The
Harbour Authority carries out bed-levelling, by tug and plough of the berths in
Wisbech and Sutton Bridge and on occasions the swining basins. Port Sutton Bridge
also uses water jets.
The Environment Agency is responsible for maintaining river depths of drainage
purposes. No consent is required by the Environment Agency to do this work; it is
done monthly or as required.
General management
DEFRA (formerly the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, MAFF) under the
Food and Environment (FEPA) Act 1985 issues licenses for the disposal of dredged
material. Licenses are valid for one year and are reassessed at each application. The
Centre for Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS) analyse the physical, chemical
and biological properties of the materials. This is then used to advise DEFRA on the
suitability of the material for deposit at sea. CEFAS also advise on the most suitable
disposal site. The Sea Fisheries Inspectorate gives advice on the impact of dredging
on fisheries and navigation.
The management objective for DEFRA (the licensing authority) is:
•

to ensure protection of the marine environment, the living resources it supports
and human health, and

•

to prevent interference with legitimate uses of the sea
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The status of the system of renewal of existing licenses for the deposit of maintenance
dredgings within the Management Scheme is currently subject to discussion between
the ports within the European marine site, Natural England and DEFRA.
Current Management for Nature Conservation
The Food and Environment Protection Act requires alternative uses of the material be
investigated before a license is given for disposal at sea. These may include for
example using the material for beach recharge or saltmarsh regeneration.

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Location

Disposal of Boston
dredgings by
Ports
King's
Lynn
King's
Lynn Assoc.
British
Ports
Wells

Levelling of
riverbed at
berths and
swinging
basins

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity
Up to
94,500 t/yr
(52,037)
Up to
44,000 t/yr
(7,734)
101,115
t/yr

Responsible
managing
organisation bold =
Relevant Authority

Existing
management

Port of Boston
DEFRA

All dredging
Physical
requires a FEPA damage license from
smothering
DEFRA

KLCB
DEFRA
DEFRA Associated
British Ports see
footnote 2

None
(some)
Wisbech & None
Sutton
Bridge

WHC
DEFRA
Port of Wisbech
AuthorityDEFRA
DEFRA

Fosdyke

Port of Fosdyke
DEFRA

None

Port of
Monthly or Port of Wisbech
Wisbech & as required Authority
Sutton
Bridge

Undertaken
when necessary

Fosdyke

Undertaken
when necessary

None

Possible
effect on
features

Port of Fosdyke

Physical
damage removal
smothering

2 ABP are independently licensed by DEFRA under FEPA for the disposal of dredged spoil from the

enclosed docks, with their in-house dredging company, UK Dredging Ltd, carrying out this activity.
Although ABP are a statutory authority their powers do not extend into the area covered by the EMS.
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2.2

Internal Natural Factors

Fluctuations in rainfall levels and intensity can cause changes to the turbidity of the
water column and silt migration.

2.3

External Factors

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

The existing management by port authorities, DEFRA and CEFAS is thought to
provide sufficient control and management over the activities identified.

3.2

Management Options

3.3

Management Action

Activity

Disposal of
dredgings by
Ports

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective
6. 1 For existing
FEPA licenses
ensure disposal of
dredging from
Ports do not
damage, disturb
or destroy interest
features
of the EMS

F?
Footnote 3

The status of the
system of renewal
of existing
licenses
for the deposit of
maintenance
dredgings within
the Management
Scheme is
currently subject
to discussion
between the ports

Proposed
Lead
management organisations
action
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
Harbour
Harbour
authorities to Authorities
continue with DEFRA
on-going
CEFAS
surveillance

Timescale
Ongoing

DEFRA to
ensure FEPA
licenses
comply with
Habitats
Regulations
CEFAS to
continue with
research into
the effects of
dredging and
disposal on
interest
features

3 See penultimate paragraph of Section 1.2
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Activity

Levelling of
riverbed at
berths
and swinging
basins

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective
within the
European marine
site, Natural
England and
DEFRA Ongoing watching
brief

Proposed
Lead
management organisations
action
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
Ensure all
Port of Wisbech
research is
Authority
co-ordinated
and results
made
available to
interested
parties
On-going
watching
brief
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ANNEX 7
Docks, ports and marina development
1.0

Description

1.1

Activiy

Port of Boston
The Port of Boston is located in the north west corner of the Wash. The main
navigation approach to Boston (12.5 miles) is from the Wash via the Freeman
Channel and between the sand banks to the mouth of the Haven. The port has an
enclosed dock and riverside berths. There are approximately 1,100 commercial
movements per annum, occurring two hours before and two hours after high water.
The Port owns its own craft to enable pilots to board commercial vessels, to survey
approach channels and to provide navigational aid maintenance. A fishing fleet of 1520 vessels work out of Boston. There are marinas and moorings at Boston, Surfleet
and Wainfleet. Approximately 3,000 leisure craft pass through the Grand Sluice at
Boston towards the Wash annually.
Approximately 300 vessels per annum anchor in the recommended areas. All
commercial vessels over 30 metres are required to have a pilot onboard within the
compulsory pilotage area.
Vessels waiting for a pilot anchor in an area bounded by the Boston Roads lightbuoy
and the Roaring Middle lightfloat. Although some smaller vessels anchor just south
of No. 9 lightbuoy and very occasionally in the Boston Deeps.
Port of Fosdyke
The port of Fosdyke is located in the west corner of the Wash. Port of Fosdyke has
gone into administration. A Marina operates from the Quay. The Marina provides
navigation aids up to the end of the River Welland, these are inspected by Trinity
House. There are no commercial vessels all vessels are less than 20 metres. Port of
Fosdyke and Port of Boston use the same radio frequency.
Port of King's Lynn
The Port of King's Lynn is located in the south east corner of the Wash. The main
navigation approach (11 miles) is from the Wash via the Bulldog Channel, following
the meandering route to the mouth of the river Great Ouse and then following the
Marsh Cut up river to the enclosed docks and riverside berths. Surveys of the
approach channel are regularly carried out. Following a survey any changes to
allowances or buoy positions are publicised by producing Local Notices to Mariners
which are on their website at www.portauthoritykingslynn.fsnet.co.uk.
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All commercial vessels over 35 metres are required to have a pilot on board when
transiting the approach channel. The King's Lynn Conservancy Board employs
authorised pilots who are experienced seafarers and who have up-to-date knowledge
of the channels. Vessels wait for a pilot in an area bounded by the Roaring Middle
lightfloat the Seal Sand lightbuoy and the Sunk lightbuoy. In 2004 approximately
300 vessels anchored. Tankers over 73 metres are required to have a tug standing by
during docking and undocking operations. Other vessels for the Docks over 73
metres without bowthrusters must also have a tug standing by.
Approximately 1,000 commercial movements occur annually taking place two hours
before to two hours after high water these vessels berth at Associated British Ports
facilities at King’s Lynn. The port's pilot cutters are used to board pilots on to vessels,
and other craft are used to survey the approach channel and to carryout navigation aid
maintenance over high or low water periods. A fishing fleet of 20 vessels work out of
King’s Lynn. Leisure craft can be trailer launched from Hunstanton and King's Lynn.
In 2004 there were approximately 100 movements of traffic upstream to or from the
Denver Sluice.
The Port of Wells
The Port of Wells in located on the north Norfolk coast. It is approach via the Fairway
buoy 52°59.18N 000°49.77E to the No. 1 and No.2 buoys passing down to the
Lifeboat House and then a meandering channel to the Quay.
No commercial vessels use the Port. There are approximately 400 resident leisure
craft within the harbour. In 2004 there were approximately 240 movements of visiting
leisure craft. These occur two hours before to two hours after high water. Around 120 windsurfers use the area daily (winter and summer). A sailing club and sailing
school operate. There is a fishing fleet of 14 boats and a small shellfish fishery.
Port of Wisbech and Sutton Bridge
The Ports of Wisbech and Sutton Bridge are located in the south east corner of the
Wash. Approach is from the Wash (10 miles) via the Nene Fairway lightbuoy to No.l
lightbuoy via the Outer Channel to Big Tom beacon and then to the mouth of the
River Nene.
Vessels wait for a pilot in the Wisbech and Sutton Bridge Achorage. In 2004
approximately 410 vessels visited. Small, leisure craft can secure to three swining
moorings near the RAF No.4 lightbuoy. The Port of Wisbech (Fenland District
Council) are the competent harbour and pilotage Authority for the tidal River Nene.
There are approximately 8/900 commercial movements per annum on the tidal river
Nene. These occur +/- two and half hours either side of predicted high water
Wisbech Cut. Wisbech Yacht harbour has 102 small craft berths and leisure boat
movements occur +/- four hours either side of predicted high water Wisbech Cut. In
2004 there were approximately 470 such movements to and from seaward.
The Port of Wisbech is owned by Fenland District Council but operated by the Port
of Wisbech Ltd. There are 4 commercial berths and quay space totalling
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approximately 360 metres. Maximum vessel length manageable is 83 metres. Access
to anf from Wisbech is via Cross Keys swing bridge.
Port Sutton Bridge is operated by Simon Ports plc. The company own the quay side
which is approximately 347m long. There are 4 commercial berths. Maximum vessel
length manageable is approximately 100 metres depending on configuration.

1.2

Management

Current Management Objectives
Port of Boston
The Port of Boston has produced an oil spill contingency plan which has been
approved by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency. The Harbour Master plus a
response team have undergone approved training courses. The Port of Boston have
appointed a 'Tier Two' contractor. The Port has produced a Maritime and Coastguard
Agency approved waste management plan. The port complies with the port marine
safety code.
The term 'vessel in ballast' indicates to the Port authority that they have no cargo on
board. The number of vessels carrying water ballast is very small and these usually
occur in winter or during periods of stormy weather. Less than 20 per cent of vessels
arriving at Boston are ballast vessels and have travelled from the UK and near
continental ports.
Port of Fosdyke
Port of Fosdyke has gone into administration. A marina operates at the quay,
independently of the Port ownership, handling leisure craft of less than 20 metres. The
ownership of the Port of Fosdyke should be kept under review.
The EA control the river above Fosdyke bridge and the best solution maybe for the
navigation juristriction of the channel below Fosdyke Bridge to Tabbs Head to be
covered similarly.
Port of King's Lynn
King's Lynn Conservancy Board has produced their own oil spill contingency plan
that has been approved by the Maritime and Coastguard Agency. The Harbour Master
and Deputy Harbour Master plus a response team have undergone approved training
courses. The Port has appointed a 'Tier Two' contractor. The Port has produced a
Maritime and Coastguard Agency approved waste management plan. The port
complies with the port marine safety code
The term 'vessel in ballast' indicates to the Port authority that they have no cargo on
board. The number of vessels carrying water ballast is very small and these usually
occur in winter or during periods of stormy weather. Less than 15 per cent of vessels
arriving at King's Lynn are ballast vessels arriving from the UK or continental ports.
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Port of Wells
Very occasionally recreational craft anchor.
No vessels carrying ballast have arrived at the Port. There is a commercial fishing
fleet at the harbour of 14 boats plus 4 commercial charter boats.
Wells Harbour has its own pollution plan. This is incorporated in the North Norfolk
District Council oil pollution response plan.
Wells Harbour has produced their own waste management plan which has been
approved by the Coastguard and Maritime Agency and a sewage disposal pump out
point for use by leisure craft.
Port of Wisbech and Sutton Bridge
There is no tanker or hazardous cargo traffic in the river Nene.
The Port of Wisbech Authority continues to monitor the potential effects of vessel
movements on the common seal population in and around its area of jurisdiction.
All vessels over 20m LOA require a pilot. The harbour Authority's own pilot cutters
provide for boarding and landing of pilots and its tug provides a towage service as
required. The Authorities survey craft undertakes regular hydrographic surveys in the
approaches for the purposes of maintaining safe navigation and the movement of
buoys as required.
The number of vessels carrying water ballast is very small and in any case, the origin
of water ballast is near continent and Scandinavia. Virtually no vessels to Wisbech
are in ballast and in the case of Sutton Bridge, less than 25%
The harbour Authority is fully compliant with the Port Marine Safety Code and both
the Port of Wisbech and Port of Sutton Bridge are compliant with the International
Ship and Port Security Code. The harbour authority has an approved oil spill
contingency plan and have appointed a 'Tier Two' contractor.
Fenland District Council has produced their own waste management plan for the port.
The Maritime and Coastguard Agency have approved this.
General management
Any proposal for development or expansion of harbours or ports within the European
marine site would require the enactment of the Habitats Regulations as the proposals
would constitute a project or a plan.
The Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions is required to control
construction works in tidal waters under Section 34 of the Coast Protection Act 1949.
DEFRA is required to license works which involve materials of articles placed in the
sea and the disposal of dredged spoil under the Food and Environment Protection Act
1985. Trinity House Lighthouse Service are required to sanction all lights and buoys
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installed by a port authority or other authorities to aid navigation, and they inspect
them on a triennial basis with annual desktop audits.
In 1988 competent harbour authorities were made responsible for pilotage under the
Pilotage Act 1987. Safety of navigation within harbour areas is supervised directly by
the Harbour Master.

1.3

Further information

Coast Protection Act 1949
Food and Environment Protection Act 1985
Pilotage Act 1987

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Location Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Anchorages Port of
Boston

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold=Relevant
Authority

2004 (300) Port of Boston

Port of
King's
Lynn

2004 (300) KLCB

Port of
Wells

None

Existing
management

Ports assign
Physical damage designated areas abrasion
for anchoring
and would
redesignate if
sensitive features
were found in
them

WHC

Wisbech 2004 (410) Port of Wisbech
& Sutton
Authority
Bridge
Ballast
water
transfer
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Possible effect on
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Port of
Boston

small % of Port of Boston
vessels

Port of
King's
Lynn

small % of KLCB
vessels
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Activity

Location Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold=Relevant
Authority

Port of
Wells

WHC

None

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

N/A

Port of Small % of Port of Wisbech
Wisbech vessels
Authority
& Sutton
Bridge

Pilotage /
safety of
navigation

Port of Leisure
Fosdyke vessels
only

Port of Fosdyke

Port of
Boston

Port of Boston

N/A

Port of
King's
Lynn
Port of
Wells
Ports of
Wisbech
& Sutton
Bridge

KLCB

Port of
Fosdyke

Port of Fosdyke

None

All ports Variable
and
localised

All port
authorities

Dredging as
Physical damage required
smothering
Navigation
instructions,
provision of
navigational aids

WHC

Port of Wisbech All commercial
Authority
and leisure
FDC
vessels over 20m

Pollution
risk / Oil
Spills
Pollution
risk / Oil
Spills
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All commercial Pollution risk
vessels over 30m
require pilot
All commercial
vessels over 35m
require pilot
None

Port
Port of
of
Boston
Boston
Port
Port of
of
King’s
King's
Lynn
Lynn

Infrequent
Port of
of Boston
Boston
Infrequent Port
KLCB
KLCB
EA
NE MCA
MCA
EA NE
Off-shore
ABP atat
off-shore ABP
King’s
Lynn
King's Lynn

Port of
Wells

Infrequent WHC
MCA off-shore

nd
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Ports
Ports have
have own
own
oil
oil spill
spill
contingency
contingency
plans
MCA
plans –- MCA
approved
approved Tier
Tier
Two
Two contractor
contractor
appointed
appointed
Own pollution
planincorporated in
to NNDC's oil
pollution
response plan
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Activity

Location Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold=Relevant
Authority

Ports of Infrequent Port of Wisbech
Wisbech
Authority
& Sutton
MCA off-shore
Bridge

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Own oil spill
contingency plan
approved Tier
Two contractor
appointed

Port of Infrequent Port of Fosdyke
Fosdyke
MCA off-shore
Salvage

Variable Infrequent Harbour
and
authorities,
localised
MCA outside
harbour areas

Use of anti- All ports N/A
fouling

Usually by
owners or
insurers

Pollution risk would trigger
other plans

DEFRA
Harbour
authorities

Commercial
Toxic
vessels are
contamination
prohibited from
using antifouling
paints or carrying
out works on the
antifouled area of
the hull. EC
Directives, UK
Control of
Pollution
Regulations 1987
and Control of
Pesticides
Regulations
1986
Port /
All forms of development are plans or projects and will require consideration
marina
under the Habitats Regulations - see section 5.9 of the Management Scheme.
development They are considered as and when proposals arise.

2.2 Internal Natural Factors
Fluctuations in rainfall levels and intensity and dredging can cause changes to the
turbidity of the water column and silt migration.

2.3 External Factors
Changes to commercial shipping levels. Industrial and transport developments.
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3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

The existing management by port authorities, government advice and development
plan policies are thought to provide sufficient control and management over the
activities identified. It is important to ensure pollution incident and response plans
are kept current. Methods used for dealing with pollution incidents should be kept
under review to ensure these do not damage the European marine site.

3.2

Management Options

3.3

Management Action

Activity

Suggested
Management Proposed
management objective
management
option F1-F6
action
F3
7.1 On-going On-going
surveillance
surveillance

Organisations Time-scale
involved
Italics = lead
Port of Boston On-going
KLCB WHC
Port of
Wisbech
Authority
Port of
Fosdyke

F3

7.1 On-going
surveillance

On-going
surveillance

Port of Boston On-going
KLCB WHC
Port of
Wisbech
Authority

Pilotage / safety F3
of navigation

7.1 Port
authorities to
maintain
current
management

Port authorities
to maintain
current
management

Port
of Boston On-going
Port of
KLCB
FosdykeWHC
FDC
Port of
Fosdyke
All port
authorities

Anchorage

Ballast water
transfer

Resolve issue
of ownership
of Port of
Fosdyke
7.1 Enact
Ensure
appropriate oil equipment and
spill
personnel are
contingency
readily
plans as
available to
necessary
respond to an
incident in
accordance
with
established and
up-to-date oil
spill
contingency
plans

Pollution risk / F3
Oil Spills
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Activity

Suggested
Management Proposed
management objective
management
option F1-F6
action

Organisations Time-scale
involved
Italics = lead

Salvage

F3

7. 2 Ensure all
salvage
operations take
environmental
concerns into
account

Harbour
authorities
MCA Offshore

Use of antifouling

F3

7.2 The supply
of paints or
treatments
containing
toxic
compounds is
restricted in the
UK. A list of
treatments that
comply with
the regulations
is issued by
DEFRA

Port / marina
development

All forms of development are plans or projects and will require consideration
under the Habitats Regulations - see section 5.9 of the Management Scheme.
They are considered as and when proposals arise.
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Annex 8
Commercial fishing
(see also Annexes 5,11,12 and 18)

1.0

Description

1.1

Commercial Fishing Activity

The Wash and north Norfolk coast supports a variety of inshore fisheries that are
significant to the regional economy and local communities. These fisheries are still
characterised by the molluscan and crustacean shellfisheries that have been targeted
by coastal communities since historic times, although finfish are also targeted to a
lesser extent. Within these broad categories, the fisheries within the EMS are
gradually evolving, as new species become more significant and others decline.
Currently the fisheries of greatest economic importance are cockles, mussels, brown
shrimp, lobsters and crabs, taken by a variety of methods including dredging, handworking, beam trawling and potting. Targeted finfish species include thornback ray,
salmon, sea trout, bass, grey mullet and eels, using fixed nets and mobile gear.
Value of main fishery landings (x £1,000)
into Wash & North Norfolk Coast ports*, 2006
31.9
713.8

157.8

727.9
465.8

Brow n Crab
Lobster
Mussel
Cockle
Shrimp
Oysters

2014

Velvet crab

3087.1

* Boston, King’s Lynn, Brancaster, Wells & Blakeney (ESFJC data).
Levels of fishing activity fluctuate according to seasonal changes in condition, the
availability of stock and market opportunities. The growth of international markets
exerts an influence on fishing effort for shrimps, mussels and cockles in particular,
whereas crabs and lobsters are predominantly taken for the home markets. The
majority of vessels working from the Wash ports are multi-purpose boats, whose
fishing gear is changed seasonally according to target species – predominantly brown
shrimp, cockle and mussel. These species are all processed by the shellfish processing
companies that operate in Boston and King’s Lynn. The north Norfolk coast is
characterised by the crab and lobster potters, in addition to the small but locally
significant cockle, mussel and oyster fisheries within the creeks and harbours.
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Fisheries within the EMS are managed through a combination of national and
European legislation, and local regulations and byelaws – see section 1.2. The private
Le Strange estate on the eastern side of the Wash (covering the foreshore between
Dersingham and Old Hunstanton) also sets its own fishing restrictions. .
Recreational sea angling occurs within the EMS, through organised clubs and
individual pursuit. This activity is included within this Annex for continuity; see also
cross-references to Annex 15 – Recreation, Annex 18 – Traditional Activities (links
with baitdigging), and possibly Annex 17 – Tourism. Two Sea Angling Clubs operate
from King’s Lynn and Holt.

1.1.1 Shellfish (for each species, describe location, method, effort &
markets)
Cockle (Cerastoderma edule)
Cockles are found throughout the site, inhabiting the inter-tidal sand and mud flats.
Cockle populations vary greatly in abundance and geographical spread over time, in
response to environmental conditions, predation and fishing activity. The main
commercial fishery is within the Wash. Since the late 1980s, fishery has been worked
using vessel-based hydraulic suction dredges in addition to a low level of handworking using rakes. The hand-worked cockle fishery has become more significant in
recent years, as the availability of suitable stock and higher market demand has led to
increased effort in this fishery. Hand-working for cockles is also carried out at a low
level along the north Norfolk coast (See also Annexes 13- Longshore economy and 20
Traditional activities).
The Le Strange private fishery, situated on the east side of the Wash part of the
European Marine Site, operates when stock is available. Cockles are an important
food source for the waders (for example oystercatchers and knot) and waterfowl (e.g.
eider duck) and thus variation of cockle stock levels could have an effect on numbers
of those species.
Mussel (Mytilus edulis)
Mussels are found in dense beds that build up on the inter-tidal sand and mud flats, as
well as in the sub-tidal sand and muddy sand areas throughout the site. Historically
the fishery was based upon these natural settlements but during the 1990s the
emphasis has changed from a dependence on natural beds to a combination of fishing
from natural beds and cultivated stocks. Cultivation involves the re-laying of mussels
from intertidal and subtidal settlements onto growing areas known as lays, where the
stock is kept for up to two years until harvestable size is attained (see Annex 12 –
Mariculture).
As for cockles, the main commercial fishery for mussels is within the Wash, although
significant fisheries occur within the sheltered harbours at Thornham (within the le
Strange private fishery), Brancaster and Blakeney. Intertidal mussels within the Wash
area of the European marine site are fished using Baird dredges and sublittoral mussel
beds can also be targeted using Dutch dredges. Some hand-working for mussels does
occur on the intertidal beds in the Wash as well as along the north Norfolk coast.
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Mussels are also an important food source for wading birds and waterfowl.
Brown Shrimp (Crangon crangon)
The brown shrimp fishery expanded in the 1980s as the market in the Netherlands was
opened up. Brown shrimps occur throughout the site and are fished by twin beam
trawlers. Smaller vessels work within the inner channels in the Wash, and larger
vessels target the deeper waters in the central Wash, the Docking Shoal (5-10 miles
off the north Norfolk coast) and beyond. An inshore trawling restriction prohibits
vessels from pursuing this activity within 3 miles of the coast, although exceptions do
apply to smaller vessels, or larger vessels (> 15.24m) with a track record within the
EMS area to the west of Blakeney. The shrimp are cooked onboard the vessels and
although most is exported there is still a small local market.
Pink Shrimp (Pandalus Montagui)
Historically there was a significant pink shrimp fishery within the site, however a lack
of market opportunities has reduced this to an occasional trip by individual boats to
fulfil an order. There is potential for the re-expansion of this fishery if market
demand increases.
Lobster (Homarus gammarus)
The lobster and crab fisheries along the north Norfolk coast are traditional fisheries
and are considered to be an important part of the long shore economy (see Annex 11).
Lobsters, brown crabs and velvet crabs are caught together in parlour pots, and are
predominantly targeted off the north Norfolk coast (partially within but mostly
beyond the EMS boundary) although some potting is carried out in the deeper waters
of the central Wash. The catch is landed through Brancaster, Wells-next-the-Sea and
Blakeney (as well as ports further east that are outside the EMS), for both home
consumption and export.
Edible crab (Cancer Pagurus)
The edible or brown crab is primarily caught off the north Norfolk coast part of the
European Marine Site. However the majority of crabs landed in the site are caught
well to seaward of the European marine site. The crabs are normally sold locally after
processing.
Velvet crab (Liocarcinus puber)
Over the past five years there has been a significant increase in the velvet crab
population within the traditional lobster and edible crab fishing grounds. This has led
to the emergence of a new fishery with the majority of landings going into Wellsnext-the-Sea before export to the Spanish market.
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Razor shell (Ensis directus)
The American razor shell is distributed widely throughout the European Marine Site,
and can be found in high densities along the edges of sandbanks in the Wash. A
market exists for this species but its exploitation is currently prohibited until stock
assessment and fishing gear trials are completed. The opportunity to target this nonnative species will depend upon an assessment of potential impacts on the European
Marine Site as a new “plan or project” under the Habitats Regulations4.
Other Shellfish Species
Trough shells (Spisula spp) and carpet shells (Tapes spp) have been considered to be
commercially viable. However, as for Razor shells, there is currently a Prohibition
Order under the European marine site until such time as an assessment has been
carried out on the possible impact of these fisheries. As there is little commercial
interest in these species at present, there are currently no assessments underway for
the potential Spisula or Tapes fisheries.
1.1.2 Finfish
Currently there is very little commercial fishing for finfish within the site, although
historically herring (Clupea harengus), sprat (Clupea sprattus) and smelt (Osmerus
eperlanus) fisheries have been important in this area. A very limited commercial
netting fishery occurs in the Wash and on parts of the north Norfolk coast, targeting
sea trout (Salmo trutta), salmon (Salmo salmar), bass (Dicentrachus labrax) and
thornback ray (Raja clavata) . The thornback fishery is limited to three to four boats
operating for just a few weeks during the summer. Eels (Anguilla anguilla) are
targeted in rivers flowing into the European marine site, on a small-scale commercial
basis using fyke nets.
1.1.3 Recreational fishing
Non-commercial beach netting is practised in various places along the north Norfolk
coast catching small numbers of a variety of species. Most activity occurs in the
summer months, targeting species including bass (Dicentrachus labrax), grey mullet
(Chelon labrosus), flounder (Platichthys flesus), sole (Solea solea) and occasionally
sea trout (Salmo trutta), smooth hound (Mustelus mustelus) and dogfish (Scyliorhinus
stellaris). Herring is fished in the autumn months.
Beach angling and boat angling are popular on an individual and club level within the
European Marine Site, at sea, and on the tidal rivers and beaches. The level of effort
and the target species vary according to season and location. In the spring and
summer, anglers target eels and flounder (in the rivers and eastern Wash) as well as
bass (Dicentrachus labrax), sole and dabs (Limanda limanda). Mackerel (Scomber
scombus) is the main species fished from the beaches of the north Norfolk coast
throughout the summer, although bass and smooth hound are also targeted here. In the
autumn and winter months, whiting (Merlangius merlangus), codling (Gadus morhua)

4 Regulation 48 of the Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994
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and pouting (Trisopterus luscus) are fished. Bass is a very popular sportfish and
recreational bass fishing is a nationally important industry around UK coasts.
Boat angling is mainly carried out between April and September, in the Wash and off
the Skegness and north Norfolk coasts. The main target species is tope (Galeorhinus
galeus) (an elasmobranch species, i.e. in the same family as sharks and rays), whilst
mackerel, bass, thornback ray and smooth hound are also fished.

1.2

Management

The management of sea fisheries is complex and involves several tiers of legislation
including European & national regulations as well as local Sea Fisheries Committee
and Environment Agency byelaws and regulations. Commercial fishing for sea fish
requires a licence from Defra’s Marine & Fisheries Agency. The Wash bivalve
fisheries are licensed under the Wash Fishery Order 1992, which is administered by
the Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee, and parts of the eastern Wash (between
Wolferton Creek and Old Hunstanton) constitute a private fishery that is controlled by
the Le Strange Estate.
The current rate of effort in the crab and lobster fisheries has been capped via the
Shellfish Licensing Scheme that was introduced in 2004 and was designed to protect
inshore shellfisheries from over-exploitation by an influx of vessels moving out of the
declining finfish sector.
Recreational sea angling, both beach and boat-based, is not formally managed but
minimum landing size regulations (see below) must be adhered to. Sea angling clubs
usually require members to adhere to their own regulations, e.g. bag limits and returns
policy; angling matches are similarly regulated.
At time of writing, inshore fisheries management in the UK is under review and the
organisations currently involved in this field are likely to be reformed or even
disbanded.
1.2.1 Regulations
EU and UK regulations govern the minimum size of fish and crustacea that may be
removed from any fishery and also the mesh sizes of nets. They also govern engine
size, the keeping of log books, the quotas allocated to individual states and, in some
cases, the area that may be fished. Full details of these regulations can be obtained
from DEFRA’s Marine & Fisheries Agency (local offices in King’s Lynn, Lowestoft
and Grimsby).
The Regulations governing the catching of eels, salmon and sea trout are administered
by the Environment Agency. There is a licensed salmonid net fishery between the
Humber and Walton-on-the-Naze.
Sea Fisheries Committee districts extend to six nautical miles from coastal baselines.
Within the European Marine Site, ESFJC Byelaws govern the type of gear that can be
used for molluscan shellfisheries, the minimum size for mussels, and the prohibition
of the landing of berried (egg bearing) or soft shelled crabs or lobsters, among other
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byelaws which do not affect the European marine site. The Byelaws also allow the
Committee to close shellfish fisheries for management purposes. The regulations
under the Wash Fishery Order 1992 allow the Committee to regulate the cockle and
mussel fisheries within the Wash area of the European marine site through the licence
scheme and a variety of technical conservation measures (details of which are
available from ESFJC) Management measures for these fisheries are considered
annually and agreed with English Nature prior to the start of each new fishery, in
accordance with the Habitats Regulations 1994 and the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 (as amended).
1.2.2 Management Objectives
The Management Objective for commercial and recreational fisheries is:
“the sustainable use of natural fishery resources within the European Marine Site that
ensures that viable fishing activities continue without damaging the natural integrity
of the Site”.
1.2.3 Research
A selection of fisheries-related research and monitoring projects is carried out
throughout the European Marine Site by various organisations. The core purpose of
all of these studies is to better understand the population dynamics, distribution
patterns and ecological processes relating to fish and shellfish species, and the effects
of fishing activities on the ecosystem. The outputs of the fisheries projects, although
not all undertaken for nature conservation purposes, should help ensure that the
fisheries management objective is achieved.
A non-exhaustive list of fisheries projects and studies recently or currently being
undertaken within the EMS is shown below (Table A8.1). Annex 16 provides a
detailed description of research and monitoring being undertaken within the EMS.
Table A8.1 Fisheries research projects
Project

Lead
organisation

Timescale

Cockle stock monitoring (the Wash)
Cockle fishery shell breakage rate assessment (the Wash)
Cockle dredging impact studies (the Wash)

ESFJC
ESFJC
CEFAS

Mussel stock monitoring (the Wash)
Mussel dredging impact study (the Wash)
Mussel bed regeneration study (the Wash)
Intertidal invertebrate monitoring (the Wash)
Sabellaria distribution surveys (shrimp interaction study)
(the Wash)
Epibenthic trawls (shrimp monitoring) (Great Ouse
estuary)
Lobster stock assessment – tagging scheme (Wash &
north Norfolk coast)
Edible crab / velvet crab stock monitoring (Wash and

ESFJC
ESFJC
Hull University
CEH
ESFJC

Bi-annual
Annual
Part 1: 2005
Part 2: 2006
Annual
2004-06
2002-05
1997 – date
2005-06

Ecomaris

1997 – date

ESFJC

2004-05

ESFJC

2004-05
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Project
north Norfolk coast)
Razor shell stock assessment
Razor shell fishing gear trial
Young fish surveys

Lead
organisation

Timescale

CEFAS
CEFAS
CEFAS

1998-2005
2005-06
Ongoing

1.2.4 Current Management for Nature Conservation
Traditionally fisheries management was centred on the conservation of particular
species to achieve sustainable fisheries. This aim is reflected in most EC and UK
fisheries regulations. However in the 1990s UK fisheries managers were granted a
specific environmental remit, through four key pieces of legislation:
• Sea Fisheries (Wildlife Conservation) Act 1992 – requires sea fisheries
committees to have “due regard to the conservation of marine flora and
fauna” when enacting Byelaws or Regulations.
• Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994 – requires authorities
that manage fishing activities within designated sites (SACs, SPAs and
Ramsar sites) to ensure that those activities do not have an adverse effects on
the wildlife features of the sites (this may require the “appropriate
assessment” of an activity they authorise). Enables fisheries authorities to
contribute to the development of Site management schemes. Eastern Sea
Fisheries Joint Committee took on the role of lead authority amongst the
relevant authorities for the Wash and North Norfolk Coast European Marine
Site in 1996.
• The Environment Act 1995 – allows sea fisheries committees to use their
powers for environmental purposes, and allows an “environmental expert” to
sit on each sea fisheries committee.
• Countryside & Rights of Way Act 2000 – requires sea fisheries committees to
take steps to protect Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs).
1.2.5 Further Information
The Hunstanton (le Strange) Fishery Order 1949
Sea Fisheries (Regulation) Act 1966
The Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act 1967
The Salmon and Freshwater Fisheries Act 1975
The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
The Wash Fishery Order 1992
The Sea Fisheries (Wildlife Conservation) Act 1992
Conservation (Natural Habitats &c.) Regulations 1994
The Anglian Coast (Limitations of Net Licences) Order 1994 (due to be updated in
2006)
The Environment Act 1995
Council Regulation (EC) 850/98 for the conservation of fishery resources through
technical measures for the protection of juveniles of marine organisms
The Razor Shells, Trough Shells and Carpet Shells (Specified Sea Area) (Prohibition
of Fishing) Order 1998
The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000
Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee Byelaws (updated 2001)
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2.0

Factors

2.1

Possible effects on features arising from the Activity

Table A8.2 Possible effects arising from activity
Activity

Location

Cockle fishing Intertidal
–
hydraulic mudflats and
suction
sandflats in
dredging and
the Wash
hand-working

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity
Low
(higher)

Organisations
involved
Bold=RA
Italics = lead

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features5

ESFJC
M&FA
Le Strange
Estate
Local
authorities
Fishermen’s
associations
NE

Wash Fishery
Order
ESFJC
Byelaws
Le Strange
Fishery Order

Physical
damage to
sediments
through
abrasion
Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species
Non-physical
disturbance
(visual
disturbance
and noise)
Physical
damage to
sediments
through
abrasion
Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species
Non-physical
disturbance
(visual
disturbance
and noise)

Mussel
Fishing –
Baird dredging
and handworking

Intertidal
mudflats &
sandflats,
subtidal sand
and muddy
sand areas in
the Wash
and Norfolk
coast
harbours

Low
(Higher)

ESFJC
M&FA
Le Strange
Estate
Local
authorities
Fishermen’s
associations
NE

Wash Fishery
Order
ESFJC
Byelaws
Le Strange
Fishery Order
Several Orders

Brown
Shrimp
Fishing –
beam trawling

Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
Subtidal
sand and
muddy sand
areas in the
Wash and

High
(Lower)

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations
NE

Defra licence
EU Technical
Regulations
(mesh size)
Statutory
Instrument
(veil nets)

5

Physical
damage
through
abrasion
Biological
disturbance
through

Note that these are possible effects, not necessarily occurring; significance of actual effects is shown in Table A8.3
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Activity

Pink Shrimp
fishing – beam
trawling

Lobster
Fishing –
potting

Crab Fishing
(edible crab
and velvet
crabs) –
potting

Razor shell
fishing –
dredging

74

Location

off the north
Norfolk
coast,
including
shallow
inshore
channels
Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
and muddy
areas;
deeper
waters of the
Wash and
off north
Norfolk
Coast
Subtidal
sand and
muddy sand
areas in the
deeper
waters of the
Wash and
off the north
Norfolk
coast

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Organisations
involved
Bold=RA
Italics = lead

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features5

selective
extraction of
species

Very Low
(High)

Medium
(Medium)

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations
NE

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

Subtidal
sand and
muddy sand
areas in the
deeper
waters of the
Wash and
off the north
Norfolk
coast

Medium
(Medium)

Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
areas in the
Wash and
north
Norfolk
coast,

None but
possible
fishery
from
2006
(none)

nd
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M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations
NE

EU technical
Regulations
(mesh size)
Statutory
Instrument
(veil nets)

Physical
damage
through
abrasion

National
Regulations:
Shellfish
Licensing
Scheme;
minimum
landing size
ESFJC
Byelaws

Physical
damage
through
abrasion

National
Regulations:
Shellfish
Licensing
Scheme;
minimum
landing size;
ESFJC
Byelaws
Statutory
Instrument
(SI) prohibits
fishing this
species at
present;
possible
ESFJC
Byelaws if SI
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Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species

Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species
Physical
damage
through
abrasion
Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species
Physical
damage
through
abrasion
Biological
disturbance
through
selective

published Summer 2007

Activity

Sprat and
herring fishing
(pelagic
trawling)

Thornback ray
fishing (static
gear)

Bass fishing
(beach and
boat netting)

Migratory
salmonids
(beach or
boat-based
netting)

Eel fishing
75

Location

including
shallow
inshore
channel
edges
Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
and muddy
areas in the
Wash and
north
Norfolk
coast
Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
and muddy
areas in the
Wash and
north
Norfolk
coast
Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
and muddy
areas in the
Wash and
north
Norfolk
coast
Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
and muddy
areas;
intertidal
mudflats and
sandflats in
the Wash
and north
Norfolk
coast
Large

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Organisations
involved
Bold=RA
Italics = lead

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features5

is lifted

extraction of
species

Very Low
(Higher)

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

EU technical
regulations
(mesh size)

Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species

Very Low
(Higher)

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

EU technical
regulations
(mesh size)

Physical
damage
through
abrasion

Low
(Lower)

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

EU technical
regulations
(mesh size)

Low
(low)

EA
ESFJC
M&FA
Fishermen’s
associations

Net limitation
order

Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species
Physical
damage
through
abrasion
Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species
Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species
Non-physical
disturbance
(visual
presence and
noise)

Low
nd

2

EA
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Activity

Location

(fyke netting)

shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
and muddy
areas in river
mouths
Intertidal
mudflats and
sandflats in
accessible
beaches
throughout
site; subtidal
sand and
muddy areas
in river
mouths

Recreational
beach angling

Recreational
boat angling

2.2

Large
shallow inlet
and bay;
subtidal sand
and muddy
areas
throughout
Wash and
north
Norfolk
coast

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity
(higher)

Organisations
involved
Bold=RA
Italics = lead

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features5

ESFJC
M&FA
Fishermen’s
associations

order

disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species

Medium
(Lower)

ESFJC
M&FA
Local angling
clubs
NFSA

Minimum
landing sizes;
club or
competition
regulations

Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species

Low
(Low)

ESFJC
M&FA
Local angling
clubs
NFSA

Minimum
landing sizes;
club or
competition
regulations

Non-physical
disturbance
(visual
presence and
noise)
Biological
disturbance
through
selective
extraction of
species

Environmental Influences

There is a high level of environmental influence on the fisheries of the Wash and
north Norfolk coast that affects their management. Molluscan shellfish populations
are naturally highly variable, which varies the type and supply of food to the predators
of these species. Natural development of mussel beds leads to changes in local
sediment characteristics.
The highly dynamic nature of the physical environment of the Wash and north
Norfolk coast is characterised by natural accretion and erosion of the intertidal and
subtidal sandbanks and mudflats. Water temperature fluctuations and wind also affect
the features of the site and can lead to habitat and species composition changes, which
affect fish resources. Extreme winters (e.g. 1962) have been known to eliminate
nearly all of the cockle and mussel beds in the Wash.
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Excessive rainfall or prolonged lack of rain in the catchment areas of the rivers
flowing into the site can vary salinity, nutrient levels and suspended sediment levels,
which may affect the features of the site, for example by affecting productivity.
Naturally occurring phycotoxins (toxic algae) can also influence fisheries by
contaminating shellfish beds and leading to the fishing restrictions until the regular
testing (by environmental health authorities) shows the affected beds to be clear.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Each of the fisheries outlined in Table 2.1 has the potential to affect the European
marine site features, through physical damage, biological disturbance and/or nonphysical disturbance. It is emphasised that these are possible, not necessarily
identified, effects. The management of each fishery takes into account scale and
intensity of activity, as well as the existing condition of site features, when assessing
impacts. Existing management has been described in section 2; future management
specifically relating to fisheries interactions with the conservation features of the
European marine site is outlined below.
Taking an ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management involves expanding the
traditional remit of producing biologically sustainable fisheries to consider wider
impacts of fishing activity on non-target species and on habitats. Within designated
sites, fishing activity must be evaluated according to impacts on the features of the
site. Since the establishment of the management scheme for the European marine site,
several specific studies have been initiated or completed for this purpose (see Table
3.2 below). In some cases, it has been necessary to undertake scientific research to
ascertain whether perceived fishing impacts actually occur, and in many cases it has
been difficult to identify cause and effect because of the range of environmental
influences affecting the site. Nevertheless, the results of the studies will be used
wherever possible to inform fisheries managers and conservation advisers in
developing fisheries policy.
Of the fisheries listed in sections 1 and 2 of this Annex, those that target cockles,
mussels and shrimps (pink and brown) are considered likely to have adverse impacts
on site features. The other fisheries mentioned in Section 1 are not considered to have
any significant effect on the European marine site at current levels of activity. This is
reflected in the management actions outlined below.
Cockle and mussel fisheries
Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee is currently developing a Cockle and Mussel
Policy that will expand beyond the stock management measures laid out in the Wash
Fishery Order 1992 and ESFJC Byelaws. The policy is being developed in a
participative manner involving local fishing communities (fishermen, vessel owners
and shellfish processors), fisheries scientists (CEFAS), Dutch fisheries consultants
(MarinX) and nature conservation interests (Natural England), through which the
concept of sustainable fisheries within designated conservation sites is engaged.
Although the Policy has not yet been finalised, many of its management ideas have
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already been applied to the cockle and mussel fisheries in recent years, again through
local agreement.
English Nature commissioned CEFAS to investigate the impacts of cockle suction
dredging on the features of the European marine site. The study (produced in 2005)
identified potential adverse effects on softer sediment areas, and this information will
be used to inform future management. A second part of the study, investigating
impacts of dredging on invertebrate infauna, was published in 2007.
The importance of the cultivated mussel fishery in the Wash has grown throughout the
last ten years and its management has potential impacts on the conservation features
of the site. This fishery is considered in Annex 12 (Mariculture).
Pink and brown shrimp fisheries
Shrimps are targeted throughout the site. There are concerns that the beam trawl
fishing gear used in the shrimp fisheries could damage or destroy biogenic reefs
created by the marine worm Sabellaria spinulosa. These reefs constitute a feature of
the European marine site (see section 2.0 of main Management Scheme). ESFJC
carries out annual benthic surveys to determine the extent and density of Sabellaria
spinulosa in the Wash. This monitoring work should provide sufficient data to enable
the shrimp fisheries to be managed to avoid significant impacts on reef features within
the European marine site.

3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Table A8.3

Management Action Plan

Activity

Cockle
fishing –
hydraulic
suction
dredging

78

Suggested
management
option
Plan or
F1
project?
–
F5
Yes
F4

Management
objective

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
authority

Timescale

8.1 Ensure
commercial
fishing of
cockles within
the Wash is
sustainable

Continue to
monitor cockle
stocks and
implement
measures
leading to a
sustainable
fishery, through
the existing
management
framework and
the development
of the cockle
and mussel
Policy

ESFJC
NE
Le Strange
Estate
CEFAS
Fishermen’s
associations

2006
(Policy)
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
Plan or
F1
project?
–
F5

Management
objective

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
authority

Timescale

8.2 Ensure
cockles are
harvested in
the least
damaging way

Continue to
implement
maximum
breakage rate
rule to suction
dredge fishery
Implement
measures to
prevent adverse
impacts from
cockle dredging
on EMS interest
features, using
recommendations from
CEFAS studies
Continue to
monitor cockle
stocks and
implement
measures
leading to a
sustainable
fishery, through
the existing
management
framework and
the development
of the cockle
and mussel
Policy
Continue to
monitor mussel
stocks and
implement
measures
leading to a
sustainable
fishery, through
the existing
management
framework and
the development
of the cockle
and mussel
Policy

ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

ESFJC
NE
Le Strange
Estate
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA
CEFAS

2006/07

ESFJC
NE
Le Strange
Estate
CEFAS
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA

2006
(Policy)

ESFJC
NE
Le Strange
Estate
CEFAS
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA

2006
(Policy)

8.3
Downgrade
management
option to F3

Cockle
fishing –
hand
working

Yes

Mussel
fishing –
Baird
dredging

Yes

79
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8.1 Ensure
commercial
fishing of
cockles within
the Wash is
sustainable

8.4 Ensure
commercial
fishing of
mussels within
the Wash is
sustainable
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
Plan or
F1
project?
–
F5

Mussel
fishing –
hand
working

Yes

Mussel
fishing –
hand
working

Yes

F3

---

Shrimp
fishing

No

F5

8.5 Ensure
shrimp fishing
activity does
not adversely
effect
Sabellaria
spinulosa reef
features
throughout the
site

80

F3

Management
objective

8.4 Ensure
commercial
fishing of
mussels within
the Wash is
sustainable

nd

2

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
authority

Timescale

Utilise any
findings of
mussel
regeneration
studies to
implement
measures that
maintain the
distribution and
productivity of
mussel beds in
the Wash.
Continue to
monitor mussel
stocks and
implement
measures
leading to a
sustainable
fishery, through
the existing
management
framework and
the development
of the cockle
and mussel
Policy
Utilise any
findings of
mussel
regeneration
studies to
implement
measures that
maintain the
distribution and
productivity of
mussel beds in
the Wash.
Conduct annual
monitoring of
the distribution
of Sabellaria
spinulosa reef in
relation to
shrimp fishing
areas.

ESFJC
NE
Hull
University
Le Strange
Estate
CEFAS
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA

Report due
2006

ESFJC
NE
Le Strange
Estate
CEFAS
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA

2006
(Policy)

ESFJC
NE
Hull
University
Le Strange
Estate
CEFAS
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA

Report due
2006

ESFJC
NE
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA

2005 ongoing
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
Plan or
F1
project?
–
F5

Lobster
fishing

No

F3

Crab fishing
(Edible and
velvet crabs)

No

F3

Razor shell
fishing

Yes

F5

Management
objective

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
authority

Timescale

8.6
Downgrade
management
option to F3

Identify and
implement
management
measures
required to
protect
Sabellaria
spinulosa reefs
from impacts of
shrimp fishing
Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

ESFJC
NE
Fishermen’s
associations
M&FA

2006

ESFJC
M&FA
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

ESFJC
M&FA
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

Research
interaction
between razor
dredge fishery
and site features
Partial
relaxation of
Statutory
Instrument
prohibiting
fishing of razor
shells within site
Identify areas
and conditions
under which
razor shell
fishery may take
place

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations
CEFAS
M&FA

2006

M&FA
ESFJC
NE
Fishermen’s
associations

2006

8.7
Surveillance to
ensure that
lobster potting
continues to
have no effect
on site features
8.8
Surveillance to
ensure that
crab potting
continues to
have no effect
on site features
8.9 Allow
limited access
to a
commercial
razor shell
fishery from
2006

8.10
Downgrade
management
option to F3
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Activity

Sprat and
herring
fishing

Suggested
management
option
Plan or
F1
project?
–
F5
No
F3

Thornback
ray fishing
(static gear)

No

F3

Bass fishing
(beach and
boat netting)

No

F3

Migratory
salmonids
(beach or
boat-based
netting)

No

F3

Eel fishing
(fyke
netting)

No

F3

Recreational
beach
angling

No

F3

82

Management
objective

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
authority

Timescale

8.11
Surveillance to
ensure that
sprat and
herring fishing
continues to
have no effect
on site features
8.12
Surveillance to
ensure that
thornback ray
fishing
continues to
have no effect
on site features
8.13
Surveillance to
ensure that
commercial
bass fishing
continues to
have no effect
on site features
8.14
Surveillance to
ensure that
fishing for
migratory
salmonids
continues to
have no effect
on site features
8.15
Surveillance to
ensure that
fyke netting
continues to
have no effect
on site features
8.16
Surveillance to
ensure that
recreational
beach angling
continues to
have no effect
on site features

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

M&FA
ESFJC
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

EA
ESFJC
M&FA
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

EA
ESFJC
M&FA
Fishermen’s
associations

Ongoing

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

ESFJC
M&FA
Local angling
clubs
NFSA

Ongoing
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Activity

Recreational
boat angling

83

Suggested
management
option
Plan or
F1
project?
–
F5
No
F3

Management
objective

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
authority

Timescale

8.17
Surveillance to
ensure that
recreational
boat angling
continues to
have no effect
on site features

Continue
monitoring level
of effort and
gear types used
to target this
species

ESFJC
M&FA
Local angling
clubs
NFSA

Ongoing
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ANNEX 10
Land drainage
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

Land reclamation around the Wash and land drainage is a remnant of a once more
extensive water-filled basin, formed by breaking through of chalk and sandstone
escarpment between what are now the cliffs at Hunstanton and the Lincolnshire
Wolds.
During the Roman era, 45 BC to AD 400, because of increased tide rises, danger of
inundation and silt deposit, banks were raised in the marsh around Tydd and Wisbech,
thus producing ditch drainage and short distance foot and cattle movement on the
bank during flooding. Halfway through the Roman era, the Saxons invaded remote
Fenland areas, often sacking homesteads and breaking down banks. At the end of the
Roman occupation, AD 436, much previously cultivated land was covered in a layer
of maritime silt. The area became sparsely populated until the Saxons defeated the
Anglo-Romans in AD 577 and realised the potential of the old and new silt lands.
Little is known of Anglo-Saxon drainage work except perhaps that many channels to
the sea in the North Level were kept open, despite silting, and the Roman banks were
restored (Charnley, 1999).
For two centuries (circa AD660s to AD870s) monasteries at Peterborough, Ely,
Thorney and Crowland reclaimed more land by embanking. All agricultural progress
was destroyed by Scandinavian invaders until the Restoration of the Monasteries
between AD 970 and 980. Small scale reclamation continued through the medieval
period by farmers to enable them to pay their increasing rents to the monasteries.
The fourteenth and fifteenth centuries saw little land reclamation. The Land Drainage
Act 1531 finally recognised the need for statutory powers to resolve the conflicts of
communal responsibility for banks and sewers. It became a felony to maliciously
damage banks, punishable by death. The ‘Acre-Shot-Levy’ was introduced for the
maintenance of banks and sewers based on the owner’s land holding, giving the
Commissions power to raise a byelaw in time of great need (eg breaches).
The dissolution of the monasteries brought chaos to the region. Their land holdings
were distributed to the Fenmen creating an impossible situation for the
Commissioners, and the resources to maintain the embankments practically
disappeared when the Crown seized the monasteries’ lands.
The banks declined until the late 15th century and in 1600 an Act was passed to
recover thousands of acres of marsh but a lack of capital hindered any works.
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Large-scale reclamations got away in 1632 when Vermuyden embanked 1120 acres in
the Nene estuary. By 1660 17,374 acres in Gedney, Whaplode, Holbeach and
Moulton had been reclaimed and Bicker Haven had been cut off from the sea.
Further reclamation continued until the early 1980s.
The outfalls of all the four main rivers emptying into the Wash have been
straightened, narrowed and constrained since the early 19th century. Before their
alteration, the estuaries were a mecca for the sea bathing in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, notably at Fosdyke, Skirbeck and Gedney Drove End, but most particularly
at Freiston Shore where hotels developed and an annual sand fair was held with horse
racing. All of this came to an abrupt halt with the opening of the Witham Cut in 1885
which stimulated new saltmarsh to develop along the shores of the north. On the
southern shore of the Wash construction of training walls along the lower part of the
Welland in 1837/8 resulted in the deepening of the river bed by seven feet and the
grassing over of the sand foreshores at Frampton and Moulton by 1851. Completion
of training walls on the Nene and Ouse enabled further reclamations to take place.
On the north Norfolk coast, between the 16th and end of the 19th century
approximately 50% of the saltmarshes were reclaimed for freshwater grazing marsh
and arable land. There has been no recent land reclamation from Hunstanton along
the north Norfolk coast.

1.2

Management

Land reclamation and construction of new flood defences and training walls requires
planning permission under the Town and County Planning Acts. The Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food once offered grants for land reclamation by
landowners – these are no longer available.
Land drainage is maintained by Internal drainage boards. These are statutory
authorities with permissive powers under the Land Drainage Act to maintain the
drainage in their respective districts. The task is continuous and ongoing to ensure
that rainfall and tidal seepage is evacuated to sea either direct or via the rivers. The
IDBs have no statutory powers with regard the quality of the discharge from their
districts, this being a matter for the Environment Agency who has the statutory power
to pursue polluters. However, the IDBs co-operate with the Agency whenever
possible.
Internal drainage boards and the Environment Agency maintain tidal outfalls. These
allow fluvial waters to be drained or discharged to sea and normally incorporate a
structure to prevent ingress of saline water. Tidal outfalls drain urban as well as
agricultural areas (e.g. the outfalls at Gibraltar Point and Wainfleet Marshes).
Current Management Objectives
There are no proposals for land reclamation in the European marine site.
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Current Management for Nature Conservation
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended) there is a requirement for
owners and occupiers within SSSIs to consult with Natural England before carrying
out, or permission to carry out any operations for which they do not have consent.
The Wash Estuary Management Plan, the Shoreline Management Plans (The Wash
Sub Cell 2d and the North Norfolk Coast Sub Cell 3a) and the forecoming Coastal
Habitat Management Plans (CHaMPS) will all address the nature conservation
management associated with sea walls and training banks.

1.3

Further Information

Charnley, P.R. (1999) Old Dykes I Have Known: a history of the North Level part of
the Great Level of the Fens, Barney Books and P.R. Charnley.
Wash Estuary Strategy Group The Wash Estuary Management Plan, 1996, Norfolk
County Council and Lincolnshire County Council.
The Wash Shoreline Management Plan Sub Cell 2d
The North Norfolk Shoreline Management Plan Sub Cell 3a

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Land
drainage

Throughout

Continuous
and ongoing

Urban and
agricultural

2.2

Responsible
managing
organisations
Bold =
relevant
authority
EA
Internal
Drainage
Boards
Land owners
DEFRA

Existing
Management

Possible effect on
features

Existing
management
plans

May impact on saltmarsh
function and habitat
composition

Internal Natural Factors

In many places the Wash and North Norfolk Coast are still adjusting to the land
claims of the last century. The review of the Shoreline Management Plan and the
development of the Coastal Habitat Management Plans will help to understand how
these natural changes will shape the coast further.
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The development of the Plans may indicate where it is possible to restore or maintain
the natural functioning of the coast.

2.3

External Factors

Climate change and sea-level rise have the potential to require further adaptations to
coastal and fluvial flood defences. Such developments will require not only
environmental assessment but also social and economic feasibility studies.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Future land reclamation would not be encouraged as it would severely impact on the
European marine site and the species it supports.

3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objectives

Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Time-scale

Land
drainage

F3

10.1 Ensure new

Maintain
current
regime and
avoid overdrainage

Internal
drainage
boards
NE
EA
DEFRA
Landowners

Individual
timetable for
each proposal

F6

proposals for
land drainage or
changes to
existing
drainage
procedures do
not significantly
affect the
interest features
of the EMS
10.2 Ensure
that chemical
weed control
operations or
the clean-up of
chemical
pollution
undertaken by
Operating
Authorities
within
watercourses
do not
adversely affect
the interest
features of the
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objectives

Proposed
management
action

EMS

clean-up
undertaken by
Operating
Authorities
within
watercourses

Should be
carried out in
accordance
with Defra, EA
and EA
guidance and
comply with
applicable
legislation.
Control
measures
should be in
place to
minimise the
spread of any
pollution and
complete its
clean-up, in the
event of
spillage of fuel,
oil, chemical,
or similar
liquid, before
pollutant can be
discharged into
the EMS.
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Annex 11
Longshore economy
(See also Annexes 5, 8,12,15 and 18)

1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

General
The various activities that collectively make up the long-shore economy are seasonal,
and no single activity can on its own provide a livelihood. Long-shore fishermen
therefore engage in a number of activities throughout the year. For example, one may
catch crabs and lobsters in summer and cut reeds in winter. Another might work
mussel beds in winter and draw the shore (fishing for sea trout, bass and grey mullet)
in summer.
The long-shore economy differs from traditional activities because longshore
activities result in payment for the goods collected. By contrast traditional activities
are undertaken for personal use and are not used in any way for commercial trade.
The seasonal nature and traditional methods employed in the long-shore economy are
the principle reasons that its activities do not cause damage or disturbance.

1.2

Management

The baseline information and targets for the interest features listed in the table below
can be found in the Regulation 33 Advice published by Natural England (see
www.esfjc.co.uk/ems.htm Home Page).
Current Management Objectives and Management for Nature Conservation
Cultivated mussel fisheries
Seed mussels used for cultivation along the north Norfolk coast are mostly gathered
from the Wash, although local sources will be used when they occur. Mussels take
two to four years to mature from sowing. During this period they create an area rich in
biodiversity. As mussel beds mature they temporarily increase the rate of accretion,
building reefs and shallow low water lagoons. Once the mussels are removed the
sediment build up that formed during their growth period is removed. See Annex 12
for more information on this fishery.
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Bait digging
Bait digging has taken place on estuaries and coasts for hundreds of years. Historical
levels of bait digging have not been shown to cause damage or disturbance to wildlife.
However, it is conceivable that larger commercial enterprises using mechanical or
other non-traditional means might try to exploit this valuable resource. Such an event
could severely damage the conservation features of the site and the long-shore
economy.
Cockling – gathering and cultivated beds
Historically levels of casual cockle gathering have not been shown to cause damage or
disturbance. Cultivated cockle beds as with cultivated mussel beds have a number of
positive ecological features. The collection of seed from naturally occurring stocks
can help to reduce the density of cockle beds and enable greater survival. See Annex
12 for more information on this fishery.
Gathering and cultivation of other shellfish – clams, razorfish, scallops and
oysters
Historically the gathering and cultivation of these species has occurred at varying
levels; lower in more recent times, but considerably higher levels historically,
particularly oysters which until the turn of the C20th sustained a very large economy.
See Annex 12 for more information on this fishery.
Fishing – sand-eel, whitebait, mullet, sea trout etc.
Levels of this activity are limited by the insurmountable difficulties of getting an
extremely perishable catch frozen. It is unlikely this resource will be exploited more
intensively in the future. The netting of Sea Trout (Salmo trutta) is controlled by
Environment Agency license.
Samphire/glasswort gathering
The low intensity of this activity is thought not to cause damage or disturbance to the
European marine site. However it is possible that larger commercial enterprises or
interests could exploit this valuable resource using non-traditional methods. For
example using mechanical cutters or high numbers of pickers could seriously damage
the site.
Reed cutting
Reed cutting along the north Norfolk coast is a traditional, seasonal occupation within
the long-shore economy. Many of the reed beds exist today because of their previous
management.
Reed beds tend to dry out naturally as leaf litter accumulates over time. This raises the
reed bed allowing the development of scrub and eventually carr woodland.
Management of reed beds for cut reeds involves burning off leaf litter, raised water
levels to promote growth and stock fencing to protect the reeds from cattle. This has
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slowed the natural succession to woodland and helped ensure that there are still
healthy reed beds on the coast today.
Reed beds are an important habitat for some rare breeding birds (eg bittern, bearded tit
and marsh harrier), but their requirements can differ to those of the cutter.
If too large an area of reeds is cut in any one year it can reduce cover and forage areas
for the birds that use these areas. Bearded tits and marsh harriers appear to have a
preference for reed beds with some leaf litter in the bottom and a diversity of standing
reeds. This can only be achieved if reed bed management incorporates rotational
cutting.
Management agreements with Natural England have helped to ensure the reed cutters
have been compensated for loss of income where rotational cutting has taken place.
The reed cutter can then play a major role in managing the reed bed both for income
and for nature conservation.
Beachcombing / estovers
The gathering of flotsam and jetsam, shells and driftwood from around the shore has
taken place for many centuries. In living memory it has only taken place at a low
intensity.
Sea lavender gathering
This activity was more common historically with sea lavender being sold at the roadside. Very little is gathered today.
For other activities such as grazing please see Annex 5 on Common Right Holder
activities.

1.3

Further information

The Anglian Coast (Limitation of Net License) Order 1994
The Hunstanton (Le Strange) Fishery Order 1949
The Brancaster Staithe Fishery Order 1979
The Blakeney Harbour Mussel Fishery Order 1966
Shellfish Waters Directive 1979
Shellfish Hygiene Directive 1993

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

The three Advisory Groups based at Boston, King’s Lynn and Wells-next-the-Sea
have assembled and then assessed the activities listed. The King’s Lynn and West
Norfolk Advisory Group is of the view that all activity can be disturbing, but that it
does not necessarily change the interest features.
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Collection
of cockles
from
natural
beds

Localised

Fluctuating

Collection
of mussels
from
natural
beds

Localised

Gathering
of winkles,
cockles,
shrimps,
soft
shell/gilly
crabs

Throughout

Beach
netting &
Seining,
set nets,
gill nets,
eel nets
and
trammel
nets

Throughout

(Higher see
footnote 6)

Medium
(Higher see
footnote 63)

Low
(Higher)

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
ESFJC
NNDC
KLWNBC
CRH
All
Fishermen’s
Associations
DEFRA
ESFJC,
DEFRA
NNDC
KLWNBC
CRH
WHC
All
Fishermen’s
Associations,
CRH, All
Fishermen’s
Associations
and others
NE, DEFRA
and ESFJC
might get
involved

Low
(Higher)

CRH
ESFJC
EA
DEFRA
Fishermen’s
Associations

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

See footnote 7

See footnote 7

CRH and
landowners such
as the National
Trust, Wildlife
Trust, RSPB
have
management
measures in
place that will
respond if nontraditional or
large-scale
methods are
used
EA Net
Limitation
Order for
salmon & sea
trout, EA
regulations for
eels, EU landing
size regulations
applicable to all
see Annex 8

See footnote 7

Possible
disturbance to
SPA features

No impact on
EMS features
Could impact on
SPA features if
nets
lost/unattended
for a long time

6

If conditions for collecting cockle/mussels were to experience a renaissance and the activity were to
increase in extent there might be a need to consider at what level of intensity the fishery would be
sustainable in some areas.
7

Where traditional methods are employed these activities are not thought to damage the interest
features of the site.
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Bait
digging

Throughout

Low
(Higher)

Fishing all
rod and
line, long
line and
trawling
for shrimp
Samphire
collection

Throughout

Low
(Higher)

ESFJC
NE
CRH
DEFRA

Localised

Low
(Higher)

NE, CRH
and others

Reed
cutting
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Medium
(Medium)
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Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
WHC
CRH
Landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

NE, CRH
and other
conservation
organisations

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

CRH and
landowners such
as the National
Trust, Wildlife
Trust, RSPB
have
management
measures in
place that will
respond if nontraditional or
large-scale
methods are
used
EU landing size
regulations
applicable to all
See Annex 8

See footnote 7

CRH and
landowners such
as the National
Trust, Wildlife
Trust, RSPB
have
management
measures in
place that will
respond if nontraditional or
large-scale
methods are
used

See footnote 7

Existing
legislation (eg
CRoW Act)
may be used for
non-traditional
practices
/commercial
picking
At Titchwell
RSPB manage
the tidal reed
bed
At Cley NWT
and NE manage
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See footnote 7

May cause
disturbance to
SPA features
and loss of food
source

See footnote 7
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

reed beds
At Brancaster
CRH manage
reed beds
Thornham reed
cutting is carried
out with a
management
agreement
between NE and
Thornham
Cattle Gate
Holders

The activity might affect the site (e.g. causing physical loss through removal; by
causing physical damage leading to loss of species, sediment destabilisation or
erosion; or through biological disturbance either by selective extraction of species or
visual presence.) when non-traditional methods or high levels of the activity take
place.

2.2

Internal Natural Factors

The natural increase and decrease of wild mussel beds will alter the substrate in the
same way as the introduction or removal of cultivated mussel lays.
Mussels are an attribute in the site feature intertidal mudflats and sandflats. The
cultivation of the species provides a more stable stock level. However, like the wild
stock, cultivated mussels will be affected by environmental conditions such as
prolonged north or north easterly winds and low water temperature. Predators such as
starfish (Asterias spp) and crabs can also affect stocks. Cultivation increases the
likelihood of predator control.
The rise in average sea water temperatures has made spawning by Pacific oyster
(Crassostrea gigas) more likely thus increasing the likelihood of biological
disturbance by the spread of this non-native species. There is no evidence of this
happening on the North Norfolk Coast.

2.3

External Factors

Generally external factors will not mimic the impact of these activities.
Increased participation in some activities (eg samphire picking and bait digging)
through the media and other forms of publicity could impact on the conservation
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features of the site. However, it is thought that in most cases sufficient management
measures are in place to address issues as they arise.
Reduction in water quality can affect mussels and other shellfish. This reduction can
be the result of events happening outside the site either to seaward or in one of the
many rivers which feed into the site.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Although few current management measures are formally enforced, it is believed the
existing management through for example, wildfowling clubs and associations,
conservation organisations and Common Right Holders is sufficient.
Drawing on the assessment above the following management options and actions have
been identified.

3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Collection of
cockles from
natural beds

F6 For new
cultivation
sites

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

11.1 Ensure
longshore
activities do
not prevent
favourable
condition
status of
interest
features being
met and
traditional
methods are
employed

Maintain
watching brief
over activities
and surveillance
for change by
responsible
managing
organisations
Incident
Recording
Process may
provide useful
information
Promote Good
Practice Guide
---

Collection of
mussels from
natural beds

F3

As 11.1
above

Gathering of
winkles,
cockles,
shrimps, soft
shell/gilly
crabs

F3

As 11.1
above
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Organisation
responsible
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
Various lead and
relevant authorities
depending on
activity –
ESFJC
NE
Local authorities
CRH
Fishermen’s
Associations

Timescale

---

---

---

---

Ongoing
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Activity

Beach netting
& Seining, set
nets, gill nets,
eel nets and
trammel nets
Bait digging

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Proposed
management
action

As 11.1
above

---

Organisation
responsible
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
---

Timescale

---

---

---

F3
F3

Fishing all
rod and line,
long line and
trawling for
shrimp

F3

Samphire
collection

F3

Reed cutting

F3

97

Management
objective

As 11.1
above

Surveillance of
activity to
establish links
11.2 Ensure
between
bait digging
occurrence,
does not
frequency and
impact on the possible impacts
interest
on the site’s
features of the interest features
EMS
Develop site
specific
11.3 Ensure
education
bait diggers
material to
understand
encourage good
what impact
practice at
they can have sensitive
on the interest locations with
features and
the aid of the
what they can national code of
do to
practice which
minimise
has already been
impacts – see produced
actions 18.3
and 18.4
As 11.1
Incident
above
Recording
Process may
provide useful
information
Promote Good
Practice Guide
As 11.1
--above
11.4 Void
11.5 Develop Establish contact
greater
with reedbed
understanding users and collect
of historical
information on
reedbed usage previous usage of
reedbeds and
methods used
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EMS PM
NE
WHC
CRH
Landowners
WESG

EMS PM
NE
CRH
Advisory Groups
WESG

---

---

---

---

NE
CRH
Advisory Groups
Landowners

---
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Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

11.6
Encourage
sustainable
use of
reedbeds

Continue with
existing
management and
develop new
management
agreements
where necessary
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Organisation
responsible
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
Landowners

Timescale
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ANNEX 12
Mariculture
(see also Annexes 5,8,11,and 18)

1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

Mariculture is the term used to describe the cultivation of marine organisms, for
example finfish or shellfish, in their natural environment.
Shellfish have been cultivated within the European marine site for well over a
hundred years. However, the socio-economic and environmental importance of the
cultivated fisheries, particularly for mussels (Mytilus edulis), has expanded
significantly during the past fifteen years, to the extent that the importance of the
cultivated fishery has overtaken that of the public fishery throughout the European
Marine Site. Mariculture increases the yield of seafood within an area providing a
more reliable product, which leads to a better supply to markets and more regular
employment. Cultivated shellfish stocks can also have a positive influence on
existing fisheries by contributing to the total stock biomass and boosting natural
recruitment. This leads to ecological benefits in terms of productivity of the site and in
particular, food availability for wader and wildfowl predators that are protected
features of the European marine site.
The assignment of property rights to the products of cultivated fisheries also reduces
commercial and therefore ecological competition for the finite resource of naturallyoccurring stocks. Cultivated stocks are referred to as the “Several Fishery” as they are
not managed with the public beds (i.e. by regulating order) but by rights leased to
individual entitlement-holders, as specified in the Wash Fishery Order 1992.
The mariculture activities currently taking place within the Wash and North Norfolk
Coast European marine site are the cultivation of mussels (in the Wash and sheltered
harbours of the north Norfolk coast) and oysters (restricted to the north Norfolk
coast).
Mussel cultivation
Mussel cultivation is carried out in sheltered growing areas on the lower shores of
several intertidal sandflats and mudflats in the Wash and within selected natural
harbours along the north Norfolk coast, including Brancaster Staithe and Blakeney.
Juvenile, or “seed” mussels are sourced from natural mussel beds within the European
marine site (intertidal or sublittoral), or from other areas of the United Kingdom, and
subsequently relayed (i.e. deposited) onto culture plots known as “lays” where they
are allowed to mature, usually for two years, before being marketed.
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Approximately 50 lays cover a total area of 250ha in the Wash. Individual lay size
varies between 1 and 30 hectares, with a mean size of 4ha. Although the designation
of new lay areas has been steady during recent years, it is considered that the most
suitable growing areas have now been allocated so it is unlikely that the cultivation
area will expand much further. The allocation process and management of lays is
outlined below (section 1.2). The lays provide seasonal employment (mussels are
cultivated during winter months but can be relayed throughout the year) and constitute
an important aspect of the annual fisheries cycle for the Wash fishing communities
who also target natural mussel, cockle and shrimp stocks. Mussel cultivation is a
significant activity on the Norfolk coast, for example employing up to 12 men during
the peak (November) season at Brancaster in 2004. The Norfolk coast mussel lays are
used generally to supply local markets, whereas the Wash harvest is processed locally
and marketed at home and overseas to the Dutch and French markets.
Pacific Oysters (Crassostrea gigas)
The single oyster farm that operated in the Wash ceased to operate in 2003, leaving
the only oyster cultivation areas operating within the European marine site at
Thornham and Brancaster on the north Norfolk coast. Oyster cultivation is a
relatively labour intensive activity, involving the placement of juvenile oysters in
mesh bags on metal trestles that submerge with every tide. Exposure at low water
allows access to examine the oysters and thin out the stocks as necessary to encourage
growth.

1.2

Management

The Wash Fishery Order 1992 stipulates regulations by which the Eastern Sea
Fisheries Joint Committee (ESFJC) manages the public shellfish beds (i.e. the
regulated fishery – see Annex 8). The Order also confers on ESFJC the right of
several fishery and the power to grant leases to individual entitlement holders on
behalf of the Crown Estate, who owns the foreshore and the seabed. Mussel lays on
the Le Strange Estate and parts of the north Norfolk coast are administered under
local Several Orders. The Several fisheries are generally exempt from the restrictions
and regulations imposed by the ESFJC on the public beds, although through
agreement with the local shellfish farmers, several of the Wash Fishery Order
regulations (restricting the dredge width, number of dredges and vessel length) are
applied to the Wash lays.
The private ownership of mussel stocks held within the Several Fishery means that
they are not routinely evaluated by the ESFJC and are not accounted for when quotas
are set for the public mussel fishery. However, it is increasingly recognised that the
cultivated mussels perform important ecological functions by increasing productivity,
boosting natural recruitment levels and increasing the food supply available to natural
predators. From 2004, substantial increases in wintering populations of Eider duck
(Somateria mollissima) in the Wash resulted in unprecedented losses of cultivated
mussel stocks. The conservation status of the site and the requirement to protect SPA
species (including Eider ducks) has meant that fish farmers have not been able to
protect their stocks. This has led to mussel cultivation becoming unviable for some
shellfish growers, and prompted the detailed evaluation of interactions between
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mariculture and natural processes in the European marine site, that is ongoing at time
of writing (2005) (see section 3).
Defra administers a national register of shellfish farmers and shellfish cultivation
areas, which are inspected annually to monitor usage. The local authority
Environmental Health Offices and the Environment Agency oversee regular sampling
of shellfish tissue and water samples for bacteriological and water quality testing to
ensure that public health standards are maintained, under the Food Safety (Fishery
Products and Live Shellfish) (Hygiene) Regulations 1998 (as amended) and the
Surface Waters (Shellfish) (Classification) Regulations 1997. The transfer of bivalve
mollusc seed resources from other areas of UK coast is monitored through the
requirement for a movement document under the latter regulations.
Current Management Objectives
The Management Objective for mariculture is similar to that for commercial and
recreational fisheries (Annex 8):
“the sustainable use of natural and cultivated fishery resources within the European
marine site to ensure that viable fishing activities continue without damaging the
natural integrity of the site”.
It is one of ESFJC's Strategic objectives to encourage the development of mussel
cultivation within the Wash area of the European marine site in order to provide more
stable stock levels ensuring continuity of market supply. The Several Orders on the
north Norfolk coast were established to ensure this same continuity of stock and to
meet market demand for the benefit of the members of the respective organisations.
Management of mariculture activities within the European marine site must be carried
out in a manner that is sensitive to the wildlife sensitivities of the site. Equally, the
ecological and socio-economic value of the mariculture activities in the European
marine site must be recognised and management directed towards developing and
safeguarding a working balance for the long-term future of these fisheries.
Current Management for Nature Conservation
The Sea Fisheries (Wildlife Conservations) Act 1992 requires Sea Fisheries
Committees to have "due regard to the conservation of marine flora and fauna" when
enacting Byelaws or Regulations and to achieve a sustainable fisheries management
regime through sound principles. The ESFJC’s encouragement of mariculture is likely
to benefit wader and wildfowl species within the European marine site by expanding
on the existing natural food supply available to them. Similarly, the north Norfolk
coast Several Order fisheries management regimes ensure the presence and
maintenance of the molluscan species continue. However, the absence of relevant
authority management with regards to restocking and harvesting from the lays means
that there is currently no control over changes to cultivated stock densities and
abundance.
The allocation of lay ground is subject to a consultation process involving local
fishing communities and Natural England. Areas that have historically harboured
naturally occurring cockle or mussel beds are not permitted to be used for the several
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fishery. Applications for new lays are examined under the appropriate assessment
process, as their designation is regarded as a plan or project under the Habitats
Regulations (see Table A12.2). The assessment involves the consideration of the
effects of establishing and working mussel beds on the surrounding habitats and
communities. Existing lay consents are also under review for a similar assessment to
be carried out.

1.3

Further Information

The Hunstanton (le Strange) Fishery Order 1949
The Blakeney Harbour Mussel Fishery Order 1966
The Sea Fisheries (Shellfish) Act 1967
The Brancaster Staithe Fishery Order 1979
The Sea Fisheries (Wildlife Conservation) Act 1992
The Wash Fishery Order 1992
Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c..) Regulations 1994
The Environment Act 1995
The Surface Waters (Shellfish) Classification Regulations 1997
The Food Safety (Fishery Products and Live Shellfish) (Hygiene) Regulations 1998
(as amended)
The Food Safety (Fishery Products and Live Shellfish) (Hygiene) Amendment
Regulations 1999
The Food Safety (Fishery Products and Live Shellfish) (Hygiene) Amendment (no.2)
Regulations 1999

2.0

Factors

2.1

Possible effects on features arising from the activity

Activity

Location

Mussel
Cultivation

Intertidal mud
and sandflats
of the Wash
and in
harbours of the
north Norfolk
coast

Present
and
Historic
levels of
activity
High
(Lower)

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features 8

ESFJC
WHC

Wash Fishery
Order

Local
authorities
Le Strange
Estate
Blakeney
Harbour Mussel
Society
Brancaster
Staithe
Fishermen's
Society

Several Orders

Physical
damage to
sediments
(through
abrasion and
changes to
sediment
characteristics)
Biological
disturbance
(through
selective
extraction of

8 Note that these are possible effects, not necessarily occurring; significance of actual effects is shown in Table A12.2
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Activity

Location

Present
and
Historic
levels of
activity

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Existing
management

Local
fishermen’s
associations
CEFAS
Pacific
oyster
cultivation

2.2

Intertidal mud
and sandflats;
north Norfolk
coast harbours

Low
(Higher)

ESFJC
NE
CEFAS
FSA
Brancaster
Staithe
Fishermen’s
Society

Possible effect
on features 8

species)

Several Orders

Noise and
visual
disturbance
Biological
disturbance by
introduction of
non-native
species

Environmental Influences

The highly dynamic nature of the physical environment of the Wash and north
Norfolk coat is characterised by natural accretion and erosion of the intertidal and
subtidal sandbanks and mudflats. However, mariculture sites are selected for their
relative shelter from these processes so it is unlikely that cultivated beds will be
severely affected. The natural development of mussel beds leads to changes in local
sediment characteristics, typified by the evolution of raised banks of “mussel mud”
(psuedofaeces) forming physical structures on the surface of the sand or mudflat.
Both the naturally occurring mussel stocks of the regulated fishery and cultivated
mussel stocks in the several fishery can be affected by environmental conditions such
as prolonged north or north easterly winds and low water temperature. Extreme
winters (e.g. 1962) have been known to eliminate nearly all the mussel and cockle
populations in the Wash. Natural predation by diving birds and waders (e.g. Eider
duck and oystercatcher (Haemotopus ostralegus)), starfish (Asterias spp) and shore
crabs (Carcinus maenus) can significantly reduce the abundance of cultivated stocks,
particularly during the winter months when large populations of wintering birds
congregate in the site. .
The rise in average sea water temperatures has made spawning by Crassostrea gigas
more likely thus increasing the likelihood of biological disturbance by the spread of
this non-native species.
Excessive rainfall or prolonged lack of rain in the catchment areas of the rivers
flowing into the site can vary salinity, nutrient levels and suspended sediment levels,
which may affect the features of the site, for example by affecting productivity.
Naturally occurring phycotoxins (toxic algae) can also influence fisheries by
contaminating shellfish beds and leading to the fishing restrictions until the regular
testing (by environmental health authorities) shows the affected beds to be clear. This
applies equally to cultivated beds in the several fisheries as to the regulated beds in
the public fisheries.
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3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

ESFJC is currently undertaking a review of existing lay consents to establish what, if
any, impacts mussel cultivation has on the features of the European marine site.
Future management will focus on ensuring that mussel cultivation remains a viable
activity whilst maintaining the balance of the wider ecology of the site.
It is not currently considered that cockle or Pacific oyster cultivation poses a threat to
the European marine site but a watching brief will be maintained for the presence of
Pacific oysters outside the cultivation areas.

3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Table A12.2 Management Action
Activity

Mussel
cultivation

Suggest
Management
Option
Plan or
project
Yes

F1 –
F5
F4

Management
Objective

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

12.1 Ensure
mussel
cultivation
activities do
not damage,
disturb or
destroy EMS
features

Continue review
of consents for
existing mussel
lays and apply
appropriate
assessment
process to new
lay applications.
Assess impacts
of fishing
juvenile mussels
from sublittoral
areas
Agree
management
plan between
NE and
layholders
Model the
carrying
capacity of EMS
for eiders in
relation to
natural and
cultivated
shellfish
populations

NE
ESFJC
Layholders
Le Strange
Estate

2005-06

NE
ESFJC

2006

NE
Layholders
Le Strange
Estate

2006-07

NE
ESFJC
Centre for
Ecology &
Hydrology
(CEH)
Layholders
DEFRA
(EWD)

2006

12.2
Downgrade
management
option to F3
12.3 Maintain
commercial
viability and
ecological
benefits that
mussel
cultivation
provides to
site features
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Activity

Suggest
Management
Option
Plan or
project

Management
Objective

Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

Evaluate stock
losses
attributable to
eider predation

ESFJC
Layholders
DEFRA
(EWD)
Central
Science
Laboratories
NE
ESFJC
Layholders
M&FA
Defra (EWD)
Central
Science
Laboratories

2005-06

F1 –
F5

Research and
apply best
practice to
reduce predation

Pacific
oyster
cultivation

105

Yes
(new
sites)

F3

12.4
Surveillance to
ensure that
Pacific oyster
cultivation
continues to
have no effect
on site features

nd

2

Surveillance to
monitor
distribution of
Pacific oysters
throughout EMS
Apply
appropriate
assessment
procedure to
new oyster
cultivation
projects
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2005-06

Ongoing
NE
ESFJC
Layholders
NE
ESFJC

As
necessary
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Annex 13
Nature reserve management
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

General
There is a long history of managing areas of land within the site for nature
conservation. The earliest nature reserve was at Gibraltar Point and was declared in
1949, the most recent being the RSPB managed reserve at Freiston Shore.
Reserve management focuses on managing habitats for nature conservation. Some of
the most frequently used techniques include cattle grazing on historically grazed
saltmarsh (saltmarsh management is described in more detail in Annex 1 Agricutlture
– saltmarsh and SPA management) or reedbed cutting to maintain reed bed habitat
(see annex Longshore economy). It also has the challenging task of providing
sustainable opportunities for education, research and public enjoyment in sites where
there are often very high visitor numbers.
The following table lists all reserves located within the site and identifies the
organisation managing them:
Reserve
Gibraltar Point National Nature Reserve
Freiston Shore
Frampton Marsh
Frampton Marsh
Wash National Nature Reserve
Snettisham Reserve
Holme Dunes National Nature reserve
Titchwell Marsh Nature Reserve
Scolt Head Island National Nature Reserve
Holkham National Nature Reserve
Blakeney National Nature Reserve
Cley
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Managed by
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
RSPB
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
RSPB
Natural England
RSPB
Norfolk Wildlife Trust
RSPB
Natural England
Natural England
National Trust
Norfolk Wildlife Trust
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Six areas are designated National Nature Reserves (NNR) within the boundaries of
the Wash and North Norfolk Coast European marine site. The NNRs are located at
Blakeney, Holkham, Holme, Scolt Head, the Wash and Gibraltar Point. NNRs are
Sites of Special Scientific Interest of the highest conservation importance, declared
under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act (1949) and the Wildlife
and Countryside Act (1981). They are managed specifically for nature conservation
by Natural England and other approved bodies (e.g. Wildlife Trusts), in England.
Natural England has a general aim that NNRs should be:
•

managed to the highest standards,

•

demonstrate good management practice including value for money,

•

make the best possible contribution to the delivery of nature conservation
objectives and biodiversity targets,

•

provide opportunities for enhancing people’s understanding, appreciation and
enjoyment of England’s wildlife and Earth heritage features, and;

•

provide opportunities for research and experimentation to improve
understanding of ecological and Earth heritage processes.

Natural England considers that NNRs have an important role in delivering favourable
condition of the interest features of European marine sites. This is outlined in Natural
England’s policy statement on NNRs, published in January 2000:
“An overarching NNR management objective is to maximise their contribution
towards delivering Government’s responsibilities and targets under the Natura 2000
and Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) programmes.
Natural England’s periodic reviews of NNR management plans are designed to ensure
that appropriate contributions are being made to these objectives and targets ”.

1.2 Management
Current Management Objectives and Management for Nature Conservation
Gibraltar Point National Nature Reserve
Managed as a reserve since 1949. Includes most extensive sand dunes on the
Lincolnshire coast and accretion of wave-built ridges parallel to the coast is still
occurring rapidly. Transient strips of saltmarsh form between the ridges. There are
extensive areas of sandflats and mudflats and saltmarsh stretching southwards into the
Wash. There is also freshwater marsh. All stages in colonisation and stabilisation of
sand and mud by plants can be seen in the reserve and there are splendid examples of
succession of vegetation. The variety of habitats found in the site support a great
faunal diversity including vast populations of invertebrates on the intertidal flats. The
reserve also provides important roosting, nesting and feeding habitat for breeding and
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wintering populations of internationally important bird species.
Visitor Centre and Field Station.

The reserve has a

Management of the site is directed towards reconciling its intensive use for education
and public enjoyment with the conservation of its wildlife and natural features.
Educational use is carefully planned, public access is regulated by byelaws, car parks
are provided and tracks are well made and defined. There are full time and voluntary
wardens. Effects of human pressure on the fauna and flora of the reserve are
constantly monitored. The freshwater marsh and parts of the dunes are grazed by
cattle and sheep and there are periodic habitat improvements undertaken including
dredging of ponds and borrow-pits and clearing of buckthorn scrub.
Freiston Shore – RSPB
Freiston Shore was purchased in 2001 and extends to 773 ha. The reserve plays a
major part in a flood defence scheme protecting 80,000 ha of farmland, many villages
and the town of Boston. This flood defence scheme has been progressed as a
partnership between the Environment Agency, Natural England, HMP North Sea
Camp and the RSPB and involves the restoration of 78 ha of saltmarsh on former
arable land. An additional 12 ha of saline lagoon has also been created through the
flood defence scheme and the Boston Wash Banks Project. This is a further
partnership (Environment Agency, Boston Borough Council, RSPB and Lincolnshire
County Council) which has attracted European funding to carry out a wide range of
additional works in the area.
Management aims are currently being developed for the site and will include
saltmarsh grazing, the management of water levels and the salinity of the saline
lagoon.
The Boston Wash banks project has progressed major improvements in access for the
site which are of benefit to the local community and visitors. The saline lagoon has
attracted nesting Avocet, Ringed Plover and Little Ringed Plover, and is already used
as a high tide wader roost. This is already attracting visitors to the area and the Boston
Wash Banks partnership is developing means to maximise the benefits of this to the
local community.
Frampton Marsh – Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
Managed as a reserve since 1976. Includes most mature saltmarsh in the Wash which
is exceptionally rich in plants, birds and invertebrates. Also includes tidal mudflats
which are important as feeding areas for internationally important wader populations.
The reserve is grazed by cattle. The general aim is to provide a short turf area for
wintering Brent Geese in the upper third of the saltmarsh. Between May and
September about 70 cattle graze a total of 241 ha of which 70 ha is owned by the
RSPB. Most visitors access the site via the RSPB car park. The reserve is managed by
voluntary wardens
Frampton Marsh – RSPB
Frampton Marsh is the second oldest and one of the most extensive saltmarsh units in
The Wash. The grazing policy for the reserve contributes to the wider agreed strategy
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for saltmarsh management in The Wash. The reintroduction of summer grazing by
cattle has increased structural diversity for the benefit of breeding Redshank and
wintering wildfowl.
The reserve is an important resource for the local community and is traditionally used
by local people for quiet activities which include walking, samphire gathering and
wildfowling which is managed by the South Lincolnshire Wildfowling Club.
Traditional usage at current levels is compatible with the conservation objectives for
the site.
Improvements to access have been made through the Boston Wash Banks Project. The
main aims of the site are to maintain Frampton Marsh as a site with one of the widest
ranges of saltmarsh vegetation communities and structures in The Wash; and to
maintain the extensive area of saltmarsh as a feeding and refuge area for the benefit of
estuarine birds particularly internationally important numbers of wintering Darkbellied Brent Geese, a nationally important population of breeding Redshank, for BAP
species and other non-avian species of conservation concern.
Wash National Nature Reserve
Managed as a reserve since 1985. Includes large areas of mudflats and saltmarshes
which support huge numbers of wintering and passage waterfowl. The saltmarshes
are important for breeding waders and small passerines and the outer trial bank is used
by breeding seabirds. Common seals pup on the offshore banks in summer. A range
of nationally scarce vascular plants and invertebrates have been recorded on the
saltmarshes and parts of the seabank. On Lutton Outmarsh, shooting rights are let by
Natural England to the Gedney Drove End and District Wildfowlers Association. On
the Wingland and King’s Lynn Estates shooting rights have been retained and let by
the landowners, the Crown Estate, to Fenland wildfowlers Association and the King’s
Lynn and West Norfolk Wildfowlers Association. The Crown Estate have also
retained rights for shellfish cultivation (let to Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee),
grazing (let to tenants and others) and mineral/dredging on the Wingland and King’s
Lynn Estates.
In line with Natural England’s aims for NNRs, Natural England encourages the use of
the Wash NNR for research and experimentation to improve understanding of
ecological processes. Currently, sites within the NNR are being used for monitoring
and may be used as experimental trial sites, if appropriate, in support of the mussel
restoration project.
Management of the site supports the conservation objectives of the EMS. Parts of the
saltmarsh, which have historically been grazed, are stocked with cattle. Their grazing
maintains the optimum level of botanical diversity for historically grazed marshes and
the tussocky vegetation structure produced provides important habitat for
internationally important populations of feeding Brent Geese and breeding and
roosting waders. Natural England works closely with organisations which use the
NNR, such as the wildfowling clubs, or which have management responsibilities on
the NNR such as the Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee, to ensure management of
the NNR to the highest standards can be demonstrated. For example, Natural England
has management agreements, consented under the Wildlife and Countryside Act and
the Habitats Regulations, with the wildfowling clubs.
Also ESFJC provide
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information on monitoring of shellfish activities on the Wash NNR to the Wash NNR
consultation board.
Access is afforded by the Peter Scott Walk between the rivers Ouse and Nene and at
Point Green where an easy access track, boardwalk and interpretative panels are
located.
Wash NNR originally 8,472 hectares now includes Wootton Marsh, Terrington
Marsh, Lutton Out Marsh and Kirton Marsh. The latter brought 308 hectares into the
Wash NNR; the largest NNR in England.
Snettisham Reserve – RSPB
Snettisham reserve comprises all habitats typical of The Wash, with the addition of
areas of shingle and coastal lagoons. The intertidal mudflats are amongst the most
productive in The Wash and are important wader feeding grounds. Up to 30% of all
the Wash’s birds roost on the reserve at high tide. The reserve provides approximately
1830 ha of largely undisturbed refuge although the southern half of the saltmarsh is
shot by the King’s Lynn Wildfowlers between 1st November and 15th January. The
lagoons are managed to provide bare spits, islands and some areas of shingle around
the edges, for roosting waders and breeding birds. This is achieved by the removal of
vegetation using a combination of hand weeding together with spraying for difficult to
remove species; and by controlling water levels.
A regionally important population of Common Terns nest on the lagoon islands. The
shingle beach and spit are themselves of national importance and support a regionally
important population of breeding Ringed Plover, as well as invertebrate and plant
communities. Saltmarsh grazing was resumed in 1997, after having ceased in 1979,
and is having a positive impact on numbers of wintering wildfowl and breeding
Redshank. Annual surveys show a steady increase in breeding Redshank, wintering
wildfowl numbers have maintained their levels since 1997 (with annual variations).
Holme Dunes NNR – Norfolk Wildlife Trust
Holme Dunes National Nature Reserve lies between Holme village and Thornham
channel. Within 270 hectares, it comprises a range of coastal habitats: intertidal sands
and muds, sand and shingle bars, sand dune, saltmarsh, freshwater and brackish
lagoons, grazing marshes and reedbeds. Geomorphologically, the dune ridges at
Holme probably consist of a former barrier island, like Scolt Head Island, although
they are no longer cut off from the land. Much of the site consists of natural habitats
that are maintained mainly by coastal processes. However, sheep grazing and scrub
control are necessary in the dunes to maintain their open character and important
features. The site has been managed for nature conservation since 1965 by Norfolk
Wildlife Trust.
Large numbers of migrant and wintering waders fly from the Wash to roost on the
shingle bars during spring tides. The most numerous species among the wintering
wildfowl flocks on the grazing marshes are wigeon and brent geese. Bittern also
over-winter. Breeding birds include avocet and little tern with declining numbers of
ringed plover on the beach. The site is well-known for the appearance of passage
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migrants, particularly during adverse weather. Natterjack toads were re-introduced in
the 1980’s and there is now a flourishing colony in the dunes. There, damp hollows
are also home to petalwort, a rare bryophyte. A number of rare invertebrate species
occur at Holme and include the spectacular dune tiger beetle.
Holme Dunes is heavily used by the public for informal recreation during the summer.
It is also visited increasingly at weekends during the winter months. NWT has a
policy of non-promotion of the site, in accordance with policies agreed with the
Norfolk Coast Project, in order to slow down the steady increase in visitor pressure.
Titchwell Marsh – RSPB
Titchwell Marsh consists of a mosaic of typical coastal habitats within the framework
of naturally occurring saltmarsh areas, and thus attracts a diversity of bird species.
Management of the site and location has led to Titchwell Marsh becoming an
important component of the North Norfolk Coast AONB, SPA, cSAC, SSSI and
Ramsar Site. The assemblage of significant areas of typical coastal habitats , both
fresh and tidal, within the boundaries of the site and the associated diversity of
breeding, passage and wintering birds make it particularly important within north
Norfolk.
Titchwell is one of the RSPB’s most visited sites. The current facilities will be
maintained to a high standard in line with RSPB and Norfolk Coast Partnership
guidelines. The RSPB commit to seeking to keep visitor numbers at current levels as
any significant increase could disturb breeding and wintering birds and also impact
negatively on the local community. The site has high potential to demonstrate RSPB
and conservation management practices, and maintains a positive profile with key
audiences and local communities.
The management aims of the site include to maintain the site (subject to natural
change) in favourable condition as an integral part of The Wash and North Norfolk
Coast EMS, North Norfolk Coast SPA, SSSI, Ramsar Site and AONB with its range
of habitats including intertidal sand, saltmarsh, shingle, sand dune, reedbed and
coastal lagoons for the benefit of the high diversity of breeding, passage and wintering
birds. This includes nationally important breeding populations of Avocet, Bearded Tit,
Marsh Harrier and Bittern.
Scolt Head Island NNR – Natural England
Scolt Head is a barrier island, just over 4 miles (6 kilometres) in length, and is a prime
example of a relatively unusual geomorphological structure in the UK. It was formed
as a shingle skeleton which is growing westward.
Aeolian sand has been deposited over the shingle base, with the development of
extensive sand dunes including at least 12 recurved laterals. Between these laterals
salt marshes have formed, with their own complex networks of creek drainage
systems.
The island has been managed as a reserve since 1923, with management emphasis
based largely on non intervention and full protection of the flora and fauna.
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The habitats with the European Marine Site have no current management activities
and natural coastal processes are allowed to function. Some species management (in
the form of Fox control) does occur within these habitats.
Holkham NNR – Natural England
The Holkham National Nature Reserve (NNR) forms part of the North Norfolk Coast
Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Declared in 1967 it links Scolt Head Island
and Blakeney Point. The whole reserve consists of drift material adjoining chalk
deposits on the former coastline to the south, and is of outstanding physiographic
importance. Within Holkham NNR lie extensive inter-tidal mud and sand flats, salt
marshes, sand dunes, forested dunes, grazing marsh and reed beds. The reserve
fringes the northern edge of the chalk escarpment, which represents the former
shoreline. The solid geology of the area is of little significance since the reserve
consists almost entirely of marine drift deposits. The reserve ranks higher in terms of
its geomorphology as it exhibits a wide range of features associated with a soft
sedimentary shoreline and as such is subject to continual change.
Management of the reserve below high water is carried out in line with the
conservation objectives of the EMS. Furthermore, Natural England encourages the
use of the Holkham NNR for research and monitoring, although for research projects,
activity is currently at a low level. School children and students in higher education
regularly use the intertidal zone in Holkham Bay for study and project work. There is
wide scope to develop educational usage and on a more formal basis if staff time were
available.
Natural processes define change within the intertidal zone and there are no physical
management projects listed in the Management Plan for the Holkham NNR to
influence this.
Shoreline birds are surveyed annually and include; Little Tern, Ringed Plover and
Oystercatcher. Counts of wildfowl, waders and other birds using the inter tidal area
are included in the national Wetland Bird Survey.
Predator control, aimed primarily at fox, is carried out to the west of the Wells
Channel to protect nesting shoreline birds, especially Little Tern.
Little terns nest in nationally important numbers and further protection is provided in
the form of cordons and signage to inform people of the threat posed by human and
canine disturbance in sensitive areas.
Consent for wildfowling has been granted to the Wells and District Wildfowlers
Association and the Blakeney and District Wildfowlers Association. Both clubs carry
out their activities under a licence issued by Natural England and both operate
sanctuary areas on the sand and mud flats.
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Blakeney NNR – National Trust
Blakeney National Nature Reserve (NNR) is part of the North Norfolk Coast Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), which is one of the largest expanses of undeveloped
coastal habitats of its type in Europe. The NNR is comprised of Blakeney Point,
Blakeney Freshes, Blakeney Marshes, Morston Marshes and Stiffkey Marshes.
Specifically, Blakeney Point was acquired by the National Trust in 1912, and is the
oldest nature reserve in Norfolk. Within Blakeney NNR there are extensive inter-tidal
muds and sands, saltmarshes, shingle banks and sand dunes. There are also important
freshwater grazing marsh habitats and reedbeds. There is geological and
geomorphological interest with the dynamic coastal structures.
The area is of exceptionally ornithological interest, with many nationally
and.internationally important breeding colonies, wintering waders and wildfowl and
passage migrants. Marine communities vary from typical estuarine examples
characterised by the bivalve Scrobicularia plana to lugworm-dominated muddier
sands. The area is important for one of Europe’s largest populations of breeding and
foraging common seals Phoca vitulina.
The activities of The National Trust on the land under its ownership are restricted by
numerous conditions of conveyances and sales. From time to time, The National
Trust has also entered into to several different tenancies and licence arrangements,
which have a bearing on the management of the reserve
Blakeney offers significant opportunities for public access, appreciation and
education. The ‘seal boats’ bring large numbers of visitors to the Point and more
visitors arrive on foot or by public transport. In 2004/05, the property recorded
98,682 ‘vehicle visits’ to car parks at Morston Quay and Blakeney Quay.
Cley – Norfolk Wildlife Trust
NWT Cley and Salthouse Marshes
Cley and Salthouse Marshes (144ha) form an integral part of the North Norfolk coast
wetland. A key site feature is the transition from fresh to saline conditions across the
site resulting in the variety of high quality wetland habitats – shingle beach, saline
lagoons, grazing marsh and reedbeds. These support large numbers of wintering and
migrating wildfowl and waders as well as breeding bittern, marsh harrier and bearded
tit.
Management of the grassland includes grazing with sheep and cattle, alongside
topping to control thistle and ragwort. Water levels across both sites are regulated to
maintain correct levels for both reedbeds and scrapes. Reed is harvested each year to
keep the reedbeds in good condition. The shingle embankment is no longer
artificially maintained and every few years the North Sea is likely to break through,
flooding the marshes. Recent Environment Agency work to re-route the River Glaven
and install a new sluice will enable flood water to be removed from the site quickly.
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1.3

Further Information

Crooks (Ed) (1997). Your Guide to Nature Reserves in Lincolnshire.
Fourth edition. Lincolnshire Trust for Nature Conservation
.
Smith (2001). The Wash National Nature Reserve Management Plan 2001/02 –
2006/07.

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

.
Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Management
of predators of
SPA species

North
Norfolk
coast

Variation
between
sites

Grazing of
saltmarshes
from
Saltmarsh
and SPA
management
Annex

50% of
Wash
almost
none in N
Norfolk.

Increase
on Wash
saltmarsh
(higher)

Reed cutting
from
longshore
economy
Annex

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

Level varies
between sites
and reserves

NE
DEFRA
RSPB
LWT
CRH

Almost all
grazing within
NE
management
agreements or
Countryside
Stewardship
Scheme

Ground nesting
tern colonies are
particularly
susceptible to
predation and the
disturbance it can
cause
Grazing of
previously
ungrazed
marshes can lead
to loss of plant
diversity if not
sensitively
managed

Low on N
Norfolk
coast
(higher)

Localised
Both tidal
and
freshwater
reedbeds
are cut

Medium
(medium)

NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations

At Titchwell
RSPB manage
the tidal and
freshwater
reedbeds
Thornham
reed cutting is
carried out

Thornham
Brancaster
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bold =
Relevant
authority
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organisations
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Overgrazing can
reduce food
resource for birds
Overgrazing can
lead to poaching
& damage the
saltmarsh
communities
Where traditional
activities are
employed these
activities are not
thought to
damage the
interest features
of the site. The
activity might
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisations
bold =
Relevant
authority

Blakeney
Freshes
Cley

Field trips to
site involving
large groups
and some
sample
collection
From
Monitoring,
Science &
Education
Annex

On
reserves,
around
Field study
centres

Local –
around
centres

NE
ELDC
National Trust
RSPB
Wildlife Trusts
CRH

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

with a
management
agreement
between NE
and Thornham
Cattle Gate
Holders

affect the site (eg
causing physical
loss through
removal) when
non-traditional
methods or high
levels of the
activity take
place.
Disturbance of
SPA features by
noise and visual
presence

At Freiston
animal
samples are
returned after
observation
At Gibraltar
Point numbers
are limited,
groups are
guided and
taken to less
sensitive areas
North Norfolk
Coast have
agreed code of
practice

Interpretation
Throughout
centres
/ site
Tourist
information
centres
From
Tourism
Annex

N/A

Local
authorities
Conservation
organisations
Tourism
initiatives
NCP
WESG
Wildlife Trusts
Green Quay

NE operates a
permit system
for sample
collection on
its NNRs
At Gibraltar
Point numbers
are limited,
groups are
guided and
taken to less
sensitive areas

Physical damage
of sand dunes,
saltmarsh,
samphire and
intertidal flats by
trampling
Removal of
species from
sand dunes,
saltmarsh and
intertidal flats by
sampling

Inappropriate
interpretation and
information can
encourage visits
to sensitive
wildlife sites

Recreation –
land based :
using public
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisations
bold =
Relevant
authority

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

rights of way
e.g. footpaths
and
bridlepaths,
walking (with
dogs under
/not under
close control),
horse riding
motorised
vehicles, kite
carting,
cycling
birdwatching,
metal
detecting,
beach
barbeques/
fires, littering
Please refer
to Recreation
Annex for
details

2.2

Internal Natural Factors

2.3

External Factors

Tourist information centres and interpretation centres have the potential to encourage
visits to sensitive wildlife sites.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

3.2/3.3
Activity

Management
of predators of
SPA species

116

Management Options and Actions
Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F5

nd
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Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

13.1 Ensure coordination
between
conservation
organisations

Continue liaison
between NE and
the conservation
organisations to
establish a
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
NE
Wildlife
organisations

Timescale
2001 ongoing

published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

F6

Grazing of
saltmarshes
see Annex 1

F4

Proposed
management
action

for the
management of
predators of
SPA features

uniform
approach to
predator control
across the SPAs

13.2
Ensure predator
control
methods are
appropriate to
each location
and comply
with the
Habitats
Regulations
Seek to ensure
current grazing
regimes are
effective for
wildlife

Use of predator
control to be
assessed on a
case-by-case
basis

Seek to ensure
appropriate
grazing
regimes are
maintained in
suitable
locations
within EMS
Develop
greater
understanding
of historical
reedbed usage

F3

Reed cutting
see Annex 11

Management
objective

F3

Encourage
sustainable use
of reedbeds

Field trips to
site involving
large groups
and some
sample
collection
see Annex 16
117

F3

Ensure sample
collection does
not disturb,
damage or
destroy the
interest features
of the EMS
nd
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

2001 –
ongoing

Surveillance /
monitoring so as
to understand the
impacts of the
activity on the
site
NE to continue to
use management
agreements and
maintain current
grazing levels at
appropriate
locations

NE
DEFRA
RSPB
LWT
CRH

Establish contact
with reedbed
users and collect
information on
previous usage of
reedbeds and
methods used.

NE
CRH
Advisory
groups
Landowners

2002/3 ongoing

NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners

Ongoing

NE
Conservation
organisations

Ongoing

Continue with
existing
management and
develop new
management
agreements were
necessary
Maintain
watching brief by
the organisations
involved
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NE
DEFRA
RSPB
LWT
CRH

Ongoing

Ongoing
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Increase
awareness of
impacts of
sample
collection
Develop a
system for
assessing /
knowing what
samples are
being collected

Ensure
monitoring and
survey
activities
including the
collection of
samples meets
with the
requirements of
the Habitats
Regulations
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Proposed
management
action
NE, LWT, RSPB
& field centres to
agree code of
practice for
sustainable use
of Wash for
science and
education as
agreed for north
Norfolk Coast
NE, wildlife
trusts, RSPB ton
introduce permit
system where
none exist to
track use of
reserves for
sampling and
survey work (as
at Brancaster).
Use signage in
site entrances /
car parks to
indicate need for
permits.
New sample
collection to
subject to an
appropriate
assessment if
potential to cause
significant effect

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EMS PM
WESG
NE
Conservation
organisations

NE
Conservation
organisations
2001
/2002
NE
already
has
permit
system

Develop codes of
conduct and
establish
mechanisms for
self regulation by
educational
facilities
undertaking the
activities
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Timescale

NE
Conservation
organisations
published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Ensure
educational
activities do not
disturb, damage
or destroy the
interest features
of the EMS

F4

Recreation –
land based

See Annex 15
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Ensure
promotion of
local area for
tourism takes
account of
potential
environmental
impacts
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Timescale

ongoing
NE
Conservation
organisations
EMS PM
WESG

F6

Interpretation
centres /
Tourist
information
centres
see Annex 17

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Develop dialogue EMS PM
with local
Local
authorities to
authorities
ensure they take
environmental
considerations
into account
when promoting
the area, liasing
with other
stakeholders as
necessary
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Code of
Conduct
in place
ongoing
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Annex 14
Pollution risk – pollution of the coast
1.0

Description

A number of possible scenarios can be envisaged that would result in an oil pollution
incident within the marine SAC. A broad categorisation of incident types would be :•

Spillage at sea - which may or may not affect the shoreline. Possible sources
include sunken or stricken vessels, heavy illegal tanker washings and discharges
from offshore oil operations.

•

Vessels becoming stranded close inshore.

•

An incident within a Port or Harbour.

•

An incident inland where oil enters a river system and thus threatens the Marine
SAC.

Although the risk is considered low, the Wash and North Norfolk Coast Marine SAC
with its large areas of intertidal habitats is highly sensitive to such an incident and
thorough contingency planning is essential.

1.1

Activity

To date, pollution incidents affecting the marine SAC have been small and infrequent,
and the nature conservation impacts have been small.

1.2

Management

General
Oil Pollution
A range of Coastal Pollution Emergency Plans are in operation to co-ordinate the
measures which may be necessary to deal with pollution incidents occurring on the
coast or in coastal waters and which are relevant to the Wash and North Norfolk Coast
Marine Site. These include:
National Contingency Plan for Marine Pollution from Shipping and Offshore
Installations (Maritime and Coastguard Agency)
As a Party to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) the UK has an
obligation to protect and preserve the marine environment. The above plan is one of
the measures taken to meet this obligation. The plan covers all incidents in, or likely
to affect, the UK pollution control zone. The plan sets out the circumstances in which
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the Maritime and Coastguard Agency deploys the UK’s national assets to respond to a
marine pollution incident to protect the overriding public interest. It also describes
how the MCA manages these resources.
The National Contingency Plan defines three categories of oil spill :Tier 1
Background pollution which in a relatively minor way affects some locations and can
be wholly dealt with by District/Borough Authorities.
Tier 2
Specific small to medium scale incidents where District/Borough Authorities require
assistance from the County Council in order to initiate and maintain a clean-up
response.
Tier 3
Major shipping oil pollution incidents which require a co-ordinated response from
National and Local Authorities. Initial response at sea will be taken by the MCA who
may request the Local Authority to establish a Shoreline Response Centre if the oil
impacts the shore.
County Coastal Emergency Plans (Lincolnshire and Norfolk County Councils)
These detail the counter-measures, which may be necessary to deal with a pollution
incident on, or which may affect the coast. They contain the information on key
nature conservation interests as a series of coastal sensitivity and access maps and
schedules. They also contain alerting procedures to ensure that Natural England and
the Environment Agency are alerted in the event of an incident. Where an incident is
too large for a County Council to manage then additional resources will be sought
from the Maritime and Coastguard Agency.
District Council Coastal Emergency Plans
In Norfolk the coastal District Council’s have response plans for coastal pollution
incidents. Where an incident is too large for a District Council to manage then
additional resources will be sought from the County Council. In Lincolnshire they do
not, but Districts do have a link with the Lincolnshire County 2006 Plan.
Port Pollution Contingency Plan
Port Authorities have contingency plans for their ports. These have recently been
revised to comply with the Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution Preparedness, response
and co-operation convention) Regulations 1998. Associated British Ports Research
Consultancy Ltd have recently produced “Good Practice Guidelines for Ports and
Harbours operating within or near UK European Marine Sites” on contract with the
EC LIFE funded UK Marine SAC’s Project managed by Natural England.
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Oil and Gas Company Environmental Statements and Contingency Plans
Oil and gas companies need to comply with the Merchant Shipping Regulations and
the Offshore Petroleum and Pipelines Assessment of Environmental Effects
Regulations 1998. The latter requires the preparation of an Environmental Statement
prior to exploration and production activities in nearshore and other sensitive areas.
Oil Spill Contingency Plans are prepared in accordance with the DTI’s guidelines –
“Guidance note to operators of offshore oil and gas installations”.
Other organisations involved in coastal pollution contingency planning and responses
include:
Natural England
Natural England provides advice to government and others on contingency planning
and in the event of an oil pollution incident. Natural England will:
•

Advise on action where nature conservation interests are under threat

•

Alert the RSPB and other relevant conservation organisations at county and
country levels

•

Through the RSPB alert Bird Liaison Contacts to co-ordinate bird casualty
monitoring

•

Alert the RSPCA where the collection and treatment of oiled seabirds and other
wildlife is likely to be necessary

Environment Agency
The EA has statutory responsibilities (defined under the Water Act 1989 and the
Water Resources Act 1991) relating to the pollution of inland and coastal water to a
distance of three miles from shore, and for salmon, sea trout and eel fisheries to a
distance of six miles. It is also responsible for the disposal and management of waste.
In the context of coastal pollution the EA’s primary role is to protect rivers and
estuaries and will, if necessary, use their stock of specialist equipment, including
booms, to prevent oil being washed up rivers.
DEFRA
DEFRA (formerly the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (MAFF)) is
responsible for fisheries protection and control and advice on use of dispersants at sea.
It is also responsible for toxicity testing.
Current Management Objectives
The management objective is to prevent spillage or discharge of oil into the marine
environment and, where this does occur, to put in place effective measures to ensure
that human life and environmental economic and social interests are safeguarded.
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Current Management for Nature Conservation
A Government Scientific and Technical Operations (STOp) Notice on the role of the
Environment Group within the Shoreline Response Centre was produced this year and
will necessitate some revisions to contingency plans.
The contingency plans incorporate and should make available in the event of an
incident:
•

Information on the location, type and status of the nature conservation interests on
the coast and in the adjacent coastal waters which might be affected by coastal
pollution incidents

•

The sensitivity of these interests to oil pollution, including any seasonality of these

•

The recommended response measures (including leave alone) in the event of an
incident

•

Details of the resources that are available or can be requested in the event of an
incident

•

Sources of local and national expertise to assist in the event of an incident

Nature conservation interests and priorities have been integrated into the Norfolk
County Oil Spill Response Plan, particularly in Addendum 3 - Beachmaster Plans.

1.3

Further Information

Norfolk County Oil Spill Response Plan 1999. Norfolk County Council
Wells Harbour Oil Pollution Response Plan. North Norfolk District Council
ABP King’s Lynn Oil Spill Contingency Plan. 2000. King’s Lynn Port
King’s Lynn Conservancy Board Oil Spill Contingency Plan 1999
Lincolnshire County Oil Spill Response Plan 2006 Lincolnshire County Council
Port of Boston Oil Spill Contingency Plan 2000
National Contingency Plan for Marine Pollution 2000. MCA
Natural England Oil Pollution Response Procedures. Due early 2001
Environment Agency Booming Plans for Thornham, Brancaster, Burnham Overy,
Wells and Blakeney Harbours.
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2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors Arising from the Activity

Activity

Location

Present and
historic
levels of
activity

Oil spill at
sea

Could
happen
any where

None
(None)

Oil spill
affecting
shoreline

Could
happen
any where

None
(None)

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
MCA,
DEFRA,
JNCC

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Contingency
Planning

Toxic effects of oil
on birds, seals,
marine and benthic
community.

Coastal
authorities
NE
EA
Port &
Harbour
Authorities

Legal measures
to prevent
discharge of oily
wastes to the
marine
environment;
port facilities
provided.

Smothering of
intertidal habitats
including saltmarsh
vegetation
Damage to
intertidal sediment
wildlife

Contingency
plans in place to
cover coastal
and offshore
pollution
incidents
NB damage can
occur also as a
consequence of
inappropriate or
insensitive
clean-up action

2.2

Internal Natural Factors

The exceptionally large area of saltmarsh and intertidal mud and sand within the
European marine site are difficult to treat effectively and difficult to access. This
results in a policy of treating oil at sea whenever possible and in many instances
leaving oil on intertidal habitats to degrade naturally. The exceptions being amenity
beaches where mechanical clean-up is more likely to be employed.

2.3

External Factors

Oil spill incidents either at sea or on rivers inland outwith the site boundary could
impact on the features within the site.
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3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

As this is a theoretical activity, management is only possible by contingency planning.
The main essential therefore is to ensure that the current plans are thorough and are
kept up to date. The Norfolk county plan is about to be revised and the Natural
England plan is currently being revised in response to new guidance contained in the
recent revision of the National Contingency Plan.
For that part of the European marine site within the county of Norfolk,
important/vulnerable shoreline species and habitats are thoroughly covered in the
Beachmaster Plans. However, there is a need for important/vulnerable marine habitats
and species to be described, mapped and included in the County Oil Spill Response
Plan at the earliest opportunity.

3.2

Management Options

Management options have been assessed using the ‘F’ list. The score F3 indicates that
while there is a known mechanism for the activity to have an effect, there is no
evidence to suggest any effect at present.

3.3

Management Action

Activity

Suggested
Management option
F1 - F6

Management
objective

Proposed
Management
Action

Oil
Pollution
Incident

F3

14.1 Ensure
oil spills can
be dealt with
effectively and
efficiently

Seek regular
reviews of
Pollution
Emergency Plans
to take account of:
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•

Developments
in response
measures and
capabilities

•

The additional
responsibilities
of competent
authorities to
safeguard SAP
and SAC sites
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
Coastal
Authorities
(Lincopf)
EA
NE
Port &
Harbour
Authorities
DEFRA
MCA
JNCC

Time-scale

Implement
as required

published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
Management
option
F1 - F6

Management
objective

Proposed
Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Time-scale

Test the
contingency plans
on a regular basis
Ensure relevant
sections of “Good
Practice
Guidelines for
Ports & Harbours
operating within
or near UK
European marine
Sites” are in place
for the Wash and
North Norfolk
Coast
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ANNEX 15
Recreation
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

General
Land based recreation
The diverse range of habitats found within the site give rise to many forms of
recreational use. The levels of activity also vary greatly between the remote areas of
the marshes on the north bank of the Wash to the popular and busy seaside holiday
resorts along the Norfolk coast and at Skegness. Most land based activities are
informal, but a number of formally organised events such as guided walks around
Wildlife Trust and RSPB reserves also take place. Land based activities are
undertaken by both visitors and residents of the area. Listed below are the main types
of land based recreation taking place across the European marine site.
Walking with and without dogs is one of the most widespread activities occurring
across the site all year round, but not unnaturally being more popular in summer.
Many footpaths run along the uppershore, and some provide access to intertidal areas.
Some of the most popular footpaths are Peddars Way, Norfolk Coast Path and the
Peter Scott Walk. Horse riding only occurs in some areas due mainly to a lack of
bridlepaths and access points.
Cycling takes place across the site but only at low levels of activity.
Motorised vehicles such as quadbikes, motorbikes and 4x4s sometimes come onto
the intertidal areas. Are there any areas where this is permitted?
Birdwatching draws many people to the site. Many thousands of people visit the
reserves of Titchwell, Cley and Gibraltar Point each year. The interest in this activity
is increasing and many reserves such as those owned/managed by the RSPB, Norfolk
Wildlife Trust and Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust provide facilities (e.g. hides) to
enhance disturbance free viewing.
Beach recreation mainly takes place along the north Norfolk coast and at Heacham,
Hunstanton, Snettisham and Skegness. Elsewhere along the coast dangerous tides and
the mud and saltmarsh nature of the coast effectively hinder this activity.
Wildfowling and other traditional activities such as samphire picking are covered
in Annexes 5, 11 and 18. Outside these parameters, the picking of wild flowers on
designated sites is not permitted.
Other activities such as metal detecting take place infrequently across the site.
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Sea based recreation. The Wash and north Norfolk coast are both traditional areas
for water based recreation. The development of new forms of watersports means the
area is becoming increasingly popular. The high water quality of the sea along the
Norfolk coast makes this a favoured destination for sea bathing. At times this can be
dangerous because of the quick turning of the tides and the risks posed by motorised
water activities such as personal watercraft.
Motor cruising and power boating takes place to various degrees around the site.
The total number of boats using the area is not known but mooring facilities exist at
several locations within the Wash such as King’s Lynn, Boston and Fosdyke Bridge
and at the harbours of Blakeney, Brancaster Staithe, Burnham Overy Staithe,
Thornham and Wells-next-the-Sea (collective known in this document as the North
Norfolk Harbours) along the north Norfolk coast. Power boating is especially popular
at Hunstanton and Heacham, the former being of national importance and hosting
major championships. Power boating also launches from Skegness.
Yachting and sailing is generally associated with official clubs. Main locations for
these activities include the north Norfolk harbours noted above and Hunstanton,
Snettisham, the non-tidal stretch of the River Witham, Wainfleet Haven at Gibraltar
Point.
Canoeing and Kayaking is favoured in sheltered areas along the north Norfolk coast
and at Snettisham. There has been some increase in canoeing since the opening of
National Trust’s Millennium Centre at Brancaster, but the intensity of the activity
remains fairly low.
Water skiing a high level of activity takes place along the north Norfolk coast and at
Heacham and Hunstanton. Many of the Harbours along the north Norfolk coast have
designated areas for water skiers to use. At Heacham and Hunstanton the activities are
well regulated by the Hunstanton and District Water Sports Club and the Heacham
Boat Owners’ Association although other unassociated participants sometimes stray
into sensitive wildlife areas.
Personal watercraft such as jet skis are becoming increasingly popular with many
people travelling considerable distances to participate. Principle areas include King’s
Lynn, Hunstanton, Heacham and Snettisham and the North Norfolk Harbours. In
some locations the high numbers of other water users limits the use of these types of
watercraft.
Novel forms of watersports such as kite powered board surfing occasionally take
place within the European marine site. Their very nature means little is known about
their effects or how popular they are likely to become.
Other sea-based activities such as hovercraft and seal watching are covered in
Annexes 2 and 17 respectively.
Airborne recreation. Recreational flying over the north Norfolk coast provides
spectacular views and is a fairly common occurrence. However at low altitude levels
this can be unlawful and can cause considerable disturbance to birds. The coastal area
around the Wash is popular with recreational flyers being one of the few places in
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Britain where they can fly without radio contact. Small, slow flying single engine
aircraft can only fly around the Wash at weekends and public holidays when RAF
weapons ranges are inactive. Other forms of recreational flying such as kites,
helicopters and microlights also take place within the European marine site. All forms
of aerial activity including those undertaken by the military are covered in Annex 2.

1.2

Management

General
The management of most forms of recreation is informal and non-statutory. Some
local authorities issue beach and water safety advice and are required to check that
personal watercraft users hold sufficient insurance. The high level of waterborne
activity along the Norfolk side of the Wash has led to the King’s Lynn and West
Norfolk Borough Council considering the introduction of zoning to reduce any
conflict between users. Along the north Norfolk coast some areas have been
designated for particular activities and the launching of certain types of watercraft
have been banned at others. In other cases landowners have restricted access to the
water. Some walks and cycle routes have been promoted. For example Lincolnshire
County Council has produced a ‘Wash Banks Access Points’ leaflet, although the
general policy is to limit improvements and publicity to ensure the unique character of
the Lincolnshire side of the Wash is maintained. Along the north Norfolk coast there
is Peddars Way and Norfolk Coast Path.
With the increasing population in the hinterland and its mobility, the potentially
disturbing pursuit of walking with or without dogs is continuing to increase; there are
increasing incidents of dogs out of control causing disturbance to interest features.
Unauthorised mechanically propelled vehicles are not allowed on the sea banks, nor
on SSSIs and salt marshes. Unlicensed and unsilenced quad bikes and trial bikes are
becoming more frequent on sea banks, with the potential to damage and disturb
habitats and interest features.
Current Management Objectives
The Norfolk Coast Project has prepared a ‘Visitor Management Strategy’ for the Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) which runs from King’s Lynn along the
Norfolk coast. The Strategy’s long-term aim is to achieve a co-operative approach to
the management of recreation, and the development of new recreation opportunities
that build upon the special qualities of the AONB. The Strategy led to the production
of a map showing visitor management zones (see Figure One). This provides guidance
on the sensitivity of the landscape/habitats to existing visitor use and how best to
manage particular areas for the benefits of visitors and wildlife. Similarly the Wash
Estuary Management Plan includes a number of objectives which seek to ensure
recreational activities are compatible with other activities and nature conservation.
Both plans set out a number of objectives for the promotion of these aims. These
include:
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•

The development of techniques such as codes of practices and self-regulation by
local clubs so as to improve recreational management for watersports,
sandbuggies and other activities.

•

Encouraging negotiated voluntary agreements to reduce areas of conflict and
where appropriate the zoning of recreational and sporting activity to reduce areas
of conflict.

•

Ensuring new opportunities for quiet recreation serve all users and to work with
disabled people to overcome constraints on their appreciation and enjoyment of
the area.

•

Encouraging walking through ensuring all rights of way are legally defined,
available for use and suitably promoted.

•

Ensuring access points to the Wash continue to cater only for the level of use
appropriate to their size and function.

Current Management for Nature Conservation
The baseline information and targets for the interest features listed in the table below
can be found in the Regulation 33 Advice published by Natural England (see
www.esfjc.co.uk/ems.htm Home Page).
Both the Visitor Strategy for the Norfolk Coast AONB
Management Plan have been developed by relevant
organisations to seek to ensure recreational activities are
conservation. Objectives to achieve this are included in
include:

and the Wash Estuary
authorities and other
compatible with nature
both documents. These

•

Identifying solutions to problems caused by cyclists, horseriders, motorbikes and
off-road vehicles at sensitive locations especially sand dunes, saltmarshes, sea
walls and non-authorised access areas.

•

Seeking solutions to prevent disturbance to wildlife from recreational flying along
the coastal strip by:
Monitoring low flying incidents
Promoting responsible flying
Considering ‘bird sanctuary’ status for lengths of Norfolk’s coastline

•

Promoting and developing opportunities, where appropriate, for visitors to enjoy
birdwatching and natural history.

•

Seeking responsible behaviour by visitors coming to the area to see rare birds and
encouraging increased revenue generation from them.

•

Raising beach users’ awareness of the sensitivity of coastal habitats and wildlife,
highlighting the need for responsible management of dogs and beach play.
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•

Encouraging preferential use of the beach below the high tide line to minimise
damage and disturbance to sensitive habitats, and educating visitors not to use the
sensitive dunes and backshore.

•

Ensuring the country code and other messages of considerate behaviour are
promoted, portrayed positively and made readily available to their intended
audiences.

•

Encouraging wider knowledge and understanding of the natural heritage of the
area.

•

Increasing on-site education facilities such as interpretation centres at Gibraltar
Point and Snettisham, the National Trust’s Millennium Centre at Brancaster and
the Green Quay in King’s Lynn.

•

Providing interpretation and information boards at specific locations.

•

Seeking responsible behaviour by sub-aqua and metal detector users, including the
reporting of all archaeological finds or discoveries of wrecks.

Traditional activities such as wildfowling, seasonal samphire gathering and bait
digging are important local activities. Annexes 5, 11 and 18 provide information on
these activities.
The Wash Estuary Strategy Group has undertaken a survey of recreational activities
around the Wash. This found recreational activities are widespread and increasing at
some of the more popular locations such as Snettisham, Heacham and Hunstanton.
The study suggests that if further information on activities were to lead to
management measures these would be most effective and appropriate if designed and
implemented on a site by site basis.
Work undertaken by the Wash Estuary Strategy Group on recreational activities is
under review. The review, once published, will provide more information on the
action points listed above. An initial assessment of activities has been undertaken with
the Wash and North Norfolk Coast SAC Advisory Groups. The information gathered
by these groups is listed in the tables below.

1.3

Further Information

Local Authority byelaws. These are used to regulate activities on the grounds of
public safety. The Government is considering the need for new byelaw making
powers.
Norfolk Coast Project Visitor Management Strategy for the Norfolk Coast: an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, 1995, NCP and Norfolk County Council.
Wash Estuary Strategy Group The Wash Estuary Management Plan, 1996, Norfolk
County Council and Lincolnshire County Council.
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Loughran, J.K. A Baseline Human Activities Study in the Wash Estuary, 2000, Wash
Estuary Strategy Group
Local authorities’ beach and water safety advice

2.0

Factors

Note: Factors are natural processes and human activities that have the potential to
adversely affect the wildlife features of European marine site.

2.1

Factors Arising from the Activity

The three Advisory Groups based at Boston, King’s Lynn and Wells-next-the-Sea
produced the list of recreational activities below. The assessments sought to judge
whether the activity poses a significant impact. However, in many cases there is
insufficient evidence to be certain either way. Where knowledge is incomplete
additional research or monitoring might be required to establish how the activities
impact on the interest features of the site.
Sea Based Activities taking place throughout the site
It is important to note recreation differs from tourism. Recreation may be carried out
by day visitors, staying visitors and local residents using the European marine site for
these activities. Tourism is defined in this document as the commercial organisation
and operation of holidays.
Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Watercraft
motorised Motor
boating (see
footnote 9)

Gibraltar
Point

Medium?

Snettisham
Rivers Nene
and Ouse

9

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
District /
Borough
Councils
Harbour
authorities
WESG
RYA
affiliated
clubs
Advisory
Groups
LWT

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Launch point
and agreement
at Snettisham

Possible
disturbance to
seals

RYA, clubs and
associations
have training /
rules

Distinct and
definite
disturbance to
SPA features
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft

Motorised watercraft are those capable of displacement motoring
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Activity

Watercraft
motorised
(see footnote
9
)
Water skiing

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

North
Norfolk
Harbours
(see footnote
10)

High
(Medium)

Operating
out of
Fosdyke

Possible
increase

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
Harbour
Authorities
District /
Borough
Councils
NCP
Conservation
organisations
RYA
affiliated
clubs
Advisory
Groups and
other
organisations
(see footnote
11
)
Harbour
authorities
District /
Borough
Councils
EA (see
footnote 12)

Existing
management

RYA, clubs and
associations
have training /
rules
NNDC has
imposed speed
limits in some
areas

Possible effect on
features

Possible
disturbance to
seals
Distinct and
definite
disturbance to
SPA features
Especially
roosting gulls,
waders and tern
colonies
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
Possible
disturbance to
seals
Distinct and
definite
disturbance to
SPA features

10

North Norfolk Harbours include Blakeney Harbour (Blakeney and Morston quays), Brancaster Staithe,
Burnham Overy Staithe, Thornham Harbour, Wells-next-the-Sea Harbour.
11

Noth Norfolk harbours are controlled by Brancaster Commons Committee, Burnham Overy Harbour Trust,
Common Rightholders and Wells Harbour Commissioners. Blakeney Harbour Boatmen’s Association administer
Blakeney Harbour. The Parish Councils in these areas may also be involved. The National Trust and Norfolk
Wildlife Trust do not have authority over water, but may have an input to management measures. Half of
Blakeney Harbour was leased to the National Trust by the Board of Trade in the 1930s and the other half is leased
to Natural England. The quayside water at Blakeney is administerted by the Crown Agents.
12

The Environment Agency does not have any statutory powers or duties with respect to sea based craft.
However, where these craft are gaining access to the sea via rivers, the Environment Agency is one of the
responsible managing organisations so far as their statutory powers permit.
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Throughout
Blakeney
Harbour,
Brancaster
Staithe,
Burnham
Overy
Staithe,
Heacham
Holme
Morston
Quay,
Wells-nextthe-Sea

High –
slight
decrease
(High)

Occasional
skiers from
Hunstanton
Watercraft
motorised
(see footnote
9
)
Personal
Watercraft
eg jet skis

134
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Harbour
Thornham
Harbour
Holme
Scolt Head

Medium
and
increasing
(Lower)
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Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
North
Norfolk
Harbours
(see footnote
10
)
District /
Borough
Council
EA (see
footnote 12)
CRH
National
Trust
NCP
WESG
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Designated
areas at
Blakeney/
Brancaster
Staithe,
Burnham Overy
Staithe, Morston
Quay, Wellsnext-the-Sea

Possible
disturbance to
seals through
noise

North
Norfolk
Harbours
(see footnote
10
), District /
Borough
Councils
EA (see
footnote 12)
CRH
Conservation
organisations
NCP
RYA
affiliated
clubs
Advisory
Groups
WESG

NNDC looking
in to it

NNDC have
designated some
areas

Banned from
Wells Harbour
by WHC
RYA, clubs and
associations’
training / rules

Edition Annexes revised 2005-07

On high tides
damage to
saltmarsh

On high tides
disturb wader
roosts
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
Significant
disturbance to
seals and seal
haul-outs and can
cause
displacement of
pups
Distinct and
definite
disturbance to
SPA features e.g.
wader roosts
Roosting waders,
breeding and
feeding terns and
feeding and
roosting sea duck

published Summer 2007

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Needs to be
assessed because
significant
disturbance
recorded at some
sites eg Holme

Watercraft
non
motorised Sailing

Heacham
Hunstanton
Snettisham

High and
increasing
(Low)

Boston,
Ouse,
Welland and
Nene Rivers
Fosdyke
Gibraltar
Point (there
are launch
points at
Skegness)

Not
known

North
Norfolk
Harbours

High and
increasing
(Medium)

Snettisham
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KLWNBC
NE
Conservation
organisations
RYA
affiliated
clubs
Advisory
Groups
WESG
Harbour
authorities,
District /
Borough
Councils
EA (see
footnote 12)
Conservation
organisations
RYA
affiliated
clubs
Advisory
Groups
LWT
WESG
Harbour
authorities /
organisations
(see footnote
10
) Local
clubs
CRH
Conservation
organisations
RYA
affiliated

RYA, clubs and
associations
have training /
rules

RYA, clubs and
associations’
training / rules

Edition Annexes revised 2005-07

Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
---

Possible
disturbance to
birds and seals
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their boats

published Summer 2007

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Watercraft
non
motorised –
Windsurfing

North
Norfolk
Harbours and
beaches

High
(more
users in
winter
than
before)
(None)

Heacham
Hunstanton
Gibraltar
Point

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
clubs
Advisory
Groups
Harbour
authorities
District /
Borough
Councils
(see footnote
10
) CRH
Conservation
organisations
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

RYA, clubs and
associations’
training / rules

Possible
disturbance to
seals in some
locations
Distinct and
definite
disturbance to
SPA features
feeding and
breeding terns,
roosting waders
and sea duck
Needs to be
assessed to
determine if there
is disturbance

Watercraft –
non
motorised
Canoeing/
Kayaking/
Rowing

Snettisham

North
Norfolk
Harbours and
Coast

Low
(Low)

Medium
(Low)
Increase
after
National
Trust
centre
opened

Harbour
Authorities
District /
Borough
Councils
British
Canoe Union
Advisory
Groups
Harbour
Authorities
District /
Borough
Councils
British
Canoe Union
Advisory
Groups

British Canoe
Union and
clubs’ training /
rules

Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
Possible
disturbance to
seals
Problems might
arise if people go
ashore in remote
places (eg through
trampling)
Possible
disturbance to
SPA features
breeding terns,
roosting waders
and other birds
using the
saltmarsh
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Moorings
and
associated
effects

King’s Lynn

Not
known

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
Harbour
authorities
Boatowner
assoc./clubs

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Existing
management
undertaken by
managing
organisations

Possible damage
to subtidal
communities, bird
food resources
and SPA features
Needs to be
assessed

North
Norfolk
Harbours and
other
moorings

Very high
(Medium)
Saturated
in some
areas
causing
creep into
new areas

NE
Harbour
Authorities
Burnham
Overy
Harbour
Trust
BBA
CRH and
other
organisations
National
Trust
Blakeney
Harbour
Mussel
Society
Brancaster
Staithe
Private
landowners
NWT
Crown
Estates
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management
undertaken by
managing
organisations

Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
Possible damage
to subtidal
communities and
SPA features
Loss of bird
feeding areas
when mooring
density is high
Erosion to
saltmarsh / creek
edges
Damage to
saltmarsh when
hardcore used to
improve access to
moorings –
Thornham
Needs to be
assessed – some
areas might be
worse affected
than others
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
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Activity

Seal
watching –
non
commercial

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

River
Steeping at
Gibraltar
Point

Low but
at
capacity

North
Norfolk
Coast

Not
known

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
Lease
granted by
Lincolnshire
County
Council and
EA
Advisory
Groups
LWT

NE
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Existing
management
undertaken by
managing
organisations

Possible damage
to subtidal
communities and
SPA features
Loss of bird
feeding areas
when mooring
density is high
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
Possible
disturbance to
seals

None

Needs to be
assessed

(Commercial
seal
watching see
tourism
annex)
Kite powered
board surfers

Holme
Brancaster

Increasing Harbour
(None)
authorities
NE
CRH
National
Trust
Landowners
Advisory
Groups
WESG

Liaison between
participants and
responsible
managing
organisations

Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
Possible
disturbance to
seals
Disturbance to
SPA features
feeding and
breeding terns,
roosting waders
and sea duck
Needs to be
assessed urgently
Possible damage
to interest features
when people
leave their craft
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Land based activities taking place throughout the site
Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Using public
rights of way
eg footpaths
and
bridlepaths

Throughout

N/A

Walking
(including
dogs under
close
control)

Throughout

Higher in
some
locations
esp. inner
Wash and
increasing
(Lower)
High on
N Norfolk
coast
except
remote
sections
eg Scolt
Head

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
County
Councils
Landowners
Conservation
organisations
NCP
WESG
Advisory
Groups

NE
CRH
EA
National
Trust
Landowners
Conservation
organisations
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Information on
existing
footpaths,
promotion and
maintain
paths/keep free
of obstruction

Disturbance

Application
for diversion/
extension to
rights of way
Localised
measures in
place.
No dogs
allowed on
Scolt Head
during tern
breeding
season (mid
April to mid
August)
NT Byelaws
cover dogs
Gibraltar Point
has a seasonal
dog ban – at
other times
dogs must be
kept on leads

Trampling/erosion
to saltmarsh
Damage to sea
walls

Trampling /
erosion of
saltmarsh and
damage to sea
walls
Disturbance to
seals
Disturbance to
breeding, feeding
and roosting birds
Impacts on
interest features
need to be
assessed

No dogs
allowed in tern
enclosures on
any site
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Activity

Dogs not
under close
control

Horse riding

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

All access
points on
inner Wash
and esp.
Clench
Warton,
Peter Scott
walk,
Moulton
Marsh

Higher in
some
locations.
(Lower)
Increase
in inner
Wash
area
because
of ban of
dog
walking
in parks
Higher in
some
locations
esp. inner
Wash
and
increasing
(Lower)

Throughout

Heacham

High on
N Norfolk
coast
except
remote
sections
eg Scolt
Head
Low
(Low)

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
EA
Land owners
Conservation
organisations
WESG/NCP
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

None

Trampling /
erosion of
saltmarsh,
disturbance to
seals
Residue
Disturbance to
breeding, feeding
and roosting birds

NE
EA
Land owners
Conservation
organisations
WESG/NCP
Advisory
Groups

Localised
measures in
place Variable
effectiveness
in areas not
fully managed.

Disturbance to
seals
Disturbance to
breeding, feeding
and roosting birds
Predation
especially of
unfledged young
birds
Impact on EMS
features needs to
be assessed

NE
Land owners
Conservation
organisations
WESG/NCP
Advisory
Groups

Some reserves
have byelaws
prohibiting
riding

Damage to
saltmarsh, beach
& dunes, erosion
to sea defences
Disturbance to
birds
Damage to sand /
shingle nesting
and feeding
habitats
Impact on EMS
features needs to
be assessed
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Holme
Holkham
Burnham
Overy
Staithe
Brancaster

Medium
(increase
in some
areas)
(Medium)

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
CRH
Landowners
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Some reserves
have byelaws
prohibiting
riding eg
National Trust

Trampling/
erosion to
saltmarsh, beach
& dunes, damage
to sea defences
Disturbance to
birds

Shep White’s
(very few
bridleways in
the inner
Wash)

Gibraltar
Point

Motorised
vehicles (eg
quadbikes,
motorbikes,
4x4)

All along
coast
Gibraltar
Point

Low

NE
WESG
Advisory
Groups

Low –
some
increase
(Low)

Medium
and
increasing

Shep White’s
(Lower)
Dersingham
Snettisham

NE
ELDC
LWT
Advisory
Groups
NE
ELDC
Landowners
Conservation
organisations
Police
CRH
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Annual ride
organised by
local branch of
British Horse
Society
On-going
liaison with
British Horse
Society
None

Natural
England and
Environ-ment
Agency have
byelaws
stating
location of
crossing points
over flood
defences
National Trust
byelaws

Frampton
Titchwell
Hunstanton
Holme

Damage to sand /
shingle nesting
and feeding
habitats
Possible damage
to saltmarsh,
erosion to sea
defences

Disturbance to
birds
Damage to sand /
shingle nesting
and feeding
habitats
Erosion to
saltmarsh/
dunes
Disturbance to
breeding, feeding
and roosting birds
and damage to
nesting and
feeding habitat
Needs to be
assessed and
locations
identified
Activity is not
compatible with
the needs of the
SPA features
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Kite carting
and other
similar
activities eg
sand buggies

Norfolk
coast
and Gibraltar
Point

Increasing
(Low)

Cycling

Throughout

Increasing
(Low)

Mostly on
beaches and
public
footpaths

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
Landowners
Conservation
organisations
CRH
Advisory
Groups
Kite Carting
Society
North
Norfolk
Kiters
Working
Group
NE
CRH
Landowners
Conservation
organisations
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Voluntary
management
measures
introduced
Banned at all
National Trust
Properties
Banned at
Blakeney and
parts of
Brancaster and
Holkham

Disturbance to
breeding, feeding
and roosting birds
and damage to
nesting and
feeding habitat

Some byelaws
eg National
Trust and
Lincolnshire
Wildlife Trust
at Gibraltar
Point

Erosion to
saltmarsh/
dunes / footpaths
Particularly
damaging to
transitional zones
Disturbance to
breeding, feeding
and roosting birds

Birdwatching

Throughout

Increasing
(Medium)

Especially
Holme,
Titchwell,
Blakeney,
Cley,
Holkham,
Gibraltar
Point
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NE
ELDC
CRH
Landowners
Conservation
organisations
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups
Bird
Information
Services

Management
on reserves
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In particular
locations can be
significant
Erosion to paths/
saltmarsh/ peat
beds/dunes
Disturbance by
twitchers and bird
watchers difficult
to quantify
Main issues
breeding birds esp.
Ringed Plover,
Oystercatcher on
beaches at Holme,
Titchwell,
Blakeney, Cley
and Salthouse
Disturbance of
wader
published Summer 2007

Activity

Bird ringing

Metal
detecting

Beach
barbecues /
Fires

143

Location

Throughout

Occasional

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Medium
(Higher
in 1960s)

Low
(None)

Throughout

Medium depends
on the
weather
(Medium)

Brancaster
Blakeney
Holkham
Wells

Major
events
have
taken
place at
Brancaster in
recent
years
nd

2

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority

Existing
management

NE
Conservation
organisations
Landowners
CRH
BTO
Local ringing
groups
Advisory
Groups

NE has
produced
guidelines on
ringing in
SSSIs and
issues permits

Local
Authorities
NE
CRH
Landowners
English
Heritage
Advisory
Groups

County
Councils have
enforcers of
rules

NE
CRH
Landowners
Conservation
organisations
WESG
NCP
NE
CRH
Landowners
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Banned on NT
land and
covered by
byelaws at
some sites e.g
Gibraltar Point

BTO license
bird ringing
activities
under Wildlife
and
Countryside
Act 1981, by
permit

BBQs are not
allowed at
these locations

Possible effect on
features

roosts at Holme
and Titchwell and
Pink Footed Geese
on fields outside
SPA
Bad practice can
cause distress,
injury, death
Minimal effects if
good practice
observed. This is
particularly
important for the
cannon netting of
waterfowl

Damage to
saltmarsh /dunes
Possible
disturbance to
SPA features but
only very minor
Only major finds
lead to damage
May cause
damage to interest
features

May cause some
damage but not to
EMS interest
features

Banned on NT
land, at Holme
and Holkham
and Scolt
Head NNR
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Littering

Throughout

Increasing
(Medium)

Digging
crabs out of
peat beds

2.2

North
Norfolk
coast

None
recently
(None)

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
Local
Authorities
NE
CRH
Landowners
WESG
Advisory
Groups

NE
CRH
Advisory
Groups
WESG
NCP

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Organised pick
ups once a
year and more
generally

Toxic
contamination /
damage through
smothering

Landowners
are required to
pick litter –
public might
prosecute

Birds may become
tangled / ingestion
of plastic
sometimes leading
to death

Each Harbour
has a litter
Management
Scheme
None
Surveillance
required

Damages peat
beds and
associated wildlife
– digging for crabs
is not a traditional
activity

Internal Natural Factors

Winter storms can lead to erosion and physical loss to conservation interest features.

2.3

External Factors

An increase in tourism without measures to encourage considerate behaviour and
usage of the site may lead to an increase in activities causing damage or disturbance to
the area.

3.0

Future Management

Climate change may cause increased storminess causing additional erosion to
conservation interest features.

3.1

Rationale

Many activities identified above are already managed in some way, or those
undertaking them are members of a club or association. In many instances the
management measures to be pursued may be encouraging the uptake of codes of
practice associated with particular forms of recreation. Where such codes of practice
have yet to be established new ones will only be suggested after consultation with the
interests involved.
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3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Recreational activities have the potential under certain conditions and circumstances
to negatively impact on the conservation interest features of the site. The tables below
assess whether there is a gap between the current management of the activities and the
degree of management needed to manage any adverse factors arising from them.
However in may instances further work needs to be undertaken to understand how
best management measures such as codes of conduct can work better in practice. It
will be important to ensure any management measures developed are applicable to the
area. A localised zoning approach may be most appropriate for parts of the site given
the complexity of its recreational usage. Care will need to be taken to ensure any
zoning does not move the activity from one area to another.
Eventually funding may have to be found for rangers/wardens to inform people about
what can and cannot be done and enforce these rules, though the duties of
rangers/wardens must not conflict with the exercising of legal rights of Common and
those gathering a living from the site.
Some local authorities have produced beach and water safety advice and some areas
have been zoned for particular activities. All Local authorities should be encouraged
to review visitor management/recreational use strategies as part of a coastal zone
management initiative and record impacts and trends.
Sea based activities taking place throughout the site
Activity

Watercraft
motorised Motor
boating (see
footnote 13)

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F4

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

15.1 Ensure
the interest
features of the
EMS are not
hindered from
achieving
favourable
condition from
motorised
motor boating
and other
motorised
activities

Use Incident
Recording
Process to
assess scope
and nature of
activities to
determine if
further
research and
surveillance is
required to
establish if
they have a
significant
effect on the
interest
features

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EMS PM
NE
Harbour
authorities
Local
authorities
Advisory
Groups
WESG

Timescale
On going

13 For 13 read 9
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Cont.

F3

F3

15.2 Ensure
people
undertaking
motorised seabased
activities
understand the
impact they
might cause to
the interest
features and
what actions
they can take
to reduce
impacts

15.3 Ensure
motorised seabased
activities do
not take place
in sensitive
areas leading
to the damage,
disturbance or
destruction of
interests
features
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Some locations
have already
been identified
for
examination in
the
Management
Scheme (see
Table 5.4)
Promote Good
Practice Guide
If necessary
develop
specific codes
of conduct and
establish
mechanisms
for self
regulation by
clubs,
associations
and individuals
undertaking
the activities
Ensure codes
of conduct for
all water-based
activities are
complementary (see
Management
Scheme
actions 15.5,
15.9 – 15.10)

On going
EMS PM
NE
Harbour
authorities
Local
authorities
Advisory
Groups
WESG

--EMS PM
NE
Harbour
authorities
Local
authorities
Advisory
Groups
WESG

Through
liaison with all
interested
parties
establish which
areas are most
sensitive to
these activities
and if
necessary
designate areas
where the
activities might
take place and
restrict access
to areas where
they would be
inappropriate.
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Ensure these
areas are
relevant to the
site and
possibly
develop a
zoned
approach for
all water-based
activities

Watercraft
motorised
(see footnote
147

F4

As 15.1 – 15.3
above
nd

2

---
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---

On going

published Summer 2007

)
Water skiing
Watercraft
motorised
(see footnote
13
)
Personal
Watercraft eg
jet skis
13

Watercraft
non
motorised Sailing

148

F4

F3

F3

As 15.1 – 15.3
above
15.4 Ensure
codes of
practice are
readily
available to
users of
motorised
watercraft

15.5 Ensure
people
undertaking
non-motorised
sea-based
activities
(sailing,
windsurfing,
canoeing/kaya
king/rowing)
understand the
impact they

nd

2

---

---

Establish
mechanism for
disseminating
codes of
practice – for
example
through
personal
watercraft
insurance
checkers – and
promote
Government
sponsored
Confidential
Hazard
Incident
reporting
Programme
www.chirp.co.
uk
Use Incident
Recording
Process to
assess scope
and nature of
activities to
determine if
further
research and
surveillance is
required to
establish if
they have a

EMS PM
Local
authorities
WESG
NCP
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On going

EMS PM
NE
Harbour
authorities
Local
authorities
CRH
Advisory
Groups
WESG,
RYA, BCU,

On going

published Summer 2007

Cont.

Watercraft
non
motorised –
Windsurfing

might cause to
the interest
features and
what actions
they can take
to reduce
impacts

F3

F4

149

As 15.5
15.6 Ensure
the interest
features of the
EMS are not
hindered from
achieving
favourable
condition from
windsurfing

nd

2

significant
effect on the
interest
features
Promote Good
Practice Guide
and if
necessary
develop
specific codes
of conduct and
establish
mechanisms
for self
regulation by
clubs,
associations
and
individuals
undertaking
the activities
including sport
associations’
media
Ensure codes
of conduct for
all water-based
activities are
complementary (see
Management
Scheme
actions 15.2,
15.9 – 15.10)
--Some
locations have
already been
identified for
examination in
the
management
plan (Table
5.3)
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Advisory
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WESG
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Activity

Watercraft –
non
motorised
Canoeing/
Kayaking/
Rowing
Moorings
and
associated
effects

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

As 15.5 above

As 15.5. above

F4

15.7 Ensure
recreational
watercraft do
not pollute the
EMS

Assess scope
and nature of
activity to
determine if
further
research and
surveillance is
required to
establish if
effluent and
oil discharges
have a
significant
effect on the
interest
features – in
particular in
some harbours

15.8 Ensure
moorings and
access to
moorings do
not hinder the
interest
features from
achieving
favourable
condition

Seal
watching –
non
commercial
(Commercial
seal
150

F3

15.9 Ensure
noncommercial
seal watching
does not
disturb seals

Assess scope
and nature of
activity to
determine if
further
research and
surveillance is
required to
establish if
moorings and
the access to
additional
moorings has a
significant
effect on the
interest
features
Promote Good
Practice Guide
for noncommercial
seal watching

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
As 15.5 above

Timescale

EMS PM
EA
Local
authorities
NE
Harbour
authorities
Advisory
Groups
WESG

On going

On going

EMS PM
Harbour
authorities
NE
CRH
Advisory
Groups

EMS PM
NE
WESG
Advisory
Groups

On going

Ensure codes
nd
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

watching see
Tourism
annex)

Kite powered
board surfers

F5

15.10 Ensure
kite powered
board surfers
do not cause
damage,
disturbance or
destroy EMS
interest
features

Proposed
management
action
of conduct for
all water-based
activities are
complementar
y (see
Management
Scheme
actions 15.2,
15.5 and
15.10)
Promote Good
Practice Guide
and if
necessary
develop a
specific code
of conduct and
establish
mechanisms
for self
regulation by
clubs,
associations
and
individuals
undertaking
the activity.

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Harbour
authorities
NE
CRH
Land owners
Advisory
Groups
WESG
North Norfolk
Kiters
Working
Group

Timescale

20052008

Work with
responsible
managing
organisations
and other
interests to
develop
monitoring of
activity and
compliance to
codes of
conduct

151
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

Use Incident
Recording
Process as
mechanism for
monitoring
activity and
effectiveness
of codes of
conduct

Cont.

Ensure codes
of conduct for
all water-based
activities are
complementary (see
actions 15.2,
15.5 and 15.9)
Develop and
share best
practice
techniques and
apply
principles
from North
Norfolk Kiters
Working
Group

Land based activities taking place throughout the site
Activity

Using
public
rights of
way eg
footpaths
and
bridlepaths

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Local
authorities to
continue
existing
management to
public rights of
way

Promote Good
Practice Guide
and use Incident
Recording
Process to
minitor activity
and
effectiveness of
codes of good
conduct

F6

152
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EMS PM
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
Landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Timescale
On
going

published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Cont.

Walking
(including
dogs under
close
control)

F4/5

Management
objective
New paths and
diversions
would be a plan
or project – see
Section 5.9 of
Management
Scheme
15.11 Identify
impacts and
management
measures
already in place
relating to
walking dogs
under close
control

15.12 Ensure
the interest
features of the
EMS are not
hindered from
achieving
favourable
condition by
walking with
dogs under
control

153
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Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

---

EMS PM
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
Landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Dog walking
continues to
increase; many
dogs are out of
control.
Liaise with all
organisations
affected by this
activity to
ascertain
impacts and
collect
information on
existing
management
measures in
place
Establish which
sites need to be
looked into in
more detail
through liaison
with
landowners,
land managers,
advisory groups
and other
interests. Once
information is
established
liaise with
responsible
organisations,
advisory groups
and others to
address the
issues
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EMS PM
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

EMS PM
NE
EA
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG

Timescale

On
going

On
going

On
going

published Summer 2007

Activity

Cont.

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

15.13 Increase
dog walkers’
awareness of
the impact their
dogs might
cause to the
interest features
and what
actions they can
take to reduce
this

Ensure this
action is
complementary
with
Management
Scheme action
15.14

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Timescale

Use Incident
Recording
Process to
monitor activity
and effectivenes
of codes of
conduct
Promote Good
Practice Guide
and ensure it is
widely
publicised
Develop better
demarcation of
restricted areas
and provision of
dog walking
areas outside the
site – ensure
these are suited
to the areas
through liaison
with all
stakeholders and
zoning
Encourage
sensitive
advertising of
the area
Ensure this
action is
complementary
with
Management
Scheme action
15.15

154
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Activity

Dogs not
under close
control

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F5

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

15.14 Ensure
the interest
features of the
EMS are not
hindered from
achieving
favourable
condition by
walking with
dogs not under
control

--

15.15 Increase
dog walkers’
awareness of
the impact their
dogs might
cause when not
under control
to the interest
features and
what actions
they can take to
reduce this

155
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Dog walking
continues to
increase; many
dogs are out of
control
Establish which
sites need to be
looked into in
more detail
through liaison
with
landowners,
land managers,
advisory groups
and other
interests. Once
information is
established
liaise with
responsible
organisations,
advisory groups
and others to
address the
issues
Ensure this
action is
complementary
with
Management
Scheme action
15.12

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EMS PM
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

EMS PM
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Timescale

On
going

On
going

Promote Good
Practice Guide
and and ensure
it is widely
publicised
Develop better
demarcation of
restricted areas
and provision of
dog walking
areas outside the
site – ensure
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Cont.

Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

these are suited
to the areas
through liaison
with all
stakeholders and
possibly
introducing
zoning
Encourage
sensitive
advertising of
the area
Ensure this
action is
complementary
with
Management
Scheme action
15.13

Horse
riding

Motorised
vehicles (eg
quadbikes,
motorbikes,
4x4)

156

F3

F5

15.16 Ensure
horse riding
does not prevent
the interest
features of the
EMS from
achieving
favourable
condition

15. 17 Ensure
use of
motorised
vehicles (eg
quadbikes,
motorbikes and
4x4s) does not
prevent the
interest features
of the EMS
from achieving
favourable
condition

nd

2

Promote Good
Practice Guide
to raise
awareness of the
impacts horse
riding might
cause on the
interest features
Assess
effectiveness
through Incident
Recording
Process
--Ensure
unauthorised
mechanically
propelled
vehicles and
bikes are not
allowed on the
sea banks, nor
on the SSSIs,
salt marsh..
Gates and fences
need repairing
by responsible
authorities.
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EMS PM
NE
EA
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups
EMS PM
NE
EA
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

On
going

On
going

published Summer 2007

Activity

Kite carting
and other
similar
activities eg
sand
buggies

Cycling

Birdwatching

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F4

F3

F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Continue liaison
between
responsible
managing
organisations
and participants

As for 15.10
above

15.18 Ensure
cyclists do not
prevent the
interest features
of the EMS
from achieving
favourable
condition

Raise awareness
of the impacts
cyclists might
cause to the
interest features
and develop a
code of conduct
through liaison
with all
stakeholders
15. 19 Ensure
Promote Good
birdwatching
Practice Guide
does not disturb, to raise
damage or
awareness of
destroy the
impacts
interest features birdwatchers
of the EMS
might cause to
interest features,
promote good
fieldcraft and
use Incident
Recording
Process to
monitor and
ensure good
practice

15.20 Ensure
birdwatching
associated with
rarities does not
disturb, damage
or destroy the
interest features
of the EMS

157
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It is important
codes of conduct
are relevant to
each location
and these should
be developed on
a site-by-site
basis
Discuss with
interested
parties the most
appropriate
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EMS PM
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups
EMS PM
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups
NE
ELDC
CRH
Conservation
organisations
landowners
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Timescale

NE
CRH
Bird
Information
Services
Conservation
organisations
landowners
Advisory
Groups

On
going

20052008

On
going

On
going

published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Cont.

Bird
ringing

F3

15.21 Ensure
birdringing does
not disturb,
damage or
destroy the
interest features
of the EMS

15.22 Ensure
permits are
obtained for all
ringing
activities

15.23 Develop
more stringent
guidelines for
ringing in SPAs
F3

Beach
barbecues /
Fires

F3

158

mechanisms for
dealing with
sudden influxes
of birders and
their vehicles
Establish more
rigorous
guidelines for
ringing in SPAs
because of
potential
damage to birds
during ringing
and to habitats
through baiting
and trampling
Ensure good
practice is
observed

F6

Metal
detecting

Proposed
management
action

Continue with
on-going
management
measures
15.24 Ensure
beach barbecues
and fires do not
disturb, damage
or destroy the
interest features
of the EMS

nd

2

Make sure all
ringing activities
are undertaken
with appropriate
licenses

Establish
working group
to develop more
stringent
guidelines for
ringing in SPAs

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
BTO
Ringing
groups
Advisory
Groups

2005/
2008

NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
BTO
Ringing
groups
NE
CRH
Conservation
organisations
BTO
Ringing
groups
On
going

Promote Good
Practice Guide
and use Incident
Recording
Process to
monitor
effectiveness
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EMS PM
NE
Local
authorities
CRH
Landowners
WESG

On
going

published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Cont.

Littering

Digging
crabs out of
peat beds

F3

F3

15.25 Ensure
litter does not
affect the
interest features
of the EMS

15.26 Seek
ways to ensure
the digging out
of crabs from
the peat beds
does not occur

Proposed
management
action
Maintain
watching brief
and raise
awareness of
impacts by
linking this
activity with
codes of conduct
established for
sea and landbased recreation
Raise awareness
of impacts
through Good
Practice Guide
and by linking
this activity with
codes of conduct
established for
sea and landbased recreation
and through the
media.
Monitor through
Incident
recording
Process
Promote Good
Practice Guide
to provide
guidance on the
impact such
digging has on
interest features

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
NCP
Advisory
Groups

EMS PM
NE
Local
authorities
CRH
EA
Landowners
Advisory
Groups
WESG

EMS PM
NE
CRH
WESG
NCP
Advisory
Groups

Timescale

On
going

On
going

Link in this
action point
with
recreational
codes of
practice

Information on Airborne based activities taking place throughout the SAC site is
given in Annex 2 on Aircraft
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Annex 16
Science and education
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

General
There is a long history of research activity in The Wash and north Norfolk coast.
Current scientific and educational activities undertaken in the site involve survey and
sampling for monitoring and research, and is undertaken or organised by the
following:
Educational Activities
Brancaster Millennium Activity Centre (National Trust)
Environmental education and outdoor activities centre catering for the range of ages
from primary and secondary schools up to adult education. Environmental teaching
covers coastal processes and habitats and their management. Activities at Brancaster
Staithe include sailing, kayaking and orienteering. The centre is used throughout
year. It caters for residential visits for up to 45 school children, from April to
October. Adult visits (involving between 10 and 20 individuals) occur between
November and February.
Freiston Field Studies Centre (Lincolnshire County Council)
Residential field studies centre. Runs 3-day courses for school children from primary
to A level. Accommodates 32 school children and 6 teachers. Courses run mainly
during term time and during the week, with some weekend work. Undertake field
trips to marsh and sandflats at Freiston shore and at Leverton marsh. Have facilities
for holding sea shore animals, which are used occasionally and the animals are
released following observation.
Gibraltar Point Field Centre
The Wash Study Centre - Gibraltar Point (Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust)
Educational activities - This is a residential Field Studies Centre. Open March to
November. It takes primary, A level and University groups. Group size c 30, mainly
during the week. Tuition is provided up to secondary level. At weekends, it provides
for adult groups on 'learn at leisure' or natural history weekends.
Day visits are limited to three per week (up to one coach load). A booking system is
in operation and all groups must be led by LWT staff.
160
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The Gibraltar Point National Nature Reserve Visitor Centre features a 'Wild Coast
'exhibition and Nature Discovery room (opens Autumn 06).
A range of public events are run throughout the year, 1-3 per month, with extra
children’s acivity events throughout the holiday periods.
Scientific activities - run by the Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust at Gibraltar Point
include a Bird Observatory (accredited) which has been in operation since 1948
through which comprehensive records of migration are maintained from ringing and
daily observations. Bird censuses includes the monitoring of breeding bird
populations (commenced in 1965), migratory and wintering waterbirds, endangered
breeding shorebirds and visible migration. Annual records are maintained for a wide
range of flora and fauna and the results of recording and monitoring are publsihed in
the annual wildlife report.
Research is carried out in conjunction with various universities, but there has been a
long-standing association with Nottingham University.
Green Quay – The Wash Discovery Centre
This is dedicated to the interpretation of the Wash and its hinterland and has an
education service running school visits, field trips and activities. Based in the historic
former Marriot’s Wharehouse on South Quay, King’s Lynn it is linked to the Wash
NNR via easy access facilities to the marsh at Point Green on the east bank of the
Great Ouse.
Hunstanton Sea Life Centre
Wash environment display.
Hunstanton Youth Hostel
The Wash Estuary Strategy Education Group
Meets annually, includes teacher representatives, community representatives such as
LA21 officers, local field centre staff. Developing educational material for schools,
which includes making visits to schools. No visits to site at present.
Wells Field Studies Centre (Norfolk County Council Children’s Services)
Field studies centre teaching Norfolk school groups science, ecology, geography and
sustainability issues up to A’ Level. Open all year round. Caters for up to 30
students and 6 staff for residential or day visits during the week and occasionally at
weekends. Runs teacher INSET on coastal, ecological and sustainability issues. Uses
sites around Wells, mainly the Natural England reserve at Holkham and occasiosnally
Titchwell Marsh guided by RSPB staff. A number of university groups study/research
ecology, coastal management and zoology up to postgraduate level along the coast,
from the centre.
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Scientific Activities
British Trust for Ornithology (BTO)
Research into bird and shellfish interactions, concentrating on oystercatcher and knot.
Use data collected by WeBs counts and ESFJC.
Centre for Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS)
Annual cockle surveys undertaken in autumn.
Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee (ESFJC)
ESFJC undertake routine monitoring of molluscan shellfish stocks on the intertidal
mud and sandflats in the Wash, to assess the total biomass, distribution, and stock
composition of cockle and mussel populations for fishery management purposes.
Cockle surveys are undertaken twice annually, in the spring to evaluate the total adult
stock available to the fishery and survival of the previous year’s spatfall, and in the
autumn to assess the level of fishing mortality and the magnitude of the new spatfall.
Mussel surveys are undertaken in the autumn.
Sublittoral broadscale mapping surveys are undertaken in the Wash throughout the
year using acoustic survey techniques (RoxAnn™ system), underwater camera and
grab sampling, to describe the key sediment types and benthic features (such as
mussel beds and Sabellaria reef). Intertidal sediment mapping is undertaken in
conjunction with the cockle surveys. Biotope mapping (sediment and infauna /
epifauna) is undertaken in mussel lay areas.
ESFJC undertake annual cockle breakage studies to assess incidental fishing mortality
and work with the fishing community towards gear improvements to reduce this
fishing impact. In 2004-05, a mussel dredge experiment was undertaken to ascertain
the effects of dredging on mussel beds, and the recovery rates of stock and biotope. In
2004, ESFJC initiated regular surveys at sea and a lobster tagging programme for the
north Norfolk coast area, to assess stock composition and assess seasonal migrations /
recapture rates. ESFJC take regular shellfish and water samples from several sites in
the Wash for bacteriological testing for environmental health purposes. Results of
ESFJC survey and research work are published annually in the ESFJC Research
Report.
Natural England
Monitor condition and undertake baseline surveys of marine and coastal habitats in
the international sites, SSSIs and Natural England managed National Nature Reserves
(The Wash, Scolt Head and Holkham), by field visits and commissioned studies.
Monitoring work includes, for example, surveys of breeding birds for SPA condition
monitoring.
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Environment Agency
Undertake a range of monitoring to fulfil statutory obligations (e.g. under the Habitats
Directive), non-statutory requirements (e.g. monitoring consent compliance,
undertaking environmental assessments) and ministerial obligations (e.g. under
OSPAR). Monitoring includes annual water quality, bacteriological and biological
sampling and also bathymetric, topograhic and aerial surveys (undertaken as part of
Shoreline Monitoring Programme) to provide data on coastal and geomorphological
processes. Monitoring occurs in the estuaries, at regular points along the Wash and
north Norfolk coast shoreline and at subtidal sample points in the Wash and off the
north Norfolk coast.
Essex and Suffolk Water
Have commissioned biological and physical monitoring studies to meet the conditions
of their license for increased freshwater abstraction at Denver. The work has been
undertaken by Ecomaris and the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology (CEH) (formerly
Institute of Terrestrial Ecology - ITE). Ecomaris’ work involves monthly epibenthic
trawls, intertidal benthic surveys (monthly to monitor physical conditions, quarterly to
survey macrobenthos) and cockle spat surveys in the Great Ouse estuary and south
east corner of the Wash. CEH’s work involves sediment, invertebrate and shorebird
surveys both in the Great Ouse estuary area and at control sites on the western side of
the Wash.
Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
As mentioned above CEH have conducted research into the sediment characteristics,
shorebird and invertebrate densities in the Wash. They have also undertaken a
saltmarsh survey for a study on global change.
Joint Nature Conservation Council (JNCC)
Surveys are commissioned for national initiatives such as: the National Vegetation
Classification (NVC) survey of coastal vegetated shingle structures; a survey of
littoral and sublittoral habitats for the Marine Nature Conservation Review and a
survey of seabirds for national report on seabird numbers and breeding success.
These surveys may be one-off events or occur at regular intervals, such as annually
for the seabird surveys.
Lincolnshire Naturalists’ Union
Founded in 1893. Undertake investigations into the flora, fauna and physical features
of the county.
Lincolnshire Wildlife Trust
Manage Gibraltar Point National Nature Reserve and also have a reserve at Moulton
marsh. At Gibraltar Point, survey and monitoring work is undertaken by Lincolnshire
Trust staff and others. For example scientists and students from Nottingham
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University have been involved in hydrological surveys, fungal surveys, seal
disturbance surveys.
National Trust
Have properties at Brancaster Marshes and Blakeney Point, which are used for
scientific research and monitoring as well as education (Brancaster Millennium
Activity Centre). Most work at the moment is by university students and staff and
relates to salt marsh habitat and processes.
Norfolk & Norwich Naturalists’ Society
Undertake studies into Norfolk’s species.
Norfolk Wildlife Trust
Survey and monitoring undertaken on the NWT managed Holme Dunes National
Nature Reserve and Cley Marshes Nature Reserve includes:
•

NVC surveys of both reserves

•

Monthly WeBS counts undertaken

•

Little tern productivity monitoring

•

Pink-footed goose roost monitoring

•

Detailed annual breeding surveys of waders and wildfowl. Breeding/Bird
report produced every year

•

Long-running CEH Butterfly Monitoring Scheme site

•

Incident (disturbance and damage) recording scheme going back to ca. 1994

•

Cley has long run of bittern data and breeding bird survey data.

North West Norfolk Ringing Group
Ringing programme for research. Same as Norfolk Ornithologists Association ringing
/ monitoring at Holme??
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB)
Undertake research and monitoring. This involves surveys of the RSPB managed
reserves (at Snettisham, Titchwell and Frampton Marsh), for example for the bird log,
which is undertaken by staff and volunteers. Research work includes a study on the
numbers, distribution and breeding success of oystercatchers on the north Norfolk
coast (1993, joint project with Norfolk Coast Project); monitoring of the reintroduction of grazing on saltmarsh vegetation at Frampton Marsh RSPB reserve in
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1997; National Vegetation Classification and detailed vegetation description of
Snettisham Spit, Norfolk, 1998.
Sea Mammal Research Unit (University of St. Andrews, Fife)
Annual seal counts, involving one or two flights each August during the early part of
moult, using a fixed wing aircraft.
Universities
A range of universities including Cambridge, East Anglia, London, Nottingham,
Reading and Coventry have been or are involved in educational field trips and
scientific research involving survey and sampling. For example, on the north Norfolk
coast there has been a considerable amount of research into coastal processes and
geomorphology, such as into spit formation, saltmarsh development, saltmarsh
nutrient flows and the comparative impact of wave energy on saltmarsh and intertidal
flats. Universities are responsible for most of the scientific activity undertaken on the
north Norfolk coast.
Wash Wader Ringing Group
The Group has been ringing waders since 1959 (initially using rocket nets, summer
only). Since 1967 cannon-nets have been used to catch waders for ringing. This
occurs throughout the year, once a month at spring high tides when waders congregate
in roosts at or near the high water mark. Principal ringing sites are Wolferton,
Snettisham and Heacham. Also during the spring and summer at Terrington,
Holbeach and Friskney (mainly on the fields). Some ringing using other methods,
including mist netting on the saltmarsh. Data is centrally logged with the BTO
National Ringing Scheme. They have 100 members, usually 20 turn out per ringing
session.
Wetland Birds Surveys (WeBs)
National initiative to survey non-breeding waterfowl, partnership between BTO,
WWT, RSPB, JNCC, CCW and EHS (NI). Running since 1947. Monthly counts.
High tide bird counts of waders and wildfowl. Involves monthly visits to WeBS
sectors to count roosting birds. Organised in The Wash (Gibraltar Point to
Hunstanton) by the RSPB, who send out count forms to volunteers, which are
returned to the RSPB, entered on a database which is sent to WeBS partnership at end
of year (March to March). The Wash has 22 WeBS sectors, each divided into roughly
10 subsectors based on habitat. There are 26 counters involved. Running in Wash
since 1969.
North Norfolk coast WeBS counts are organised by Natural England. North Norfolk
coast has 20 sectors, divided into subsectors. There are c. 20-30 volunteers involved.
Running since the late 1970s, not complete coverage until 1990s.
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Waterbird Study Group
Originated from Wash Human Interaction Studies Group, which brought together
wildfowlers and ornithologists to discuss the interaction between wildfowling and
nature conservation and to provide a steering group for research on this area. Group
has now expanded its scope to consider the range of issues affecting the bird interest
across the whole European marine site.

1.2

Management

Current Management for Nature Conservation
The Wash and North Norfolk Coast Good Practice Guide produced by the EMS
Management Group has been widely distributed around users of the site and gives
advice on undertaking a range of activities without causing damage or disturbance to
wildlife on the site. These include shore angling, bait digging, shore harvesting,
traditional activities, walking, horse riding, water and airborne sports, study groups
and birdwatching without causing damage or disturbance to the wildlife of the site.
Educational activities
Most educational activities occur on the north Norfolk coast. Local conservation
bodies, study centres and the Norfolk Coast Project have agreed a code of practice
entitled, Field Studies on the North Norfolk Coast. A Guide to Sustainable Use.
Gibraltar Point Field Centre
Groups are usually guided by staff, self-guiding is discouraged. Field studies occur in
areas of the site which are less sensitive to trampling.
Wells Field Studies Centre
Always obtain permission from reserve managers / landowners before entering a site,
taking samples. Works within areas already subject to visitor pressure avoiding
sensitive sites in AONB zoning plan. Uses low impact techniques. Actively
promotes both EMS and AONB codes to all visitors and at EE events in Norfolk.
Centres EcoCode has a section on sustainability of fieldwork sites including the need
to work within Wildlife legislation and teach others about the issues.
Scientific activities
Common Right Holders
At Brancaster they have recently introduced a permit system for all research and
monitoring work being undertaken on the marsh. The permit, which is free, allows
the Common Right Holders to track work conducted on the marsh, and requests that
they receive a copy of the final report. It also details insurance liabilities, emergency
contacts etc.
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Wash Wader Ringing Group
BTO license ringing activities (under Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981) by permits.
Only licensed ringers can obtain rings. Also those using cannon propelled nets need a
special endorsement on their license.

1.3

Further Information

The Wash & North Norfolk Coast Good Practice Guide. The Wash & North Norfolk
Coast EMS Management Scheme.
Field Studies on the Norfolk Coast. A Guide to Sustainable Use (2000). Norfolk
Coast Project.
Wash Scientific Directory (2000). Wash Estuary Strategy Group.

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors Arising from the Activity

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Field trips
to site
involving
large
groups and
some
sample
collection

Field study
centres

Localaround
field
centres

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
ELDC
National
Trust
RSPB
Wildlife
Trusts
CRH

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

At Freiston and
Wells animal
samples are
returned after
observation

Disturbance of
SPA features
by noise and
visual
presence

At Gibraltar
Point and Wells
numbers are
limited, groups
are guided and
taken to less
sensitive areas

Physical
damage of
saltmarsh,
samphire &
intertidal flats
by trampling

North Norfolk
coast - have
agreed code of
practice
Wash & N
Norfolk Coast
Good Practice
Guide
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Removal of
species from
saltmarsh &
intertidal flats
by sampling
Query:
sampling life
in intertdial
sediments incl.
salt pans?
Zoologists
seem to want
to do this.
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Activity

Location

Boating
activities
(sailing
and
kayaking)

Brancaster

Present
Responsible
and
managing
historic
organisation
levels
of bold =
activity
Relevant
Authority
Local NE
around
National
Brancaster
Trust

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

Norfolk coast
have agreed
code of
practice

Possible
disturbance to
Seals and SPA
features and
trampling if
going ashore
in remote
places
Removal of
species from
saltmarsh,
samphire,
intertidal flats,
subtidal
sandbanks and
other subtidal
communities
by sampling

Good Practice
Guide
Collection
of samples
by grab,
coring and
trawling.
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal
flats etc

Throughout site

Local
around
sample or
survey sites

NE
EA
ESFJC,
BTO
CEFAS
CEH
National
Trust
CRH

Permits are
required to
work on any
land
administered
by Brancaster
Commoners’
Association
BTO license
ringing
activities by
permits
Good Practice
Guide

Physical
damage to
above habitats
by sampling /
trampling.
Smothering by
scientific
equipment
Disturbance of
bird interest
and seals by
noise and
visual
presence
Has potential
to significantly
affect features
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

Aerial
Surveys

Throughout
site

Localised,
infrequent

EA
NCC
LCC
NERC

Annual aerial
photographic
surveys by EA
for Shoreline
Monitoring
Programme

Disturbance by
noise & visual
presence of
aircraft

Annual aerial
photographic
surveys of
common seals
by SMRU
CEH Wash
Birds and
Invertebrates
Study

Mainly
western Wash
intertidal, bird
studies include
outer banks

19851987

Environment
Agency
Shoreline
monitoring
programme

Throughout
site

Ongoing
(since
early
1990s)

Aerial
photography
also
undertaken
by county
councils
Funded &
undertaken
by CEH
Funded by
EA

Frequent, low
altitude
surveys have
potential to
significantly
affect features

N/A

N/A

N/A

Involves
aerial,
bathymetric
and beach
surveys
For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling.
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” and
“Aerial
Surveys”
activities
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Environment
Agency
Estuary
studies

Witham,
Welland, Nene
& Great Ouse

Ongoing
in Great
Ouse

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
Funded by
EA

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

N/A

Funded by
EA

N/A

Involves
survey and
sampling
work.
For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling.
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity
Involves
survey and
sampling work

Recently some
surveys in
western Wash

Environment
Agency Sea
Vigil
subtidal
surveys

Subtidal Wash

ESFJC
surveys of
cockle,
mussel,
shrimp and
lobster and
Sabellaria
spinulosa

Intertidal and
subtidal
throughout site

170

Undertaken
periodical
ly since
1991

Ongoing
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Funded and
undertaken
by ESFJC;
some joint
projects
funded by
NE, CEFAS
etc.

Sublittoral
survey
techniques
agreed with NE
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For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling/
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity
Involves
survey and
sampling work
For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling/
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity

published Summer 2007

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Essex &
Suffolk
Water
Great Ouse
Abstraction studies

Mouth of Great
Ouse, southeastern Wash

19982002

European marine site baseline studies
Natural
North
2001
England low
Norfolk
tide bird
coast
surveys
The Wash
2002-2003

NE Wash
Invertebrate
Study
NE North
Norfolk
eelgrass
(Zostera)
survey
Natural
England
North Norfolk
intertidal
biotope
survey
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Intertidal
Wash
including
outer banks
Norfolk
Coast,
Wells to
Cley

1998

North
Norfolk
Coast,
Thornham
to Cley

1998

1997

nd
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Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
Funded by
Essex &
Suffolk
Water
(undertaken
by Ecomaris
and CEH)

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

N/A

Involves
survey and
sampling work
For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling/
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity

Funded by
NE

N/A

Funded by
NE
(undertaken
by CEH)
Funded by
NE
(undertaken
by James
McCallum)
Funded by
NE
(undertaken
by Perrins &
Bunker)

N/A

Involves survey
work. For
possible effect
see “Collection
of samples by
grab, coring and
trawling/
Surveys of
birds, saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
Funded by
NE
(undertaken
by various)

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

N/A

Involves
survey work.
For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling/
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity
Involves
survey and
sampling work
For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling/
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity
Involves
survey and
sampling work
For possible
effect see
“Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling/
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity

Natural
England
Saltmarsh
surveys

Throughout
site

1985,
1987,
1999,
20002001

Ross worm
(Sabellaria
spinulosa)
baseline
survey

Subtidal
Wash, and
approaches
to Wash

20002003

Funded by
ESFJC &
NE
(undertaken
by
Newcastle
University)

N/A

Natural
England
survey of
subtidal Wash

Subtidal
Wash

2002

Funded by
NE & EA

N/A
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Activity

Location

Common seal
breeding
survey

The Wash

Present
Responsible
and
managing
historic
organisation
levels
of bold =
activity
Relevant
Authority
2001, 2004, Funded by
2005,2006 NE (and
FDC in
2001).
Undertaken
by SMRU

Joint projects or National Initiatives
Broadscale
Subtidal
1996Mapping
Wash and
1998
Project
off
Lincolnshire
and Norfolk
coasts

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

N/A

Involves survey
work. For
possible effect
see “Collection
of samples by
grab, coring and
trawling/
Surveys of
birds, saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity

Funded by
The Crown
Estate,
Countryside
Council for
Wales,
NE, Scottish
Natural
Heritage,
Newcastle
University,
ESFJC
Funded by
NERC
(undertaken by
SMRU)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Common seal
moult surveys

Throughout
site

On-going
annual
surveys
(since
1988)

JoNuS (Joint
Nutrient
Study)

Witham,
Welland,
Nene And
Ouse
Saltmarsh &
intertidal
flats in the
Wash and
North
Norfolk

19901993

Funded by
EA
CEFAS

N/A

Involves aerial
surveys. For
possible effect
see “Collection
of samples by
grab, coring and
trawling/
Surveys of
birds, saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” and “Aerial
Surveys”
activities
N/A

19922000

Work in site
undertaken by
CEH

N/A

N/A

LOIS (Land
Ocean
Interaction
Study)
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

National
Marine
Monitoring
Programme

Sample sites
in subtidal
Wash, two
off North
Norfolk

On-going
annual
surveys

Young Fish
Survey

A few
sample sites
in Wash and
off north
Norfolk

WeBS
(Wetland
Birds Survey)

Throughout
site

2.2

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
Undertaken by
EA
CEFAS

Existing
management

Possible effect
on features

N/A

On-going
annual
surveys
(since
1981)

Undertaken by
CEFAS

N/A

On-going
monthly
surveys
(since
1969 in
Wash,
late
1970s in
North
Norfolk)

Co-ordinated
by RSPB in
Wash, NE in
North Norfolk

N/A

Involves survey
and sampling
work. For
possible effect
see “Collection
of samples by
grab, coring and
trawling/
Surveys of
birds, saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity
Involves survey
and sampling
work. For
possible effect
see “Collection
of samples by
grab, coring and
trawling/
Surveys of
birds, saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity
Involves survey
work. For
possible effect
see “Collection
of samples by
grab, coring and
trawling/
Surveys of
birds, saltmarsh
intertidal flats
etc” activity

Internal Natural Factors

The intertidal sandy communities tend to occur on exposed coasts and in bays where
there is strong wave action or tidal streams that prevent the deposition of silt.
Because of the mobility of the sediment and consequent abrasion the species
inhabiting these areas tend to be mobile and robust.
The fauna of intertidal mud and sand flats, and subtidal sandbank, boulder and cobble,
and mixed sediment communities are subject to natural predation that involves the
removal of species. For example mudflat invertebrates are an important food source
for waders and wildfowl.
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3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Trampling by large groups and sample collection (for education or scientific
purposes) are the main factors which may affect the interest features of the site. Much
of the intertidal survey and sampling occurs on open access reserves in the site so it is
difficult to track exactly what work is going on. These activities have the potential to
have an effect but there is no evidence to suggest that it is having a significant effect
at present.
Aerial surveys and counts have the potential to have an effect if carried out frequently
but there is no evidence to suggest a significant effect at present.

3.2

Management Options

As detailed below.

3.3

Management Action

Activity

Field trips to
site
involving
large groups
and some
sample
collection

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

16.1 Ensure
sample collection
does not disturb,
damage or destroy
the interest
features of the
EMS

Maintain
watching brief
by the
organisations
involved

16.2 Increase
awareness of
impacts of sample
collection

Promote Good
Practice Guide

16.3 Develop a
mechanism for
assessing/knowin
g what samples
are being
collected

F6
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Natural
England,
Wildlife
Trusts, RSPB
to introduce
permit system
where none
exist to track
use of reserves
for sampling
and survey
work (as at
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
NE
Conservation
organisations

Timescale

EMS PM
WESG
NE
Conservation
organisations

On-going

NE
Conservation
organisations

2006

NE

On-going

On-going

published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

16.4 Ensure
monitoring and
survey activities
including the
collection of
samples meets
with the
requirements of
the Habitats
Regulations

Boating
activities
(sailing and
kayaking)

Collection of
samples by
grab, coring
and trawling.
Surveys of
birds,
saltmarsh
intertidal
flats etc

176

F3

F3

16.5 Ensure
educational
activities do not
disturb, damage
or destroy the
interest features
of the EMS (see
Management
Scheme actions
15.2, 15.5, 15.9 –
15.10)

16.6 Ensure
monitoring and
survey activities
including the
collection of
samples does not
disturb, damage
or destroy the
interest features
of the EMS and
scientific
equipment to be
removed once
work completed
nd

2

Proposed
management
action
Brancaster).
Use signage in
site entrances /
car parks to
indicate need
for permits
New sample
collection
activities to be
subject to an
appropriate
assessment if
potential to
cause
significant
effect
Promote Good
Practice Guide
amongst
educational
facilities
undertaking
the activities
Ensure codes
of conduct for
all water-based
activities are
complementar
y (see
Management
Scheme
actions 15.2,
15.5, 15.9 –
15.10)
Natural
England,
Wildlife
Trusts, RSPB
to introduce
permit system
where none
exist to track
use of reserves
for sampling
and survey
work (as at
Brancaster).
Use signage in
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
Conservation
organisations

Timescale

NE
Conservation
organisations
EMS PM
WESG

On-going

NE
EA
CEFAS
CEH
Conservation
organisations
SMRU
Universities
ESFJC

2006

published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Cont.

Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

NE
Conservation
organisations
CEFAS
ESFJC

On-going

site entrances /
car parks to
indicate need
for permits

F6
Ensure
monitoring and
survey activities
including the
collection of
samples meets
with the
requirements of
the Habitats
Regulations

All those
undertaking
monitoring
and survey
work in the
EMS,
including
collection of
samples, must
ensure
necessary
permits are
obtained from
reserve
managers and
permission
received from
landowners/oc
cupiers before
undertaking
the work. All
contractors
should be
made aware of
the need to
ensure work
does not
disturb,
damage or
destroy
interest
features of the
EMS.
Standard text
to be
developed for
inclusion in all
monitoring
contracts
Equipment to
be removed on
completion of
work
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
objective

Cont.

Aerial
Surveys

F3

16.7 Ensure aerial
photographic
surveys do not
disturb EMS
interest features.

F6

16.8 Ensure aerial
photographic
surveys meet with
the requirements
of the Habitats
Regulations

Proposed
management
action
New sample
collection
activities to be
subject to an
appropriate
assessment if
potential to
cause
significant
effect
Maintain
watching brief
on the
disturbance
caused by seal
counts

Aerial surveys
/ counts to be
subject to an
appropriate
assessment if
potential to
cause
significant
effect
16.9. Relevant
Supply
authorities and
information as
other
necessary to
organisations
Natural
involved in
England who
monitoring supply are responsible
Natural England
for cowith information
ordinating the
to inform
condition
condition
monitoring
monitoring
programme for
programme
the site

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

NE
DEFRA
SMRU

On-going

NE
EA
DEFRA
SMRU
County
councils

On-going

NE
EA
CEFAS
CEH
Conservation
organisations
SMRU
Universities

On-going

CEH Wash
Birds and
Invertebrates
Study

N/A

Environment
Agency
Shoreline
monitoring
programme
Environment
Agency
Estuary
studies

F3

16.6, 16.7, 16.8,
16.9

---

---

---

F3

16.6, 16.9

---

---

---
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Environment
16.6, 16.9
Agency Sea
Vigil subtidal
surveys
ESFJC
F3
16.6, 16.9
surveys of
cockle,
mussel,
shrimp and
lobster
Essex &
F3
16.6, 16.9
Suffolk
Water Great
Ouse
Abstraction
studies
European marine site baseline studies
Natural
F3
16.6, 16.9
England low
tide bird
surveys
NE Wash
N/A
16.6, 16.9
Invertebrate
Study
NE North
N/A
16.6, 16.9
Norfolk
eelgrass
(Zostera)
survey
Natural
N/A
16.6, 16.9
England
North
Norfolk
intertidal
biotope
survey
Natural
F3
16.6, 16.9
England
Saltmarsh
surveys
Ross worm
F3
16.6, 16.9
(Sabellaria
spinulosa)
baseline
survey
Natural
F3
16.6, 16.9
England
survey of
subtidal
Wash
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Proposed
management
action

Timescale

---

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

----

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Common
16.6, 16.7, 16.8,
seal
16.9
breeding
survey
Joint projects or National Initiatives
Broadscale
N/A
16.6, 16.9
Mapping
Project
Common
F3
16.6, 16.7, 16.8,
seal moult
16.9
surveys
JoNuS (Joint N/A
16.6, 16.9
Nutrient
Study)
LOIS (Land
N/A
16.6, 16.9
Ocean
Interaction
Study)
National
F3
16.6, 16.9
Marine
Monitoring
Programme
Young Fish
F3
16.6, 16.9
Survey
WeBS
F3
16.6, 16.9
(Wetland
Birds
Survey)
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Proposed
management
action

Timescale

---

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
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ANNEX 17
Tourism
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

Tourism is defined here as the commercial organisation and operation of holidays.
Many of the activities undertaken by tourists (i.e. non-residents) may be regarded as
recreation and are dealt with in Annex 15. This annex is therefore concerned with the
commercial aspects of tourism and the efforts made by the local authorities to
encourage this.
On the Norfolk side of the Wash and along the north Norfolk coast, the tourist
industry is heavily developed. For example, at Hunstanton it is estimated there are
over one million a day visitors per year. At the other end of the scale, much smaller
numbers of people visit the Wash for its quietness and solitude. The planning system
provides the general framework for controlling tourism activities.

1.2

Management

Current Management Objectives
There is widespread agreement that the natural beauty of the European Marine Site,
rich in wildlife and unspoilt charm, is a fundamental tourist asset. This view is shared
by all involved in managing the area and its visitors. It is important therefore for
future tourism to safeguard this natural resource.
Tourism can bring benefits to the European marine site, but these must be carefully
balanced against pressures on local residents and the conservation features for which
the site was designated. Many areas of the north Norfolk coast are beginning to strain
under the visitor pressures and any expansion of the tourism industry must seek
solutions to these problems.
Both the Wash Estuary Management Plan and the Visitor Strategy for the Norfolk
Coast AONB (developed by relevant authorities and other organisations to seek to
ensure tourist activities are compatible with nature conservation) have sought to
address these problems. In particular they are concerned with:
•

Building partnerships between the tourism industry, local communities,
conservation organisations and local authorities

•

Finding ways of developing tourism that allows the site’s natural beauty and
history to be fully enjoyed.
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•

Facilitating quiet recreation that benefits the local economy, providing this can
be sustained without adverse effects on wildlife and local communities.

•

Investigating links between visitor accommodation and visitor management.

•

Encouraging greater financial contribution from visitors towards the costs of
maintaining the special qualities of the area.

•

On the Norfolk coast seeking to avoid promotion of sensitive areas and
promotion which may indirectly increase pressure on sensitive areas.

•

Ensuring monitoring programmes exist to detect changes relevant to visitor
management, especially the number of visitors and the impact of visitors on
wildlife.

Current Management for Nature Conservation
Within the European Marine Site there are opportunities for the promotion of
sustainable tourism. The concept of sustainable tourism is often quoted, but more
frequently misinterpreted. There is a danger that sustainable tourism is seen as just
one small part of tourism rather than tourism that is environmentally sustainable in the
long term. To develop this approach it is essential all those involved with tourism in
the area seek to use the area’s natural resources wisely.
All Local authorities should be encouraged to review visitor management/recreational
use strategies as part of a coastal zone management initiative and record impacts and
trends.
The Wash Estuary Management plan advocates the promotion of greater awareness
and understanding of the environmental qualities of the Wash.

1.3

Further information

Norfolk Coast Project Visitor Management Strategy for the Norfolk Coast: an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, 1995, NCP and Norfolk County Council
Wash Estuary Strategy Group The Wash Estuary Management Plan, 2nd Edition 2004,
Norfolk County Council and Lincolnshire County Council.
West Norfolk Tourism Strategy 1999-2003, King’s Lynn and West Norfolk Borough
Council, 1999
North Norfolk Tourism Sector Study, Nov 2005, Scott Wilson Consultants for NNDC
District and Borough Council Local Plans and Tourism Strategies
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2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Location

Present
&
historic
levels of
activity

Promotion

Throughout

High
(High)

Beach
cleaning

Hunstanton

A few
hundred
metres
cleaned
daily in
summer

Heacham
Snettisham

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
Local Authorities
Norfolk Tourism
Partnership
East of England
Tourist Board
Regional
Development
Agencies
Fens Tourism
Lincolnshire
KLWNBC
NE
Tidy Britain
Group Seaside
Awards
WESG
Advisory Groups

Existing
Management

Possible
effect on
features

Local
authority
structure plans
and other
plans

Unstructured
promotion
can lead to
increased
pressure on
the habitats
and species
associated
with the site

Resort
management
plan produced
by
KLWNBC

Removal of
strandline
may reduce
food for birds
and
invertebrate
fauna of the
beach

Cleaned
weekly in
summer
(None)

Interpretation
Centres/Tour
ist
Information
Centres

Throughout

N/A

Local authorities
Conservation
organisations
Tourism initiatives
NCP
WESG
Wildlife Trusts
Green Quay

None

Development
& expansion
of tourism
facilities

Throughout
but most
likely in
Heacham
Hunstanton

N/A

Local authorities
Landowners/develo
pers

Local
authority
structure plans
and other
plans
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Removal of
stones &
loosening of
sand
could
increase
erosion
Inappropriate
interpretation
and
information
can
encourage
visits to
sensitive
wildlife sites
Development
in
inappropriate
locations can
increase
impacts on
the SAC and
SPA features
of the site
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Activity

Location

Present
&
historic
levels of
activity

Commercial
seal trips

Wash and
North
Norfolk

Not known

2.2

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
Boat owners
Local authorities

Existing
Management

Possible
effect on
features

Existing
guidelines in
place

Disturbance
to seals/SPA
features

Internal Natural Factors

Natural factors are unlikely to cause the same impacts as those arising from the
tourism industry

2.3

External Factors

Inappropriate promotion of the site and the development of facilities near the site may
increase tourism in the area. If inappropriately managed this may impact on the site.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

3.2

Management Options

3.3

Management Action

Activity

Promotion

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F4

Management
Objective

Proposed
Management
Action

17.1 Ensure
promotion of
local area for
tourism takes
account of
potential
environmental
impacts

Develop dialogue
with local
authorities to
ensure they take
environmental
considerations
into account when
promoting the
area, liaising with
other stakeholders
as necessary.

Organisations
Involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EMS PM
Local
Authorities

Timescale
Ongoing

Assess
information
provided by
interpretation
centres, tourist
information
centres and others
to ensure it does
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6

Management
Objective

Proposed
Management
Action

Organisations
Involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

NE
Local
authorities
Advisory
Groups

Ongoing

not encourage
inappropriate
activities at
sensitive wildlife
sites.

Cont.

All Local
authorities should
be encouraged to
review visitor
management/recre
ational use
strategies as part
of a coastal zone
management
initiative and
record impacts
and trends.

Beach
cleaning

F4

17.2 Ensure
beach cleaning
does not
damage,
disturb or
destroy EMS
interest
features.

F3

17.3 Ensure
beach awards
do not
encourage
activities
which may not
be compatible
with the
demands of
the EMS
interest
features.
Interpretation centres
/ Tourist
Information
Centres
185

F4

Ensure tourism
strategies do not
promote agreed
sensitive areas in
the AONB
Assess scope and
nature of activity
to determine if
further research
and surveillance
is required to
establish if the
activity has a
significant effect
on the interest
features.
Develop liaison
between
interested parties
locally and the
Tidy Britain
Group

EMS PM
Local
authorities
NE
Tidy Britain
Group
Advisory
Groups

As 17.1 above
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Activity

Development and
expansion of
tourism
facilities
Commercial
seal trips

186

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F6

Management
Objective
See Section
5.9 of
Management
Scheme for
information on
dealing with
plans/projects
17.4 Ensure
commercial
seal watching
trips do not
disturb EMS
interest
features.

F3

nd

2

Proposed
Management
Action

Organisations
Involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

Ensure current
practices to
manage
disturbance are
adhered to

NE
Local
authorities
Boat owners
WESG
EMS PM

Ongoing
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ANNEX 18
Traditional activities
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

General
Within the European marine site traditional activities refer to the casual gathering of
food or other items for one’s own use. Some of the activities may be carried out by
anyone visiting the seashore (eg gathering of winkles, cockles and soft shell crabs),
where as others such as wildfowling may only be carried out by members of
wildfowling clubs and associations. Such activities are associated with holidays on the
coast as well as with daily activities for local people and as such are regarded as part
of the cultural heritage of the area.
Traditional activities differ from long-shore activities because traditional activities are
carried out for personal use and are not used in any way for trade (see Annex 11).
Traditional activities differ from Common Rights because Common Rights allow the
gathering of certain items and the grazing of livestock on privately owned land by
those with common rights to this land. Common rights are either invested in the
ownership of particular properties or belong to individuals. These rights can only be
extended over designated areas (see Annex 5).
Samphire collection
Samphire is gathered from many areas around the Wash and north Norfolk coast from
June to September. Generally local people take it although some visitors may also
collect samphire for their own use. There is some commercial exploitation of
samphire with it being sold at markets near to the European marine site. In the past
attempts to collect samphire on a large scale for wider markets have been
discouraged.
Casual gathering of shellfish
Hand gathering of cockles, winkles, shrimps and some species of crab take place
throughout the European marine site at areas accessible from the shore at low water.
Within the Wash low levels of gathering for personal use do not require a license from
Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee. The collection and management of shellfish
for commercial use are dealt with in Annexes 8 and 12.
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Wildfowling
Wildfowling as a commercial or longshore activity ceased about 50 years ago with the
end of rationing, the reduction of the quarry list, and the banning of flight netting as a
means of taking the birds for market. Today only shotguns, taking cartridges loaded
with non-toxic shot, are used and birds are taken to be eaten by the wildfowlers
family. A variety of skills are employed to get within the necessary close range (up to
50m maximum) and a dog is used to retrieve both dead birds and any not killed
instantly. Most wildfowlers access the intertidal zone on foot as and when the tide
allows – this is termed shore shooting. At a few places within the site small boats are
used for access or to shoot from, sometimes with a larger bore gun in a traditional flat
wooden boat – this is termed puntgunning. The use of motorised craft in direct
pursuit of wildfowl is illegal and as a result wildfowling from boats is constrained by
the strong tides of the area to a few days per month and when the weather is
favourable.
Wildfowling activity is controlled and administered by wildfowling associations and
clubs (see also Annexes 5, 11 and 15). The clubs limit member numbers and abide by
the British Association for Shooting and Conservation (BASC) guidelines on
wildfowling. The clubs’ wardens enforce these guidelines. Wildfowlers must not only
adhere to the law:
•

The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 covering species which may be shot,
close and open seasons and permitted methods of shooting. There is no
Sunday shooting in Norfolk under older legislation incorporated into this Act.

•

The Firearms Act (1968, amended 1997) which controls the ownership and
use of all firearms including shotguns.

•

The Environment Protection (Restriction on use of Lead Shot) Regulations
1999 which bans the use of lead shot for shooting wildfowl, snipe and golden
plover and its use within wetland SSSIs.

•

In addition, all wildfowling on this site is subject to consent by Natural
England as it takes place on SSSIs.

but also to their club’s codes of conduct. Most wildfowling clubs now require
members to keep a record of their visits to the marshes and of birds harvested. The
requirement of records is a condition of Natural England’s consent notices allowing
wildfowling on SSSIs and also of BASC codes, with the exception of Common Rights
that are not regulated by Natural England.
Beachcombing
The gathering of shells, driftwood and other flotsam and jetsam (also known as
estovers) has taken place for centuries. Here it refers to the collection of items for own
use but these should not be confused with the collection of materials by Common
Right Holders (see Annex 5).
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Bait digging
Bait digging has taken place on estuaries and coasts for hundreds of years. The public
right to fish includes the right to dig bait for one’s own use. There are no rights for the
public to dig commercially that is to dig bait to sell to others. Previously there has
been some commercial exploitation by bait diggers in the area but the relevant
authorities responsible have effectively dealt with these.
Turf cutting
Turf cutting for use in the walls of golf bunkers has taken place on the north Norfolk
coast but is no longer practised.

1.2

Management

General
Most activities listed above are not regulated by statutory bodies or private
landowners and have no formal management associated with them.
Samphire collection
The collection of samphire and other plants (including seaweed) on a small scale for
personal use is allowed by landowners and site managers and there are no restrictions
in place. However, large scale commercial picking would not be tolerated as this may
cause significant damage to the site. The Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW)
Act made it an offence for any person to damage the features of special interest of
SSSIs, or to disturb any fauna provided they knew it was a SSSI. Landowners (eg the
RSPB) may wish to prevent large scale collection at sensitive times such as the
breeding season.
Casual gathering of shellfish
There are no management objectives associated with this activity on a casual basis.
The management of commercial collection is dealt with in Annexes 8 and 12.
Wildfowling
The clubs and associations own or lease land. Leases may allow for management of
the saltmarsh so as to encourage waterfowl, but in some circumstances the lease only
covers shooting rights (eg the Wash). Each club or association writes a management
plan for its area.
Beachcombing
Objects stranded on the seashore are the property of the landowner except where there
are common rights (see Annex 5). There is no public right to collect items such as
shells and driftwood but their removal in small quantities is tolerated.
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Bait digging
The law applying to bait collection is complex. Its main elements can be summarised.
Shore crabs are sea fish and can be gathered for private and commercial use from the
shore by any person. Their collection does not require the permission of the
landowner. No fisheries regulations apply to shore crab fishing. Edible crabs cannot
be used for bait under Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee Byelaws No. 5.
Worms are not sea fish. Any people can gather a small number for their own use.
However it is illegal to gather worms for commercial uses without permission of the
landowner.
Turf cutting
No known management. The activity is no longer practised and would be severely
discouraged now because of its damaging impact on saltmarsh communities.
Current Management Objectives
There are no management objectives associated with these activities except the pursuit
of traditional and cultural practices that relate to many local people and people
visiting the coast.
Current Management for Nature Conservation
The baseline information and targets for the interest features listed in the table below
can be found in the Regulation 33 Advice published by Natural England (see
www.esfjc.co.uk/ems.htm
Home Page).
With the exception of wildfowling none of the activities listed are managed for nature
conservation.
Wildfowling
Natural England consents the activities of wildfowlers on land that is designated a
SSSI,with the exception of common land. The consents process takes an overview of
the activities undertaken so as to ensure these are compatible with the nature
conservation needs of the site.
In periods of severe winter weather (usually when freezing weather conditions are
persistent) the relevant Government ministers have the power to make a Protection
Order banning or suspending the shooting of wildfowl and waders under Section 2 (6)
of the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981.
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When is a ban enforced?
The shooting of wildfowl and waders is suspended after 15 consecutive days of severe
weather.
The criteria for triggering severe weather procedures are based on the state-of-ground
data collected daily by 23 coastal National Climatological Message Stations around
Britain. The procedure leading up to a wildfowling ban is as follows:
When more than half of the climatological stations have recorded seven consecutive
days of frozen or snow covered ground in Scotland or England/Wales or both, the
Joint Nature Conservancy Committee informs British Association for Shooting and
Conservation (BASC) accordingly. If the severe weather is likely to continue the
BASC informs the secretaries of its wildfowling and gameshooting clubs, Joint
Councils and syndicates that, if the severe weather continues for a further six days and
looks likely to continue, then a Protection Order suspending the shooting of wildfowl
and waders in the appropriate country is likely to be signed on the 13th day (if more
than half of the meteorological stations are still recording frozen or snow covered
ground), and will take effect at 9.00am on the 15th day. Throughout this period,
information on local weather conditions and wildfowl numbers and behaviour is
closely monitored all around the country.
Prior to the above procedures being brought into action, the BASC call for voluntary
restraint, in appropriate areas, from day eight of severe weather, up to the time when
any statutory suspension takes place. Such restraints are an integral part of the
arrangements for wildfowling during periods of prolonged severe weather. There are
guidelines available from the BASC, but there are no set rules as conditions and
requirements vary around the country. Wildfowlers are best placed to consider all the
facts relevant to their particular locality and to decide the most appropriate action. It is
a voluntary restraint that is urged by the BASC, not a ban, although if necessary a
self-imposed ban may be the best course of action

1.3 Further information
http//www.basc.com
Eastern Sea Fisheries Joint Committee Byelaws

2.0

Factors

The information in the tables below has been collected by the three Advisory Groups
associated with the Wash and North Norfolk Coast SAC based at Wells-next-the-Sea,
King’s Lynn and Boston.
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2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
CRH and
others
(See footnote
10
)

Samphire
collection

Throughout

Fluctuating
but not
higher than
previously
(Higher)

Casual
gathering of
winkles,
cockles,
shrimps, soft
shell/gilly
crabs

Throughout

Low but
fluctuating
(Higher)

NE
CRH, (see
footnote 10)
NNDC,
KLWNBC.
DEFRA and
ESFJC might
get involved

Wildfowling

Throughout

Low but
Historically
higher

NE
Wildfowling
clubs/assoc.
CRH

(Higher)

Beachcombing/
Estovers
(flotsam and
jetsam)
Bait digging

Throughout

In some
areas leases
from Crown
Estate /
landowners/
other
lease holders
NE
CRH, Crown
Estate,
Landowners

Low
(Low)

Throughout

Low
(Higher)

NE CRH,
WHC and
others (see
footnote 10)

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

Existing
legislation (eg
CRoW Act)
may be used
for nontraditional
practices
None

See footnote 14
May cause removal
of food source for
SPA features
Disturbance to SPA
and damage to SAC
features
See footnote 14
Disturbance to SPA
and damage to SAC
features

Clubs have
own
management
plans in some
areas

See footnote 14

Disturbance to SPA
and damage to SAC
features

None

See footnote

None

Disturbance to SPA
and damage to SAC
features
See footnotes 14 & 15
Disturbance to SPA
and damage to SAC
features

14

14

Common right holders and landowners such as the national Trust, wildlife Trusts, RSPB and others have
management measures in place that will respond if non traditional or large scale methods are used.
15
Here traditional methods are employed these activities are not thought to damage the interest features of the site.
The activity might affect the site (e.g. causing physical loss through removal; by causing physical damage leading
to the loss of species, sediment destabilisation or erosion; or through biological disturbance either by selective
extraction of species or visual presence) when non-traditional methods or high levels of the activity take place.
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Turf cutting

Localised

None
(Has
occurred)

Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
NE
National
Trust, CRH,
other
landowners

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

None

Significant damage
to saltmarsh
Disturbance to SPA
and damage to SAC
features
No effect because
not taking place

2.2

Internal Natural Factors

Internal natural factors are unlikely to affect the features identified above in a similar
way

2.3

External Factors

Promotion of activities such as samphire picking and cockling through the media
(both local and national) could lead to unsustainable increases in these activities.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

The low levels of participation associated with these activities means the management
measures in place to stop for example commercial exploitation are sufficient.

3.2

Management Options

In the event of these activities increasing in popularity, and damage to the SAC
features or disturbance to the SPA features were to occur they could be regulated
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. The Act enables Nature Conservation
Orders to be made to protect SSSIs; and the Habitats Regulations 1994 allow for the
creation of Special Nature Conservation Orders.
If activities such as bait digging were found to cause damage, deterioration or
disturbance to the features for which the site was designated then codes of conduct
may be sought. These would only be introduced after consultation with all interests
involved.
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3.3 Management Actions
Activity

Samphire
collection

Casual
gathering of
winkles,
cockles,
shrimps, soft
shell/gilly
crabs
Wildfowling

Beachcombing/Est
overs
(flotsam and
jetsam)

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisatio
ns involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

18.1 Ensure
traditional
methods and
levels of the
samphire
collection are
maintained

NE
CRH
Other
organisations
(see footnote
16
)

On-going

F3

As 18.1 above

Maintain watching
brief and use
existing legislation
(CRoW Act,
2000) if nontraditional
practices are used
Use Incident
Recording Process
to Monitor
Promote Good
Practice Guide
---

---

On going

F3

Wildfowling
clubs/assoc.
and other
responsible
managing
organisations
to continue
with present
management

F3

18.2
Encourage
wildfowling
organisations
to produce
management
plans (see also
longshore
economy
11.5)
None

---

Where applicable
encourage
production of
management plans
by clubs and
associations to aid
Natural England’s
consenting
procedure under
the 1981 Wildlife
and Countryside
Act
---

On going
NE
CRH
Wildfowling
clubs and
associations

---

On going

16 Landowners such as the National Trust, Wildlife Trusts, RSPB and others have management measures in place that will
respond if non traditional or large scale methods are used.
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Activity

Bait digging

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisatio
ns involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

18.3 Ensure
bait digging
does not
impact on the
interest
features of the
EMS

Surveillance of
activity to
establish links
between
occurrence,
frequency and
possible impacts
on the site’s
interest features

NE
WHC
CRH
Landowners

18.4 Ensure
bait diggers
understand
what impact
they can have
on the interest
features and
what they can
do to
minimise
impacts - see
actions 11.2
and 11.3)

Turf cutting

195

F3

None taking
place

nd

2

Promote Good
Practice Guide
Use Incident
Recording to
monitor
Develop site
specific education
material to
encourage good
practice at
sensitive location
with the aid of the
national code of
practice which has
already been
produced – link
with actions 11.2
and 11.3
---

Edition Annexes revised 2005-07

Timescale

On going

On going
EMS PM
NE
CRH

---

---
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Annex 19
Waste disposal on land
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

General
There are a number of waste disposal sites adjacent to the European marine site, a few
of which are still active. In the past, legislation and best practice allowed a "dilute and
disperse" approach for putrescible domestic waste which today would not be
acceptable. Although modern standards are significantly improved there are a number
of closed landfill sites which could potentially effect the European Marine Site if
leachate finds its way into the groundwater system and eventually into the Wash.
However, monitoring of these sites and in the Wash itself suggests that closed sites
are not having any effect on the Wash environment.
The Government introduced the Landfill Regulations 2002, to implement the
additional requirements of the Landfill Directive. The Directive set tough operational
and technical requirements for disposal of waste by landfill with the aim of reducing
the negative effects of landfilling. The Landfill Directive required the classification
of landfills into three types: for only hazardous, non-hazardous or inert wastes and
thus an end to the existing method of co-disposal. The ban on co-disposal came into
effect in July 2004.

1.2

Management

General
All contaminated land is appraised under the 1995 Environment Act and District
Councils now have a statutory duty (in force since 1 Apri1 2000) to identify
contaminated land in their area and assess its nature. A remedial notice is then served
on the landowner and the notice is lodged -on a public register held by the District
Council. This register could be a significant source of information for further
management considerations under this activity.
Windblow from landfill sites can cause environmental problems. Netting is usually
constructed to catch rubbish and prevent material from leaving the site. Nevertheless,
during windy conditions material can be blown out of sites causing unsightly littering.
Some materials such as plastics could be particularly hazardous to fauna within the
EMS if eaten or they become entangled.
Authorised discharges are not considered under this heading however consents
associated with actions such as landfill will be reviewed by the Environment Agency
under its 'Review of Consents' programme. All permits involving the management
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and disposal of waste with the potential to impact on the Wash have been reviewed by
the Environment Agency under the Habitats Directive Review of Consents
Programme.
Unauthorised disposal of waste, particularly flytipping, is thought to be increasing
with Local Authorities recording hundreds of incidents every year. A possible cause
for this may be the regulatory changes (Haz Waste Regulations, Ag Waste
Regulations) or people seeking to avoid the increasing cost of waste disposal.
The Environment Agency and Local Authorities have powers to tackle fly tipping. A
fly tipping protocol has been developed with the Local Government Association
outlining roles and responsibilities in relation to fly tipping. The Environment
Agency deal with larger scale fly-tipping incidents (e.g. Hazardous Waste and
organised environmental crime), whilst Local Authorities focus on tackling smallerscale, more frequent incidents. The revised protocol was implemented in April 2005.
Although flytipping is a major issue for the Environment Agency and the Local
Authorities around the Wash there are no recorded incidents of flytipping having an
adverse impact on the EMS.
Current Management Objectives
To ensure that waste management activities comply with permit conditions and do not
impact on the surrounding environment. The Environment Agency will undertake a
risk based approach to regulatory waste management to ensure compliance, taking
enforcement action as necessary.
Reports of illegal deposit of waste (flytipping) will be investigated by either the
Environment Agency or relevant Local Authority in accord with the EA/LGA
flytipping protocol. Actions to prevent flytipping will be promoted to reduce the
number of flytipping incidents.
Current Management for Nature Conservation
Any proposals for waste disposal within or adjacent to the European marine site
would require an environmental impact assessment.

1.3

Further information

Planning and Development
Under the new planning system, early involvement in the plan is the key to
influencing development. County Councils control land use for waste through the
Planning Acts. They seek to plan the location of development and control related
activities on sites where these activities are not subject to other regulations (e.g. waste
regulations).
Changes to the planning system mean that County's now prepare Minerals and Waste
Development Frameworks (MWDF's) which must have regard to ODPM national
planning policy statements and Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS). Plans must also
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undergo 'sustainability appraisal (SA) 'which 'front loads' the MWDF by setting out
the key issues for an area so these can be tackled through the plans spatial and criteria
policies.
It is crucial that the issues identified in the Wash Strategy are fed into the SA (which
in turn feed into the LDF) so that planning policy compliments and works towards the
same goal, rather than conflicting with each other. The Councils then tightly apply
the spatial and criteria based policies in the MWDF when determining all planning
applications for waste activities. Without this early involvement in the SA, the
planning system will have difficulty supporting the Wash strategy.

2.0 Factors
2.1 Factors arising from the activity
Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Contaminated
land especially
leachate
leaking from
closed landfill
sites
Contaminated
land especially
leachate
leaking from
landfill sites
Rubbish
blowing into
the Wash from
Slippery Gowt

Moulton
Marsh
(Grid ref
TF 342
336)

Nil
(Higher)

Slippery
Gowt

Wash

Unauthorised
waste – spills,
leakage and
purposeful
dumping
(flytipping)

Throughout

198

Existing
management/
Responsible
managing
organisation
EA

Management
Actions

Possible effect
on features

No further
actions required.
Leachate now
contained.

Toxic
contamination

Nil
(Higher)

EA

No further
action. Leachate
now contained.

Toxic
contamination

Low

EA

Routine
inspections to
ensure licence
conditions are
met.
Organised pick
ups once a year
and more
generally.
Landowners are
required to pick
litter – public
may prosecute.
NT researching
litter at Blakeney
Harbour.
Each Harbour to
have litter
Management
Scheme.
Inititives to

Toxic
contamination

Increasing
(Medium)
Increase
because
local
authority
tips no
longer take
commercial
waste
(Medium/
Low)

nd

2

NE
Local
Authorities
EA
CRH
Landowners
WESG
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Entanglement/p
oisoning
Toxic
contamination /
damage through
smothering
Birds may
become tangled
/ ingestion of
plastic
sometimes
leading to death
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Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Existing
management/
Responsible
managing
organisation

Management
Actions

Possible effect
on features

reduce the
incidence of
flytipping
introduced eg.
education,
enforcement
activity.

2.2

Internal Natural factors

Natural processes are unlikely to mimic problems association with waste disposal on
land.

2.3

External factors

The development of new landfill sites adjacent to the European marine site could lead
to toxic contamination through leaching and littering from windblow. New
developments would constitute projects and plans and would require the enactment of
planning regulations and the Habitats Regulations.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

3.2/3.3
Activity

Waste
disposal
on land

199

Management Options and Actions
Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6
F4

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

19.1 Protect
the EMS from
the impacts of
waste disposal
activities

Ensure routine
inspections are
carried out at all
licensed waste
management sites
and that appropriate
enforcement action
is taken against
those who fly tip
waste.
Progress actions in
the Lincolnshire
Against Fly-tipping
statement
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Organisatio Timescale
ns involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EA
Ongoing
Local
Authorities

EA
Local
Authorities

Medium
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ANNEX 20
Water resources -freshwater abstraction
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

The Environment Agency has the duty to conserve, augment, redistribute and secure
the proper use of water resources in England and Wales. It is the central body for the
long-term planning of water resources. The management of water abstraction is
achieved through a licensing system, introduced by the Water Resources Act 1963
and subsequently consolidated and modified by the Water Resources Act 1991 and
the Water Act 2003. The Agency's water resources duties extend to all abstractors
from surface and groundwater, including public water supplies, agriculture and
industry, commerce and those who abstract for amenity, sports or leisure. In
exercising this regulatory role the Agency has additional duties under the
Environment Act 1995 to contribute to sustainable development, to take account of
costs and benefits, to promote the conservation and enhancement of the natural
environment, and to have regard to the economic and social well-being of rural
communities.
The largest use of water in the Environment Agency's Anglian Region is for public
water supply, accounting for 72% of total annual licensed abstraction. The principal
water company operating within the catchment area of the Wash is Anglian Water
Services [AWS], who are responsible for maintaining water and wastewater services.
The Cambridge area is supplied by Cambridge Water Company, though responsibility
for wastewater services lies with AWS. Agriculture, and in particular spray irrigation,
is the second major use, accounting for 10% of total annual licensed abstraction. The
impact of agricultural use is heightened because the water is used by plants for growth
and lost through evapotranspiration, and so, unlike public water supply, little or none
of the water is returned to river flow. In addition, demand is concentrated in the
summer months when river flows are typically at their lowest. Peak irrigation
demands in the region can exceed public water supply.
AWS is responsible for maintaining water and wastewater services to the area that
surrounds the European marine site. The total area extends along the coast between
the Humber and Thames estuaries and inland to the East Midlands. Overall they serve
4 million with water and 5 million with wastewater services. The average daily supply
in 1999/00 was 1,1 00,000 cubic metres a day.
AWS holds abstraction licences in all of the major catchments that drain into the
Wash, namely the Witham, Welland, Nene, Ouse rivers and the smaller coastal
streams towards the seaward perimeter of the estuary and along the north Norfolk
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coast. All of these abstractions are made under abstraction licences issued by the
Environment Agency.
The Agency's Anglian Region is the driest region in England and Wales, and the
requirement for security of water supplies in dry spells has led to a wide variety of
public water supply systems operated by the water companies, some of which are
supported by major surface water transfer schemes and groundwater support schemes
operated by the Environment Agency. These benefit all waters users, not just public
water supply. The limited availability of water for summer abstraction has also led to
increased use of winter storage, especially by agricultural abstractors. Major surface
water transfers include:
•

The Environment Agency's Trent-Witham-Ancholme scheme in Lincolnshire; a
major import of around 190 Ml/d of water into the region from the River Trent
during dry periods primarily to supply water to South Humberside.

•

The Environment Agency's Ely Ouse to Essex scheme in Cambridgeshire, a major
export of around 454 Ml/d of water from the River Ouse at Denver to support
Essex & Suffolk Water Company [Northumbrian Water South] in Essex during
dry periods.

AWS also operate major pumped storage schemes and strategic distribution networks,
notably the Ruthamford system, which supplies a total of 1.5 million customers. This
system also exports water to adjacent water companies (Severn Trent Water and
Three Valleys). This system is maintained by major surface water abstractions from
the rivers to fill surface water storage reservoirs at Rutland Water, filled from the
Welland at Tinwell and from the Nene at Wansford, Grafham filled from the Great
Ouse at Offord and Pitsford, filled from the Nene at Duston Mill. Other imports
include water imported into the Witham catchment by AWS to supply the Lincoln
Area from boreholes in the Sherwood sandstone aquifer, which are located in the
Trent Catchment.
There are smaller abstractions for public water supply from rivers which supply water
directly at Grantham [Saltersford] on the Witham, Bedford [Clapham] on the Great
Ouse and Stoke Ferry and Marham on the Wissey and Nar, which flow into the lower
reaches of the Ouse.
The drainage basin of the Wash includes the major aquifers of the East Anglian Chalk
and Lincolnshire Limestone also the locally important aquifers of the Lower
Cretaceous Greensand in Bedfordshire and north west Norfolk. These have all been
extensively developed for public water supplies, but are also important locally for
private water supplies.
AWS is also responsible for the collection, treatment and return of water to the
environment as treated effluent. The use of water for public water supply is a low
consumptive use with a significant proportion of water abstracted being returned.
Treated wastewater will be returned at a different point in the catchment to where it
was abstracted. The large surface water reservoirs also shift the time between
abstraction and discharge. The abstraction all year of water stored in aquifers draws
on water recharged during the winter months only.
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1.2

Management

1.2.1 General
All abstractions are made in accordance with conditions of abstraction licences issued
under the Water Resources Act 1991 by the Environment Agency. Some current
licences were first issued in the late 1960s under the Water Resources Act 1963. Most
have been subsequently varied to account for new requirements, including increases
to licensed quantities where required to meet historical growth in demand, and when
conditions for environmental protection were reviewed.
Surface water abstraction licences generally specify a minimum residual flow (MRF)
that has to be passed downstream before abstraction can take place. This is specified
to protect downstream water uses by other abstractors and the environment. The
MRFs for the principal AWS abstractions are set at 36 Ml/d (million litres per day) at
Tinwell and 136 Ml/d at Wansford into Rutland Water and at 136 Ml/d plus 1/4 of the
additional flow at Offord into Grafham. The MRF for the Environment Agency's
abstraction from the River Ouse at Denver is currently set at between 114 Ml/d (1st
March to 31st August) and 318 Ml/d (1st September to 28th/29th February). These
conditions prevent abstraction at these major intakes during dry weather. There
remains a problem with allocating limited resources to the Fens during most summers,
particularly from the lower Nene. The control points are before the Fens and so the
flow reaching the Wash is much less and there can, on occasion, be minimal flow to
tidal waters.
Groundwater abstractions are generally located so as to draw upon water stored in
aquifers that is subsequently replenished by winter recharge, when environmental
water use is lower and effective rainfall can filtrate to the water table. The Agency
manages groundwater abstraction to ensure that winter baseflows maintain flushing.
Abstraction from boreholes in deeper aquifers will have very little direct effect of
surface water flows, though the Agency ensures that abstraction levels are sustainable
and do not result in 'mining' of groundwater. Those located in thin aquifers can locally
reduce the flow to springs. In terms of the flow to the Wash this will be negated by the
return of treated effluent.
The demand for water for public supply is seasonal but average demand ranges only
between around 1.1 in the peak months and 0.9 in low months. In contrast river flows
range seasonally by orders of magnitude. The overall effect of the use of water
resources for public water supply is therefore to moderate the low end of the natural
range. The impact of public water supply abstraction on annual flood flows from the
total catchment to the Wash of some 15,000km2 is negligible. Although the flow of
water to the Wash in a flood is not directly measured it can be estimated to be of the
order of 500 -1000 cumecs, which is over 50 times greater than the maximum
instantaneous rate of abstraction.
Historically the demand for water for public water supplies grew at a rate of between
1% and 2% per year during the period from 1950 -1990. However during the last
decade the level of demand has remained flat. This can be attributed to changes to
water resources management and the development of demand management through
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leakage control, household metering and promotion of water conservation and
efficiency. AWS' forecast demand for water is for no growth for the next decade and
thereafter some potential growth on the basis that the Anglian region will experience
economic growth that cannot be met by demand management alone. The Environment
Agency published its latest Regional Water Resources Strategy in March 2003. This
includes forecasts of water demand by all water sectors to the planning horizon of
2025. The Environment Agency has used the Foresight "Environmental Futures" (DTI
1999) scenarios to develop 4 future scenarios based on differing social values and
systems of governance. These forecasts vary between a 73% increase and a 28%
reduction in total demand by 2025 (compared with demand in 1997/98).
When considering the increased demand locally from housing and industrial
development, this is effectively met by the redistribution of water from areas where a
surplus has been developed though demand management to those where local growth
could result in a potential deficit. The overall impact on flows to the Wash will be
neutral.
AWS submitted its Water Resources Plan to the Environment Agency in 1999. This
outlined the strategy of managing demand by providing water meters on request,
controlling leakage to an economic level and promoting water efficiency. It was
acknowledged that both ground and surface water resources were fully committed
through current licences. Appropriately timed water resource developments identified
both in the company's plan and the Environment Agency's Water Resources Strategy,
include using remaining licensed quantities, such as the remaining yield of Rutland
Water to supply an extension to the existing water treatment works at Wing. Another
example is the reuse of effluent at Peterborough to provide a non-potable supply to
the nearby power station. The potential use of flow from the Lower Witham for the
development of a new raw water storage reservoir was highlighted. This would need
to be augmented by the winter transfer of water from the River Trent, using the
existing Trent-Witham- Ancholme river transfer scheme, to maximise reservoir yield
and protect the flow of freshwater from the Witham to the Wash.
1.2.2 Current Management Objectives
The objective of water resources management is to provide secure water supplies in a
sustainable manner in accord with the Environment Agency's duties and AWS'
mission statement. This involves considering the four themes of sustainable
development as set out by government guidance.
AWS publishes its plans for conservation objectives on land it owns in a Biodiversity
Action Plan and the range of activities are monitored and reported annually in the
Summary Environment and Community Report.
The implementation of these plans requires using principles of sustainability to
balance the achievement of environmental objectives with those of providing
economic services to customers within the limits of the resources that can be made
available.
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1.2.3 Current Management for Nature Conservation
The use of the river catchments that flow into the Wash for the abstraction of water
has largely been developed during the last 50 years under the regulations in force at
the time. The main influence has been the Water Resources Act 1963, which was
codified together with subsequent legislation in the Water Resources Act 1991. The
WRA 1991 reinforced the duty of the Environment Agency to have particular regard
to the duties on water undertakers and to its own duties for nature conservation. The
Environment Act 1995 has placed an additional duty of nature conservation on both
water companies and the Environment Agency. The Water Act 2003 introduces a
number of significant changes to the water abstraction licensing system, including a
review of the management of water resources through the development of Catchment
Abstraction Management Strategies or CAMS. The CAMS, together with the
Agency's recently published Water Resources Strategy, are intended to meet the
obligations for water management included in the EU Water Framework Directive.
With a view to the implementation of new obligations to review water abstraction
AWS included, in its 1999 periodic review submission to Ofwat, provision for an
investigation of abstraction impacts on a number of designated conservation areas
including the Wash. In its determination of prices for the period 2000 -2005, referred
to as AMP3, Ofwat made provision for expenditure on these investigations and in
some cases mitigation of adverse effects. Though funding from Ofwat for work on the
impact on the Wash was limited to investigations only, guidance provided by DETR
in 'Raising the Quality (DETR 1998) stated that "any scheme which is subsequently
shown by investigation to need completion or commencement within the period 20002005 should proceed accordingly even if it has not been allowed for in the price
determination for that period".
In 1997 AWS applied to the to the Secretary of State for Drought Orders to reduce the
MRF over the winter of 1998 to secure water for Grafham and Pitsford reservoirs in
the event that the severe drought that started in April 1995 continued. The public
inquiry that followed identified the need for improvement to the models used to
manage surface water resources. Although the drought broke and the Drought Order
applications were withdrawn the work on a suite of models referred to as the Ouse and
Nene Strategic Studies [ONSS] was progressed by AWS through consultants WRc in
consultation with Natural England, the Environment Agency and the RSPB. It is
intended to use the models to progress the investigation of the impact of AWS water
abstraction on the Wash in future years.
The EA is currently undertaking the Habitats Directive review of consents for the
Wash to meet statutory target dates of March 2004 - March 2006 for completion of
stage 3 (appropriate assessment) and March 2006 - March 2008 (completion of
scheme).

2.0

Factors arising from the activity

The development of abstraction of both surface and groundwater over the 2nd half of
the 20th Century has modified the pre-existing conditions. The changes are complex
and include:
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•

Abstraction of surface water down to prescribed Minimum Residual Flows
(MRFs) at river intakes

•

Reduction of summer baseflow from aquifers by groundwater abstraction

•

Storage of high winter surface water flows in winter storage reservoirs
particularly for agriculture.

The table below summarises the impact of using freshwater flows in the rivers that
feed the Wash for public water supplies
Activity

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
EA
NE
AWS
Essex and
Suffolk
Water
EA
NE
AWS

Existing
Management

Possible effect
on features

No change from
present
operation

Loss of flow

On-going
monitoring

Loss of flow

Interbasin
transfer
(export
from
catchment)

River Ouse
abstraction
at Denver

High
(Lower)

Abstraction
of surface
water for
public
water
supply –
direct river
abstractions
and
reservoir
intakes

Throughout

High
(Lower)

Salterford
Stoke Ferry
Marham
Clapham

Low
(Low)

Tinwell
Duston
Mill
Wansford
Offord

High
(steady growth
to meet demand)

Water
abstraction
for
agriculture

Throughout

Variable
(lower)

EA
Landowners

EA issue
consents

Possible effect
on interest
features, eg
draining of
tidal reedbeds

Development of
new `water
resources’
schemes

For
example
Wing
extension

New scheme

EA
NE
AWS

Environment
Agency
discharge
consents

Loss of flow

Lower
Witham
reservoir
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Increased
siltation

Beneficial
effects to
interest
features from
new schemes
would be
sought
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Activity

Demand
management
through
water
efficiency
Groundwater
abstraction

Interbasin
transfers
(import into
catchment)

2.1

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Throughout

Medium
(Lower)

Chalk
Lincs
limestone
and
Greensand
aquifers

High
(Steady growth
to meet demand)

TrentWithamAncholme
Scheme

Used to
augment dry
weather flows
(drought years
since 1970)

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
EA
AWS
ESW

EA
AWS

EA
NE
AWS

Existing
Management

Possible effect
on features

Promote to all
customers water
efficiency
measures

Positive
benefit
through
increased flow

Monitoring

Locally
reduced flow
to submarine
springs

Monitoring and
research

Returned
effluent
enhances gross
flows
Some small
`loss’ to tide
from Witham
possible to
prevent saline
intrusion

Internal Natural Factors

The natural flow of rivers is a function of the impact of seasonal changes, such as
temperature and plant growth on the variable factor of rainfall. The dominant effects
of evaporation and transpiration give lower effective rainfall and hence lower flow
during the summer months. However low flows can occur in winter if dry weather
coincides with freezing conditions and summer flash flood can reach the magnitude of
some winter events.
Monthly and annual variations in spring and neap tides affect the diurnal level and
flow of water from rivers into the area.

2.2

External Factors

The availability of water resources for all uses is limited by the effective rainfall left
after evaporation and transpiration by plants has reduced total rainfall. In a
hydrological drought the effective rainfall will be reduced to the extent that habitats
dependent upon water level or flow come under stress and water levels in raw water
storage reservoirs will fall. The continued return of treated effluent will maintain
flows but downstream consumptive uses may result in further losses before freshwater
reaches the Wash. In wet years or wet periods of the year reservoir and groundwater
storage is replenished with some loss to freshwater flows to the Wash. Flood flows are
of a magnitude that is not affected by the rate of abstraction for public water supply.
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The range of freshwater flows to the Wash is dominated by the natural influences of
drought and flood, with the activity of use for public water supply having a low
impact even during drought conditions. The work being undertaken as part of the
National Environment Programme will provide a clearer view on the impact of water
company and Agency abstractions on the Wash.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

The existing water supply systems have largely been developed to meet the growth in
demand in East Anglia over the last half of the 20th century in response to strong
economic growth in the region and increasing living standards. The last decade has
seen a halt to the historical growth for the region as a whole and the forecast is for no
overall increase in demand as demand management continues. There will be further
investment in water resources systems to meet local demand and changes in demand
patterns.
The Habitats Directive review of consents and the development of CAMS are
intended to identify cases where water abstraction is having an adverse effect. Plans
will be considered for any adverse impacts to be moderated and where possible ended
under the Restoring Sustainable Abstraction Project (RSAP).
The increased use of innovative management in such areas as demand management,
seasonal variations to residual flows to improve water availability for environmental
uses, whilst maintaining source yields, the direct re-use of treated effluent and the
refinement of treated wastewater standards can all be expected to provide
environmental benefits.

3.2/3.3
Activity

Interbasin
transfer
(export from
catchment)

207

Management Options and Actions
Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6
F4

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

20.1 Ensure all
water
abstraction is
managed to
prevent adverse
impacts on
interest features
of the EMS and
encourage
promotion of
water efficiency
measures

Ensure
monitoring of
licences takes
place,
that all future
consents will
comply with
Habitats
Directive and
continue
existing
initiatives,
particularly
water
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

Ongoing
EA
NE
Water
published Summer 2007

Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action
efficiency in
new builds.

Cont.

F6 for new
abstractions

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
companies

Complete
stage 3 of
Habitats
Directive
review of
consents for
all permits
which have the
potential to
impact on the
Wash and
North Norfolk
Coast.

Timescale

2006-07

2006-2008

Complete
stage 4 of
Habitats
Directive
review of
consents, if
appropriate

Abstraction of
surface water
for public
water supply –
direct river
abstractions
and reservoir
intakes
Water
abstraction for
agriculture
Development
of new `water
resources’
schemes
Groundwater
abstraction

F3

---

Section 5.9
provides more
detail on the
requirements
of the Habitats
Directive/
Regulations
---

F3

---

---

F6

F4

---

F6 for new
abstractions
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---

As for 20.1.
Apply HABS
Regs ‘94

---
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ongoing

Individual
timetable for
each
proposal
Ongoing

published Summer 2007

Activity

Interbasin
transfers
(import into
catchment)

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

As for 20.1

As for 20.1

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
---

Timescale

ongoing

Apply HABS
Regs ‘94
Treatment and
return of
effluent

F6 for new
abstractions
F3

As for 20.1

As for 20.1

Apply HABS
Regs ‘94
F6 for new
projects
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Annex 21a
Water quality management -sewage and industrial
discharges
1.0

Description

1.1

Extent of Activity

Coastal waters and the freshwaters feeding them are used extensively for the disposal
of treated sewage and industrial effluents and also the intermittent discharges from
combined sewer and emergency overflows, and storm tanks at treatment works.
The greatest volume discharged is of treated sewage effluent from wastewater
treatment works. Sewage is principally of domestic origin but industrial premises are
encouraged to discharge appropriate trade effluent to the sewers. Some industries also
discharge direct to controlled waters after suitable treatment.

1.2

Management

General
The majority of the sewage discharges are managed by Anglian Water as the statutory
sewage undertaker but many others are in private ownership serving individual
properties and commercial developments such as hotels and caravan sites. In addition
industrial effluents are also discharged, particularly from the food processing industry.
Current discharges direct to controlled waters are subject to control and require the
consent of the Environment Agency. The consent details the quantity and the quality
of the discharge and its location. Consent conditions are generally designed to achieve
River Ecosystem (RE) targets. Monitoring to ensure compliance of discharges with
consent conditions is routinely carried out by the Environment Agency.
There is continued discussion between Anglian Water and the Agency to identify
future improvement programmes. In particular when new or altered EC directives or
national initiatives require further improvements to existing discharges. Improvements
are identified in the Asset Management Plan (AMP) process.
Discharges of trade effluent to sewer are also subject to specific consent procedures
by Anglian Water to protect the personnel involved in operating works, the fabric of
the system, the treatment processes, and also the wider environment. Random
systematic monitoring of discharges at industrial premises to assess effluent quality
against limits is undertaken. Consents are regularly reviewed by Anglian Water to
ensure appropriate asset and environmental protection. There is provision to take legal
action against dischargers who exceed the applied limits.
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Current Management Objectives
To provide effective treatment of sewage and industrial wastes in order to comply
with Environmental Quality Standards and RE targets for the receiving waters and to
undertake effective monitoring to demonstrate such compliance.
Current Management for Nature Conservation
Quality conditions include limits on potentially damaging components, which may be
present, and detailed monitoring by the EA is undertaken to ensure that limits are
complied with. The majority of discharges are significantly better than the consent
quality requirement.
The Agency regularly reviews consent conditions in the light of changing legislation
and also to address any issues/concerns raised by their monitoring of environmental
waters.
Biological monitoring of rivers is also carried out to ensure that discharges do not
significantly impact on aquatic invertebrates and fisheries surveys also help to build
up an accurate picture of the ecological health of the aquatic environment.
In addition to monitoring the rivers and streams discharging to the Wash and North
Norfolk coast the Agency also monitors the marine environment in the Wash.

2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Discharge of
treated sewage
and industrial
effluent to
estuaries and
coastal waters

Location

Various
locations
along coast

Level of
Activity
Medium

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EA
AWS

Proposed
Management
Action

Possible effects
on features

Operate
sewage
treatment
works to
achieve
required
discharge
standards

Breakdown of
organic matter
may result in
dissolved
oxygen
depletion
Nutrient
enrichment

All coastal
discharges
with
population
equivalents
greater than
2000 now
achieve
UWWT
Directive
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Turbidity
Toxic
contamination
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Activity

Location

Level of
Activity

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Cont.
Discharge of
treated sewage
and industrial
effluent to
freshwater

Across all
catchments
feeding in
to EMS

Medium

EA
AWS

Proposed
Management
Action
minimum
standards for
secondary
treatment.
Operate
sewage
treatment
works to
achieve
required
discharge
standards
Establish
standards to
meet RE
targets,
Environmental
Quality
Standards
(EQS), and
nutrient
removal
where
applicable.

Possible effects
on features

Breakdown of
organic matter
may result in
dissolved
oxygen
depletion
Nutrient
enrichment
Turbidity
Smothering of
habitats

Consent
discharges

Unsatisfactory
Storm sewage
overflows and
emergency
overflows

Throughout

Low

EA
AWS

Monitor
compliance
Operate assets
to minimise
environmental
impact
through
ongoing
maintenance
and AMP4
investment

Breakdown of
organic matter
may result in
dissolved
oxygen
depletion
Nutrient
enrichment
Turbidity

Control trade
effluents to
sewer
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Smothering of
habitats
Direct Toxic
effects
Bioaccumulation

published Summer 2007

Activity

Location

Level of
Activity

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Cont.

Proposed
Management
Action

Possible effects
on features

Monitor
compliance
Operate to
reduce impact
on sewage
treatment
process

Industrial
processes
(discharges to
atmosphere and
waste disposal)

2.2

Land area
around
Wash
EMS

Low
(Low)

EA
District and
Borough
Councils

Environment
Protection Act
1990

Toxic
contamination

Pollution
Prevention
and Control
Regulations

Internal Natural factors

River flows fluctuate naturally due to intensity and duration of rainfall and this can
affect the quality of freshwater flowing into the EMS.
Nutrient inputs to the EMS occur by virtue of the river discharges and the tidal
interchange. Some of these nutrients arise from natural processes.
Blanketing of habitats will occur by natural movements of silts due to tidal effects and
changes in river channels.

2.3

External factors

Discharges of sewage and industrial effluents outside the designated area will receive
the same consideration.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Several of the treatment works require improvements to present processes to achieve
better standards and/or to comply with European Directives.
A number of the intermittent discharges (described above) are considered to be
unsatisfactory in terms of their impact on the environment and require improvement.
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These improvements have been identified by the Environment Agency and are
included in the Company's Asset Management Plan (AMP) for the period
The Habitats Directive requires the EA to review consents for all relevant discharges
to the EMS. All consents that have the potential to impact on the Wash will be
reviewed and their individual impact assessed, along with their impact in combination
with other discharges.

3.2

Management Options

3.3

Management Action

Organic and particularly nutrient loading will be kept to the lowest practicable level.
Concentrations of potentially toxic pollutants will continue to achieve the
Environmental Quality Standard (EQS). Any exceedences will be investigated and
actions taken where appropriate.
Potentially cumulative materials, e.g. certain metals and organic chemicals will be
kept to minimal levels.
In all cases the principle of Best Available Technology Not Entailing Excessive Cost
(BATNEEC) will be applied.
Under the requirements of the Habitats Regulations all new proposals that could
impact upon the EMS must undergo an assessment to determine whether it is likely to
have significant effect on the site
The procedures are set out in EAS/31 00/4/2 Procedures and guiding principles for
applying the Habitats Regulations to new Environment Agency authorisations and
activities.
It is likely that the experience of managing the EMS will, from time to time, expose
gaps in our understanding. The Agency will co-operate in agreed investigative
programmes, and may have to review Consents and Authorisations accordingly.
Activity

Discharge
of treated
sewage and
industrial
effluent to
estuaries
and coastal
waters

214

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

21.1
Monitor water
quality from
rivers
discharging
into the EMS.

Promote
initiatives to
reduce diffuse
pollution (e.g.
nutrients being
discharged into
rivers) and
notify licencees
which are
negatively
affecting EMS
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
EA
NE
AWS

Timescale

Ongoing

EA AWS
Industrialists,
farmers and
landowners
published Summer 2007

Activity

Cont.

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
objective
21.2 Ensure
water quality
in the EMS
meets the
standards
required to
protect the
interest
features and
amenity use

Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

2006-2008
Continue
monitoring – no
change from
current
regulatory
framework,
significant
programme of
improvements
carried out
Monitor
emissions to air
and water for
compliance
against permit
conditions and
bathing water
quality at all
designated
beaches for
compliance
against bathing
water directives.
All future
permits to be
fully compliant
with the
requirements of
the Habitats
Directive.

Ongoing

2006-07

2006-08

Complete stage
3 of Habitats
Directive review
of consents for
all permits
which have the
potential to
impact on the
Wash and North
Norfolk Coast.
Complete stage
4 of Habitats
Directive review
of consents, if
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Activity

Suggested
management
option
F1 – F6

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

appropriate.
Discharge
of treated
sewage and
industrial
effluent to
freshwater
Unsatisfactory
storm
sewage
overflows
and
emergency
overflows

F3

F3

As for 21.1

As for 21.1

As for 21.2

As for 21.2

21.3
Undertake
improvements
to storm
sewage and
emegency
overflows

Prioritised
programme of
improvements
identified under
Asset
Management
Plan 4 (AMP4)
to be completed
by 2010.

--As for 21.1

--As for 21.1

As for 21.2

As for 21.2

EA
AWS

Ongoing

2006-2008

Control
Trade
effluents to
sewer
Industrial
processes
(discharges
to
atmosphere
and waste
disposal)
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Annex 21b
Water quality management - nutrient enrichment from
agricultural land
1. 0

Description

Water quality from the Wash's numerous rivers and streams plays a significant role in
determining the health of a variety of ecological features, within the EMS. There are
various significant elements that determine river water quality, namely direct
discharges from sewage works, industry and indirect agricultural discharges. This
section looks specifically at those agricultural discharges that enter the Wash via its
rivers and streams, which is termed run-off or diffuse pollution.

1.1

Activity

Agricultural activity has moulded much of the rural landscape of the country and can
also have other wide ranging effects on the environment.
The drive for self-sufficiency in food production following World War 2 promoted
intensive production methods. This led to ecological damage including loss of
habitats, reduction of biodiversity and increases in water pollution.
However as emphasis on production has diminished and recognition of the damage
done has increased opportunities to reverse this trend have arisen.
The area surrounding the Wash contains a proportion of grade 1 and grade 2 good
quality land used for a range of arable and horticultural crops with smaller areas of
grazing. However intensive pig and poultry farming is also widespread in the
catchments flowing into the Wash. To maximise crop yields large quantities of
fertiliser are applied to the land, which can give, rise to nutrient enrichment of surface
and groundwater.
On January 1st 2005 the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) Reform introduced
significant changes to the UK Agricultural Industry. It involved a decoupling of
subsidies so that farmers are no longer paid for how much they produce but support
will be given for environmental schemes and good land husbandry. They will receive
a Single Farm Payment (SFP) for ensuring they are compliant with a number of
regulations, a total of 19 directives will be introduced over the next 3 years, and are
therefore cross compliant. The Environment Agency currently check compliance on
three of these (will become four when Agricultural waste is brought in) - Nitrate
Vulnerable Zones; Groundwater Regulations and the Sludge Regulations. The
introduction of the Entry Level Scheme and the Higher Level Scheme (ELS/ HLS),
which will eventually replace existing agri environment schemes, will enable farmers
to be paid to improve habitat and biodiversity on their farm. Good Agriculture and
Environmental Condition (GAEC), part of cross compliance, is concerned with good
land husbandry and has a particular emphasis on soils with a requirement that Soil
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Management Plans must be provided by all farmers and implemented on their land by
2007.
Introduction of Pollution Prevention Control and new permitting within the Pig and
Poultry Industry will take effect in 2007 and also contribute towards controlling
emissions of ammonia to the environment.
These are all new regulatory measures that will help to ensure better understanding of
diffuse pollution, and hopefully reduce the amount of nutrients and pesticides finding
their way into our rivers and streams. This will help us to keep on target for 2015
when under the Water Framework Directive all catchments should achieve ‘good
ecological status’

1.2

Management

General
Management of nutrient run-off is by a combination of regulatory and voluntary
measures including:
•

Set aside to take land out of agricultural production.

•

The designation of Nitrate Vulnerable Zones.

•

Promotion by DEFRA of Codes of Good Agricultural Practice (COGAP) for the
protection of the environment.

•

Promotion of less intensive and more environmentally friendly farming through
schemes such as the MAFF habitat creation scheme, environmentally sensitive
areas and countryside stewardship. These have now been superseded by cross
compliance and agri environmnent schemes under CAP reform – ELS and HLS.

•

Introduction of Catchment Sensitive Farming and appointment of a catchment
officer on the River Wensum.

•

Voluntary Initiative – Industry lead form of self-regulation, introducing a number
of measures to counteract the threat of the Government’s proposed pesticide tax
eg efforts to reduce pesticides entering watercourses.

•

Pesticide Stewardship – ensuring accurate timing and half application rates of the
more mobile pesticides ie isoproturon (IPU)

The Environment Agency (EA) has the statutory responsibility to monitor water
quality for pollution in the rivers and streams entering the Wash, through chemical
and biological sampling programmes. This routine sampling programme allows the
general water quality to be categorised and use-related targets to be assessed.
The Environment Agency is also the competent authority in England and Wales (or
one of the competent authorities) to implement the requirements of specific European
Commission (EC) Directives as transposed into UK law. Routine monitoring also
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ensures that watercourses comply with standards laid down in these directives.
Administration of nitrate vulnerable zones, groundwater regulations and sewage
sludge use in an agricultural context is also performed by the Environment Agency
under its obligations to monitor cross compliance.
The Environment Agency has environmental legislation under which it can undertake
enforcement action as appropriate.
Although all the major rivers draining to the Wash are eutrophic due to high levels of
nutrient being present there is no evidence to suggest that this leads to eutrophic
conditions in the Wash itself. This is largely due to the turbid nature of the Wash,
which inhibits algal growth by restricting light penetration.
Current Management Objectives
The Agency has strategic use related targets known as River Quality Objectives
(RQO) which have been set for all rivers and provide a basis for planning the
maintenance and improvement of river quality.
The water classification scheme used to set RQO planning targets is known as the
River
Ecosystem (RE) Classification scheme. The scheme establishes a defined level of
protection for aquatic life and comprises of 5 classes that reflect the chemical quality
required for the plants and animals living in our rivers.
Descriptions of the River Ecosystem Classes are given below:
REI Water of very good quality suitable for all fish species
RE2 Water of good quality suitable for all fish species
RE3 Water of fair quality suitable for high class coarse fish populations
RE4 Water of fair quality suitable for coarse fish populations
RE5 Water of poor quality which is likely to limit coarse fish populations
Stretches of all main rivers and streams entering the Wash have been assigned a River
Ecosystem objective. These objectives have been set in order to prevent deterioration
of present water quality and to protect existing uses. Further details are available
from the Environment Agency.

1.3

Further Information

Anglian Region Local Contributions (Nothern, Central and Eastern Areas) 2002
Code of Good Agricultural Practice for the Protection of Water, 1998, Defra PB0617.
Accessed at http://www.defra.gov.uk/environ/cogap/watercod.pdf.
Impacts of CAP Reform Agreement on Diffuse Water Pollution from Agriculture,
2004. Report for Defra. Accessed at:
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/water/quality/diffuse/agri/pdf/gfa-racefinal.pdf.
Aquatic Eutrophication in England and Wales, A Management Strategy 2000 Environment Agency.
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2.0

Factors

2.1

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Nutrient
enrichment
(diffuse
agricultural
run-off)

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Gt Ouse
Catchment

High
(High)

Witham
Catchment

High
(High)

Welland
Catchment

High
(High)

Nene
Catchment

High
(High)

N. Norfolk

Moderate
(Moderate)

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority
DEFRA
EA
NFU

Existing
Management

Possible effect
on features

Education

Although
nutrient levels
in the Wash
are high any
eutrophic
effects will be
very limited
due to the
turbid nature
of the
embayment

Talks given to
farming
groups
Farmers
encouraged to
have waste
management
plans
Nitrate
vulnerable
zones
designated
GAEC – 2m
margins, soil
management.
Environmental
stewardship –
resource
protection

Pesticide/
Herbicide
residues

All
upstream
catchments

Low
(Medium)

EA

Groundwater
Regulations

Removal of
soil from
cultivated
fields.
Stripping of
nutrients and
valuable
topsoil.
Encourage and
enhance the
farming
landscape ie
hedges, grass
margins in
arable fields.
Toxic
contamination

Where
appropriate
consent limits
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Activity

Location

Present and
historic levels
of activity

Cont.

Responsible
managing
organisation
Bold =
Relevant
Authority

Existing
Management

imposed under
relevant
legislation
GAEC – 2m
margins, soil
management.
Environmental
stewardship –
resource
protection

2.2

Possible effect
on features

As above

As above

Internal Natural Factors

The run-off of nutrients into freshwaters and then to the Wash fluctuates in relation to
rainfall frequencies and intensities.
High rainfall and river flows will increase the quantity of nutrients entering the Wash.

2.3

External factors

None

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Water quality targets have been set for all major rivers and streams entering the Wash
and extensive monitoring take place to ensure compliance.
There has been a significant improvement in water quality of the Wash's rivers and
streams in recent years, reflecting improvements to both direct and indirect discharges
resulting from regulation and voluntary implementation of codes of best practice.
However, one of the major water quality issues remains eutrophication in the larger
rivers draining to the Wash part of the European marine site. These rivers have been
designated as sensitive areas (Eutrophic) under the UWWTD and nutrient removal
now takes place at major sewage treatment works in the Catchment.
Diffuse pollution is a more difficult issue but recent changes in legislation and land
management practices are likely to result in a decline in nutrient enrichment in future
years. However, although nutrient levels in the Wash are high the embayment does
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not generally exhibit eutrophic characteristics due to the turbid nature of the water
which inhibits light penetration.

3.2/3.3

Management Options and Actions

Activity

Management
Option

Management
Objective

Nutrient
enrichment
(diffuse
agricultural
run-off)

F4

21.1
Monitor water
quality from
rivers
discharging
into the EMS.

21.2 Ensure
water quality
in the EMS
meets the
standards
required to
protect the
interest
features and
amenity use

Proposed
Management
Action
Promote
initiatives to
reduce diffuse
pollution (e.g.
nutrients being
discharged into
rivers) and notify
licencees which
are negatively
affecting EMS
Continue
monitoring – no
change from
current regulatory
framework,
significant
programme of
improvements
carried out
Monitor
emissions to air
and water for
compliance
against permit
conditions and
bathing water
quality at all
designated
beaches for
compliance
against bathing
water directives.
All future permits
to be fully
compliant with
the requirements
of the Habitats
Directive.

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

Ongoing

EA AWS
Industrialists,
farmers and
landowners

20062008

Ongoing

2006-07

2006-08

Complete stage 3
of Habitats
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Activity

Management
Option

Management
Objective

Cont.

Proposed
Management
Action

Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead

Timescale

Directive review
of consents for all
permits which
have the potential
to impact on the
Wash and North
Norfolk Coast.
Complete stage 4
of Habitats
Directive review
of consents, if
appropriate.

Pesticide/
Herbicide
residues
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Annex 22
Energy industries – including renewables
1.0

Description

1.1

Activity

General
Offshore drilling platforms in the North Sea and elsewhere allow the UK to be almost
self-sufficient in natural gas. Gas now accounts for 15 per cent of the fuel used in
electricity generation. There are no drilling platforms within the European Marine Site
boundary and no exploration or exploitation of oil or gas has taken place within the
site. Power generating stations can be located anywhere subject to operation needs
and environmental constraints.
The gas powered electricity generating power stations at Sutton Bridge on the River
Nene and King’s Lynn on the River Great Ouse and at Spalding lie outside the
European Marine Site boundary.

1.2

Management

General
The planning of these installations has taken account of environmental issues such as
their proximity to the European Marine Site and their emissions have been subject to
the approval of the Environment Agency under the Integration Pollution Control
process.
The Department of Trade and Industry award licenses for exploration, exploitation
and development of offshore oil and gas fields and consents for production. DETR
gives consents for the location of offshore installations. Advice is sought from Natural
England and the Environment Agency. Local planning authorities deal with on-shore
facilities relating to handling and power generation. Power generation is included in
local authority Statutory Plans.
Current Management Objectives
Take into account government targets and socio-economic factors.
Management for Nature Conservation
All licensees of oil or gas fields operating within 25 miles of the coast or in other
environmentally sensitive areas are required to carry out an Environmental
Assessment in consultation with all interested parties including local authorities and
Natural England. Development plans for production that are submitted for approval
are required to describe a wide range of aspects including the arrangements for
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pollution control. Ministers can reject development plans on grounds that they are
contrary to good oilfield practice or the national interest.

1.3

Further information

http://www.detr.gov.uk
http://www.dti.gov.uk
Department of Trade and Industry (1999) Development of the oil and gas resources of
the United Kingdom
Hailey, N. 1995 Likely impacts of oil and gas activities on the marine environment
and integration of environmental considerations in licensing policy Natural England
Research Report No. 145
http://www.environment–agency.gov.uk for Environment Agency IPPC Permits

2.0

Factors

2.1

Internal Natural Factors

Not applicable.

2.2

External Factors

Exploration and extraction methods associated with hydrocarbon industries have the
potential to impact on European Marine Sites in a variety of ways from disturbance of
species, to smothering and toxic contamination. These operations are licensed by the
Department of Trade and Industry which requires environmental concerns to be taken
into account.

3.0

Future Management

3.1

Rationale

Oil and gas exploitation is located a long way offshore. Any developments associated
with these industries will be subject to the Habitats Regulations.
Current government policy is to obtain 10 per cent of UK energy production from
renewable resources by 2010.
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4.0

Renewable Energy

The continual increase of greenhouse gases, particularly carbon dioxide, due to the
burning of fossil fuels has occurred and is thought to be a contributory factor to global
warming, climate change and increasing acidity of the sea.
As a result a convention was held in Kyoto in 1997 where a large number of countries
agreed to introduce measures to lower greenhouse gas emissions.
One of these measures was to promote, develop and implement the use of renewable
energy.
The EMS has an obligation/requirement to consider renewable energy types and their
positive impacts on the site.
There are a number of renewable energy types listed below, with the potential
suitability for the site.
Renewable energy is the generation of energy from non fossil – fuel sources,
including wind turbines, wave generators, biofuels, solar power and wood fuel
burners.
The scale, siting and cumulative affect of wind energy infrastructure will require
careful consideration in the vicinity of the EMS.

4.1

Advantages and disadvantages

Generally the advantages and disadvantages of these renewable energy types can be
found in the Regional Planning Guidance for the East Midlands and East of England.
The Wash Estuary Strategy Group has also considered the generation of renewable
energy and, in section 3.4.4 of the 2nd Edition of the Wash Estuary Management Plan,
considers renewable energy in respect of the feasibility and acceptance for the Wash
and its Hinterlands. Policies L8, L9 and L10 generally support renewable energy
projects and developments in the Wash but any developments must be of proven
environmental benefit.
In the light of current experience and in the short term, development of wind energy is
likely to be the preferred option of developers.
As a result of a Strategic Environmental Assessment, government took the view that
wind farms should not be developed within 8km of the coast or within 13km in
sensitive coastal areas.

4.2

Current and Future Management

There are known mechanisms for renewable energy industry activities to have an
affect on the Conservation features, but no evidence to suggest they are having or will
have a significant affect at present.
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It is important, however, to note that the merits of any proposals, whatever the nature
of the renewable energy generation mechanism, will be dealt with on a case by case
basis.
Applications for the new facilities will require consent from various relevant or
competent authorities and will be subject to the Habitats Regulations 48-53 as plans
and projects.
Ancillary development associated with renewable energy should be considered at the
time of the proposals. All on or offshore renewable energy developments, however
remote, have to be physically connected to the national grid, sometimes resulting in
the installation of transmission systems over considerable distances. All new power
lines need to be carefully routed to take in to account relevant planning, amenity and
environmental considerations. Ideally power lines should be placed underground.
Even if the work does not fall within the EMS, but is in proximity to it, it must be
considered under the Habitats Regulations as work that has the potential to cause
deterioration to the natural habitats for which the site was designated, or as work that
has the potential to cause disturbance to the species and its habitats for which the site
was designated.

4.3

Policy

Current government policy is to obtain 10 per cent of UK energy production from
renewable resources by 2010.
The overarching Government policy relating to renewable energy generation aims to
'stimulate the exploitation and development of renewable energy sources whenever
they have prospects of being economically attractive and environmentally acceptable'.
The policy is supported by a range of international, national and regional guidance,
that includes:
•

The international Kyoto Protocol, adopted in 1997, which requires industrialised
countries to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions by an average of 5.2 per cent
below 1990 levels by the period 2008-2012. Under a European Union burden
sharing agreement, the UK has been allocated a reduction target of 12.5 per cent.

•

The Energy Bill (2003) which sets out a new strategy for the long – term, based
upon four goals: environmental protection, energy reliability, competitive markets
and affordable energy for all. This bill implements a range of commitments made
in the Energy White Paper. Our energy future- creating a low carbon economy
(2003). This White Paper sets out a strategy to reduce carbon emissions over the
next 50 years through the expansion of renewable energy and energy efficiency.
It sets out four goals for the Government's energy policy:
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-

To promote competitive energy markets in the UK and beyond.
To ensure that every home is adequately and affordably heated.

•

Planning Policy Guidance Note 22: Renewable Energy (now PPS22).

•

Regional Planning Guidance for both the East Midlands and East of England.

•

County Structure Plans and Local Plans.

In addition, and of equal importance to this plan, some of the local authorities that
cover The Wash and North Norfolk area are also working to develop their own
Supplementary Guidance on related renewables topics such as wind energy.

5.0

Factors arising from the activity

Activity

Location

Present
and
historic
levels of
activity

Gas fuelled
power
generation

Sutton
Bridge
King’s
Lynn
Spalding
None

---

Development
of new
power
stations and
improvement
to existing
sites

None

Development
of renewable
energy
power
generation
facilities and
services
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Responsible
managing
organisation
bold =
Relevant
Authority
DETR
DTI
EA
Operators

Existing
management

Possible effect on
features

To take account
of government
targets and
legislation

Air quality may
be affected

DETR
DTI
Environment
Agency
Local
planning
authorities
Natural
England
Crown Estates
Landowners
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6.0 Management Options
There are known mechanisms for non-renewable and renewable energy industry
activities to have an effect on the conservation features, but no evidence to suggest
they are having a significant effect at present. Applications for new power stations,
improvements to those existing, or renewable energy generating facilities will require
consent from various relevant authorities and will be subject to the Habitats
Regulations 48-53.

6.1

Management Actions

Activity

Gas fuelled
power
generation

Development
of new power
stations and
improvement
to existing
sites

Suggested
management
option
F1-F6
F3

Management
objective

Proposed
management
action

Continue to
enforce
legislation
relating to
emissions

Continue to
enforce
legislation
relating to
emissions

F6

Use of current
legislation
including the
Habitats
Regulations
48 - 53

Use of current
legislation
including the
Habitats
Regulations
48 -53

F6

Development
of renewable
energy
generating
facilities
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Organisations
involved
Bold = RA
Italics = lead
Local
authorities
Environment
Agency

Time-scale

DETR
DTI
Environment
Agency
Local
planning
authorities
Natural
England
Crown Estates
Landowners

Implement
legislation as
required

On-going

published Summer 2007

NOTES:
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